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ABSTRACT 
 

 
“The Politics of Devotion: Patronage and the Sumptuous Arts at the French Court (1374-

1472)” argues for the significance of devotional art in the construction of legitimate political 

identity in late-fourteenth and fifteenth century French courts, establishing a model for patronage 

that highlights the role of the nobility in art produced in France during the Hundred Years War 

and its aftermath.  This study focuses on two patrons: first, Jean de Valois, the duke of Berry; 

and second, the Jouvenel des Ursins, a recently ennobled family who owed their rise to power to 

their appointment to prestigious political positions.  Jean de Berry’s Petites Heures and Grandes 

Heures serve as examples of ducal patronage that combine elements of manuscripts associated 

with the late Capetian dynasty.  Among these are the Belleville Breviary and the lost Hours of 

Jean le Bon, as well as the didactic mirrors for princes, L’Estimeur du Monde and the 

Enseignements of Saint Louis, all intended to link the nascent Valois dynasty, whose legitimacy 

was contested during the Hundred Years’ War, to the previous Capetian dynasty. 

The manipulation of devotional objects to create a context for the presentation of political 

propaganda is adopted subsequently by the Jouvenel des Ursins family to promote legitimate 

noble identity in both text and image.  Surviving books of hours belonging to Michel, Jean II, 

and Guillaume Jouvenel des Ursins provide evidence of the family’s desires to promote their 

claims to nobility by emulating princely models of patronage.  The chancellor of France under 

Charles VII and Louis XI, Guillaume was also the patron the Mare historiarum, a universal 

history that includes visual references to the family’s connection to the ancient noble Orsini 

family of Rome, as well as represents Guillaume as following the model of royal patronage.  

Evidence of the Jouvenel des Ursins family’s awareness of the material requirements of noble 

patronage is also represented in two fragments of a heraldic tapestry, and marshaled the 

developing medium of panel painting to recreate sumptuous objects. Both sets of patrons took 

advantage of markers of legitimate political identity to adapt sumptuous devotional objects to 

function not for prayer alone, but also for personal and family promotion.  Through the patterns 

of patronage employed by Jean de Berry and the Jouvenel des Ursins, it is possible to explore the 

role of the visual arts in constructing nobility in France during the tumultuous period of the 

Hundred Years’ War and beyond. 
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 CHAPTER 1:  INTRODUCTION 

 

Devotional art of the late-fourteenth and early-fifteenth centuries conflated piety and 

power, serving their owners in numerous ways in addition to personal prayer.  This dissertation 

examines objects and images of devotion in order to highlight the vital and active roles they 

played in constructing and reinforcing courtly identity whether for the Princes of the Blood or for 

the recently ennobled Jouvenel des Ursins family. The commissioning of deluxe manuscripts 

illustrated abundantly with visual markers of both real and desired social status was one of the 

many strategies used to establish legitimate identity.  In this dissertation, I explore the function 

of the visual arts as they participate in the larger world of personal promotion and the 

construction of legitimate identity for both the early Valois princes and the Jouvenel des Ursins 

from the late fourteenth through the fifteenth centuries. 

This study examines two sets of patronage: the commissions of Jean, duke de Berry 

(1340-1416), as an example for the interests of the Valois Princes of the Blood, and the Jouvenel 

des Ursins family, particularly the chancellor of France under Charles VII, Guillaume (1401-

1472), as a model for the commissioning interests of the socially mobile members of the new 

nobility.  Visually linked through the coincidental adoption of the emblematic symbol of the 

bear, they exemplify the pursuit of personal promotion as participants drawn from two distinct 

social positions.2  For both the duke and the chancellor, the collection of visual material was both 

a contest for and a display of power that relied on a visual language of heraldry, emblems, and 

mottos to established legitimate identity.  I investigate a number of manuscript commissions 

associated with these patrons, the Petites Heures of Jean de Berry (c. 1380-1385, Paris, BnF, lat. 

18014), the Grandes Heures of Jean de Berry (c. 1409, Paris, BnF, lat. 919), the Hours of 

Guillaume Jouvenel des Ursins (c. 1440, Paris, BnF, n.a. lat. 3226), and Guillaume’s copy of the 

Mare historiarum (c. 1446, Paris, BnF, lat. 4915), to explore the political function of devotional 
                                                
2 Although both Jean de Berry and the Jouvenel des Ursins Family both employ a youthful bear as an emblematic 
symbol, the use of the bear is coincidental.  As I will develop further in Chapter 3, Jean de Berry’s use of the bear 
links him to Saint Ursinis, a saint local to his capital city of Bourges.  His adoption of the bear appears only after he 
was designated the duke of Berry by his father in 1360.  The Jouvenel des Ursins use of the bear connects them to 
the Roman Orsini family who were represented as bears by the early-fourtheenth century.  In particular, the Orsini 
popes Nicholas III (1277-1280) and Benedict XI (1303-1304) are both shown with bears as visual puns in a book of 
papal prophecy currently in Corpus Christi College Library. For more see: Lucy Freeman Sandler, “Bared: The 
Writing Bear in the British Library Bohun Psalter,” in Tributes to Jonathan J. G. Alexander: The Making and 
Meaning of Illuminated Medieval and Renaissance Manuscripts, Art and Architecture, eds. Susan L’Engle and 
Gerald B. Guest (London: Harvey Miller, 2006). 
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objects in late medieval art.  In this dissertation, manuscripts serve as vehicles to explore the 

similarities and the differences between the collecting interests of these two patrons and provide 

a location for situating illustrated books in the larger worlds of the sumptuous arts and fifteenth-

century panel painting. Illustrated manuscripts have a unique role in the history of art, previously 

considered to be both “major” arts through their relationship to panel and fresco painting and 

“minor” arts because of their often-anonymous production and their encasement in luxurious 

materials.  Manuscripts negotiate the space between the sumptuous arts and panel painting, and I 

use them to link these two categories of art and emphasize the active role visual culture played in 

the formation of political personae in late medieval France.  

 

1.1 Late Medieval Manuscripts and Sumptuous Objects in the History of Art 

 

As illustrated manuscripts provide the primary topics of inquiry for this project, it is 

important to examine manuscript studies.  Early investigation of illustrated manuscripts centered 

on style, a methodology that continues to thrive and provide invaluable information based on the 

close study of the book.  The examination of style developed to establish the dates and 

provenance of manuscripts and, when possible, to identify individual ateliers or artists.  Indeed, 

no research on the manuscripts present in the French courts of the fourteenth and fifteenth 

centuries could proceed without consulting the extensive writings of scholars such as François 

Avril and Nicole Reynaud.3  Unfortunately, too often the flow of available knowledge quickly 

runs dry in strictly stylistic investigations of late medieval manuscripts because books were, at 

this time, often the project of a large number of scribes and illuminators working independently 

on the same product.  The identification of individual hands can be frustratingly difficult with the 

profusion of individuals involved in production, and the process may obscure the question of 

context.  Although determining the relative dates and locations of manuscripts and the 

transmission of visual motifs is useful, the study of style alone does not include the larger 

cultural contexts of production or, particularly of interest to this dissertation, how a manuscript 

was intended to be used by its owner and its extended viewers. 

                                                
3 This is in no small part due to their long professional relationships with major repositories of late medieval 
manuscripts, both at the BnF and the Louvre. Together they produced the major corpus on manuscript painting in 
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Scholarship over the last forty years has pushed beyond analysis of style to include topics 

such as codicology, patronage, function, reception, and gender – the study of medieval 

manuscripts is notable for pursuing interdisciplinary lines of investigation.  Scholarly 

understanding of patronage, broadly defined as politics of the commission of art objects, has 

been one of the most significant developments in the recent investigation of books of hours.  

Such manuscripts have long been associated with female forms of devotion, often gendering the 

books as feminine. Scholarly interest in locating medieval women’s roles as book owners and 

patrons required researchers to look beyond traditional artist/patron relations and the diffusion of 

visual motifs, and to engage with interdisciplinary methods in order to illustrate the variety of 

ways in which women interacted with, and owned, books.4  The field of medieval manuscript 

study has benefited and been forever changed by this pioneering scholarship.  In the fourteenth 

and fifteenth centuries, however, both women and men actively sought to own books of hours.  

Arguably, the most famous and well known of these manuscripts, the Très Riches Heures of Jean 

de Berry (Chantilly: Musée Condé, 65), belonged to a man. This dissertation makes use of the 

interdisciplinary models developed for understanding the social complexity of manuscript 

patronage for women, but applies it to works of visual culture commissioned for and used by 

men. 

 Another issue in the investigation of books of hours involves the difficult relationship 

between the sacred and secular natures of the manuscripts.  These books are primarily 

                                                
4 The following works provide good discussions of women and their relationships with books in the late medieval 
world: Susan Groag Bell, “Medieval Women Book Owners: Arbiters of Lay Piety and Ambassadors of Culture,” 
Signs 7/4 (1982), 742-68; Brigitte Buettner, “Women and the Circulation of Books,” Journal of the Early Book 
Society 4 (2001); Madeline H. Caviness, “Patron or Matron? a Capetian Bride and a Vade Mecum for her Marriage 
Bed,” Speculum 68/2 (April 1993), 333-362; Pierre Cockshaw, “Some Remarks on the Character and Content of the 
Library of Margaret of York,” in Margaret of York, Simon Marmion, and the Visions of Tondal, ed. Thomas Kren 
(Malibu: The J. Paul Getty Museum, 1992); Joan A. Holladay, “The Education of Jeanne d’Évreux: Personal Piety 
and Dynastic Salvation in Her Book of Hours at the Cloisters,” Art History 17/4 (1994), 585-611; Anne-Marie 
Legaré, “Reassessing Women’s Libraries in Late Medieval France: The Case of Jeanne de Laval,” Renaissance 
Studies 10/2 (1996), 209-36; Margaret M. Manion, “Women, Art and Devotion: Three French Fourteenth-century 
Royal Prayer Books,” in The Art of the Book: Its Place in Medieval Worship (Exeter: University of Exeter Press, 
1998), 21-61; Myra D. Orth, “Dedicating Women: Manuscript Culture in the French Renaissance, and the Cases of 
Catherine d’Amboise and Anne de Graville,” Journal of the Early Book Society 1/1 (1997), 17-47; Myra D. Orth, 
“Family Values: Manuscripts as Gifts and Legacies among French Renaissance Women,”  Journal of the Early Book 
Society 4 (2001), 88-112; Sandra Penketh, “Women and Books of Hours,” in Women and the Book: Assessing the 
Evidence, eds. Lesley Smith and Jane H.M. Taylor (London: British Library, 1996) 266-81; Kathryn A. Smith, Art, 
Identity and Devotion in Fourteenth-Century England: Three Women and Their Books of Hours, The British Library 
Studies in Medieval Culture (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2003). 
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devotional, and as such contain prayers.  Regarded generally as works for personal piety, these 

objects are often discussed for their religious function by a solitary individual reading silently.  

Although this must have been the case in many instances, strictly pious interpretations of these 

books ignore their potential for secular and more public purposes.  Scholarship on late medieval 

romance recognizes what Anne D. Hedeman describes as the “blurring of genre” between the 

sacred and the secular.5  For example, Lori Walters notes the relationship between Lancelot’s 

bleeding wounds from crossing the Sword Bridge in the Chevalier de la Charrette and the 

wounds received by Christ in the course of his crucifixion.6 More generally, her study of the 

Charrette suggests the frequently overlooked devotional slant of medieval romance.  Although 

Chrétien de Troyes does not explicitly state the potential Christian interpretation of his romances, 

the ability of medieval audiences to understand the multivalent messages, what Matilda Tomaryn 

Bruckner calls “an inexhaustible series of interpretations,” present within medieval romance 

forms the base for much literary study in the field.7  C. Griffith Mann discusses the blurring of 

genre working in the opposite direction, highlighting the chivalric interpretation present in the 

naming of swords in the Morgan Picture Bible (New York, Pierpont Morgan Library, M 638).8  

The separation of church and state was not a medieval value, and models for royal leadership 

were found throughout biblical history.  Books of hours, as they were subject to multiple 

interpretative glosses, both sacred and secular, require further exploration. 

 Lastly, issues of periodicity and regionalism have had significant and negative impacts on 

the study of late-fourteenth and fifteenth-century manuscripts and the sumptuous arts in general.  

On the timeline of western art history, these centuries rest uneasily between the medieval, 

Renaissance, and early modern worlds.  Additionally, the region of France is located 

                                                
5 Anne D. Hedeman, “Gothic Manuscript Illumination: The Case of France,” 421-442, in A Companion to Medieval 
Art: Romanesque and Gothic in Northern Europe, Conrad Rudolph, ed. (Oxford: Blackwell, 2006), 427. 
6 Lori J. Walters, “Holy Adultery: The Charrette, Crusader Queens, and the Guiot Manuscript (Paris, BNF fr. 794),” 
In Dame Philology’s Charrette: Approaching Medieval Textuality through Chrétien's Lancelot (Essays in Memory 
of Karl D. Uitti), eds. Gina L. Greco and Ellen M. Thorington, Arizona State University, Medieval and Renaisssance 
Studies, forthcoming.. 
7 Matilda Tomaryn Bruckner, “An Interpreter’s Dilemma: Why Are There So Many Interpretations of Chrétien’s 
Chevalier de la Charrette?” 55-78, in Lancelot and Guinevere: A Casebook, ed. Lori J. Walters (New York: 
Routledge, 1996), 55.   
8 C. Griffith Mann, “Picturing the Bible in the Thirteenth Century,” in The Book of Kings: Art, War, and the Morgan 
Library’s Medieval Picture Bible, eds. William Noel and Daniel Weiss (Baltimore: Walters Art Gallery, 2002), 39-
59. 
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geographically between the Netherlands and Italy and often is marginalized as being derivative 

of both these areas during this period.  Scholars point to the work of Brunelleschi (1377-1446), 

Alberti (1404-1472), Masaccio (1401-1428), and Donatello (1386-1466) in the south and Jan van 

Eyck (c. 1395-1441), Robert Campin (c. 1375-1444), Rogier van der Weyden (c. 1400-1464), 

and Hans Memling (c. 1430-1494) in the north to establish the fifteenth-century rebirth in art and 

learning.  Yet, at the same time, arts of the court – manuscripts, tapestries, deluxe objects in gold 

– continued to thrive, even among the most “Renaissance” of patrons such as Federico da 

Montefeltro (1422-1482) and Lorenzo de’ Medici (1449-1492).9  Erwin Panofsky, in his famous 

Early Netherlandish Painting, saw the manuscripts of the Valois courts as the direct predecessors 

of the panel paintings that developed in fifteenth-century Northern Europe.10  Subsequent 

scholarship has exposed the weakness of a direct and teleological transmission from manuscript 

illumination to panel painting, but what begs further inquiry is the nature of the relationship 

between painted parchment and panel.  By resisting the urge to categorize the art of the early 

Valois courts as medieval or Renaissance, or as derivations of northern or Italian trends, this 

dissertation seeks to focus on what manuscripts, the sumptuous arts, and ultimately panel 

painting meant in a particularly French and courtly context. 

 Panel painting in the late Middle Ages was developing to satisfy a number of different 

needs for patrons based on the ability of painting to replicate a variety of magnificent objects, 

environments, and individuals.  Distinctly unlike the sumptuous art of the early Valois, panel 

painting was not constructed of expensive components that could be rendered to their original 

elements, thus retaining their value as a commodity.  Vast amounts of visual information, 

however, could be encapsulated into a single panel, detailing both the patron and their interest in 

sumptuous art and architecture.  Painting adopted the visual conventions of other media11, and 

                                                
9 For more on Italian interests in the courtly arts during the fifteenth century see: Marina Belozerskaya, Rethinking 
the Renaissance: Burgundian Arts Across Europe (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2002). 
10 Erwin Panofsky, Early Netherlandish Painting: Its Origins and Character (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 
1953). 

 
11 For example, James J. Bloom has explored the adoptions of the conventions for tapestry production and linen 
painting into panel painting.  See: James J. Bloom, “The Rise of the Painted Panel in Early Modern Flanders, or 
How Antwerp Stole the Idea of Popular Culture” (Ph.D. diss., Duke University, 2002); Bloom, “Why Painting?” in 
Mapping Markets for Painting in Early Modern Europe 1450-1750, eds. Hans J. Van Miegroet and Neil de Marchi 
(Turnhout: Brepols, 2006), 16-34. 
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patrons and artists experimented with its potential to substitute for a variety of social 

conventions, including legal documentation.12   

The difficulty of categorizing a period with such diverse interests in the collecting and 

commissioning of art resulted in the drawing of a distinct line between the “major” arts 

(architecture, painting, and sculpture) and the “minor” arts (everything else).13  In the late 

medieval world, however, what was considered “minor arts,” tapestries, goldwork, and 

manuscripts, were the preferred artistic media, and in this study I will refer to them not as 

“minor,” but as the sumptuous arts.14  The problems of categorization and their impact on the 

study of sumptuous arts have recently encountered a resurgence of interest.  For example, the 

International Center of Medieval Art session at the College Art Association annual conference in 

2007 was titled “The Coming of Age of Medieval ‘Minor’ Arts.”  In her opening remarks, 

Brigitte Buettner, the session chair, spoke eloquently about the need to introduce models of 

analysis that look beyond traditional art historical sources such as Theophilus and Abbot 

Suger. Yet, the session also pointed out many problems still plaguing the study of medieval 

visual culture.  Absent in the session was a discussion of secular objects in the medieval 

world.  In addition, while the speakers emphasized the role materiality plays in our conception of 

"major" and "minor," what was ignored was the monetary value of that materiality.  In the late 

medieval world of mixing piety with luxurious splendor, scholarly emphasis cannot be limited to 

the spiritual; the real financial role of materials has to be examined as well.16   

                                                
12 See for example Margaret D. Carroll’s exploration of painting as a legal document in the case of Jan van Eyck’s 
Arnolfini Double Portrait: Margaret D. Carroll, “In the Name of God and Profit: Jan van Eyck’s Arnolfini Portrait,” 
Representations 44 (Autumn 1993), 96-132, and Linda Seidel, Jan van Eyck’s Arnolfini Portrait: Stories of an Icon 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1993). 
13 This division between the major and minor arts can be traced back to the “father” of Art History, Giorgio Vasari 
and the publication of his second edition of the Lives of the Most Eminent Painters, Sculptors, and Architects in 
1568.  With the title alone, he promotes painting, sculpture, and architecture, leaving the most significant of 
medieval arts, manuscript illumination, ivory carving, tapestry, and gold and enamel work as mechanical arts. 
14 The term sumptuous arts adopted from Brigitte Buettner, “Toward a Historiography of the Sumptuous Arts,” in A 
Companion to Medieval Art: Romanesque and Gothic in Northern Europe, ed. Conrad Rudolph (New York: 
Blackwell, 2006), 466-487. 
16 I will address the financial aspect of the sumptuous arts later in this chapter when discussing the competitive 
collection of art objects among the Valois princes, and particularly in Chapter Three as I discuss the function of the 
Grandes Heures as royal treasure. 
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A significant problem facing the study of the sumptuous arts is the fact that only a few of 

these objects of visual culture have survived for modern investigation.17  Buettner points out the 

necessity of studying these surviving objects and looking to documentary records to reconstruct 

objects needed for the performance of medieval ritual.18  Evidence attesting to the lost splendor 

of the sumptuous arts exists beyond late medieval inventory sources.  A product of seventeenth 

and eighteenth century interest in rediscovering national antiquities, Bernard de Montfaucon’s 

five-volume, Les Monumens de la monarchie françoise (1729-1735) provides an unrivaled visual 

reproduction of the splendor of French medieval artifacts, including tapestry, regalia, coins, 

seals, funerary monuments, and manuscript images, before the ravages of the French 

Revolution.19  Montfaucon’s innovative approach blended visual objects with their historical 

context, a form of inquiry that is again gaining popularity among scholars.   

Interest in the rediscovery of medieval artifacts continued through the nineteenth century 

as a desire to cultivate nationalistic arts spread throughout Europe, led in England first by 

Augustus Welby and Northmore Pugin, and later by Willam Morris and John Ruskin with the 

Arts and Crafts movement.  In France, the architectural reconstructions of Eugène-Emmanuel 

Viollet-le Duc overshadow his alternate interest in the medieval decorative arts as evidenced 

through his publication of the Dictionnaire raisonné du mobilier français (1858-1875).20  The 

nineteenth century experienced what has been described by Buettner as the “grand mappings of 

medieval sumptuous arts,” while the early twentieth century focused on the more specialized 

publication of individual objects based on questions of style, attribution, and dating.21  The 

resulting scholarship was composed of major corpuses categorizing objects by type that remain 

essential first steps in the investigation of sumptuous objects from the medieval world.  The 

second-half of the twentieth century saw a rise in exhibition catalogues that began a more 

                                                
17 Buettner, “Historiography,” 476. 
18 Ibid.. 
19 Bernard de Montfaucon, Les Monumens de la monarchie françoise, qui comprennent l’histoire de France, avec 
les figures de chaque règne que l’injure des temps a épargnées, 5 vols. (Paris, 1729-1733). 
20 Eugène-Emmanuel Viollet-le-Duc, Dictionnaire raisonné du mobilier français de l’époque carlovingienne à la 
Renaissance, 6 vols. (Paris, 1858-1875). 
21 Buettner (2006), 478.  In the case of medieval ivories, for example, see Raymond Koechlin, Les Ivoires gothiques 
français (Paris: Picard, 1924). 
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thematic rather than categorical organization of the material.22  These catalogues, and their 

accompanying exhibitions, increased the visibility of the sumptuous arts, but unfortunately also 

obscured objects not held in major collections.   

Outside of the museum world, the trend toward the thematic classification of the 

sumptuous arts has made major strides.  The publication of Marie-Madeleine Gauthier’s 

Highways of Faith (1986) skillfully blended detailed studies of reliquaries with the physical act 

of pilgrimage.23  Thematic approaches that cross media boundaries have also begun to emerge.  

Michael Camille’s The Medieval Art of Love (1998) uses the framework of desire to place 

manuscripts, ivories, tapestries, and other visual objects within their historical contexts.24  The 

theoretical approach to vision has also framed recent thematic studies on medieval art.  Camille’s 

Gothic Art: Glorious Visions (2003) and Herbert Kessler’s Seeing Medieval Art (2004) both 

break with conventional chronological introductory texts on the subject and explore the object’s 

role in medieval ritual life.25  Still, in much scholarship, the sumptuous arts of the court in the 

fifteenth century remain medieval, while the major art of painting is treated as belonging to the 

Renaissance/Early Modern period.  The separation of visual objects into distinct artistic periods 

within the same space and time has made art historians reluctant to look for relationships 

between the major and minor arts in the fifteenth century.  Yet, patrons owned both types of art 

objects and they should be studied together.  This dissertation seeks to examine how both major 

                                                
22 A select list of exhibition catalogues in chronological order: The Year 1200: A Centennial Exhibition at the 
Metropolitan Museum of Art, 2 vols. Eds. Florens Deuchler and Konrad Hoffmnn (New York: New York Graphic 
Society, 1970); Rhein und Mas, Kunst und Kultur, 800-1400, 2 vols. (Cologne: Schnütgen-Museum, 1973); 
Masterpieces of Tapestry from the Fourteenth to the Sixteenth Century: An Exhibition at the Metropolitan Museum 
of Art, ed. Thomas Hoving (New York: Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1974); English Romanesque Art, 1066-1200, 
eds. George Zarnecki, Jane Holt, and Tristram Holland, (London: Wiedenfeld and Nicolson, 1984); Ornamenta 
Ecclesiae: Kunst und Künstler der Romanik, 3 vols., ed. Anton Legner (Cologne: Schnütgen-Museum, 1985); Age of 
Chivalry: Art in Plantagenet England, 1200-1400, eds. Jonathan Alexander and Paul Binski (London: Royal 
Academy of Arts, 1987); Das Reich der Salier, 1024-1125, ed. Konrad Weideman (Sigmaringen: J. Thorbecke, 
1992); Enamels of Limoges, 1100-1350, ed. John P. O’Neill (New York: Harry Abrams, 1996); Images in Ivory: 
Precious Objects of the Gothic Age, ed. Peter Barnet (Detroit: Detroit Institute of Arts, 1997); The Way to Heaven: 
Relic Veneration in the Middle Ages, ed. Henk van Os (Baarn: Uitgeverij de Prom, 2000). 
23 Marie-Madeleine Gauthier, Highways of the Faith: Relics and Reliquaries from Jerusalem to Compostela, J.A. 
Underwood, trans. (Secaucus, N.J.: Wellfleet Press, 1986). 
24 Michael Camille, The Medieval Art of Love: Objects and Subjects of Desire (New York: Harry Abrams, 1998). 
25 Michael Camille, Gothic Art: Glorious Visions (New York: Prentice Hall, 2003); Herbert L. Kessler, Seeing 
Medieval Art (Peterborough: Broadview Press, 2004).  
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and minor art objects participate in the performance of social rituals by looking at visual culture 

in its historical context.  

 

1.2 Representing Legitimacy in the Visual Culture of the Early Valois Courts 

 

 While the fight for the right to the throne of France played out on the battlefield during 

the Hundred Years’ War, the nascent Valois dynasty developed an additional strategy for 

securing their legitimacy in the form of an unprecedented ideological campaign grounded in text 

and image.  The Valois relied on the conventions developed during the previous Capetian 

dynasty for establishing legitimate political personae by amassing enormous collections of 

sumptuous objects.26  The death of Charles IV (b. 1294) in 1328 left the Capetian dynasty 

without a male heir, and the last hope for direct male descent from Hugh Capet (c. 939-966), the 

successor to the Carolingian kings in France, lay in Charles’ unborn child carried by his third 

wife, Jeanne d’Évreux (1310-1371).  Philip of Valois (1293-1350), great-grandson of Saint Louis 

(1214-1270) and cousin to the late king, was appointed regent during Jeanne’s pregnancy.  The 

birth of a daughter ended the Capetian dynasty, and the regent was crowned Philip VI, first king 

of the Valois dynasty, on 29 May 1328.  Philip’s authoritative position, however, was not secure: 

his ascension to the crown was contested on two major fronts.   

First, his cousin Isabella (c. 1296-1358), the queen of England and the sister of Charles 

IV, promoted her son Edward III (1312-1277), the King of England, as heir to the French throne.  

As a result of the marriage of Eleanor of Aquitaine (1122-1204) to Henry II (1133-1189) in 

1152, England controlled the largest duchy in France, and Edward III hoped to overcome his 

feudal obligation to the French monarch by claiming the crown.  Philip’s position as king was 

also threatened by the claims of Jeanne II of Navarre, the daughter of his cousin Louis X (1289-

1316).  Her father had been crowned Louis I of Navarre in 1305, upon the death of his mother 

Jeanne I (1271-1305).  The title of King of Navarre passed along to Louis’ brothers, Philip V 

(1292-1322) and Charles IV (1294-1328) along with the title of King of France; however, 

precedent for female rulers in Navarre resulted in a treaty in 1328 that barred Jeanne II from 

                                                
26 Louis IX’s collection of relics of the Passion and their enshrinement within glittering reliquaries and displays at 
the Sainte-Chapelle provides a wonderful example of the sumptuous nature of his collection.  For a description, see: 
Daniel H. Weiss, “Architectural Symbolism and the Decoration of the Ste.-Chapelle,” Art Bulletin 77/2 (June 1995), 
308-320.   
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claims on the French crown, but allowed her the title of Queen of Navarre.  Jeanne II maintained 

considerable lands in France, including the county of Évreux through marriage, and her son, 

Charles II of Navarre (1332-87), pushed his political ambitions in France through the first half of 

the Hundred Years’ War.  

As the Valois princes fought England and Navarre for political power, the governing of 

the young nation increasingly fell to a group of royal advisors later known as the Marmousets.27  

Dynamically shifting the political organization in the kingdom of France, Charles V instituted 

this new group of royal advisors drawn from around the kingdom.  The Marmousets, including 

Bureau de la Rivière, Jean le Mercier, Enguerrand de Coucy, Jean de la Grange, Arnaud de 

Corbie, Pierre de Chevreuse, and Nicholas du Bosc, were promoted to highly visible positions 

between 1374-75.28  Significantly, the Marmousets advanced men from around the kingdom in 

an effort to reform the royal regime, resulting in the foundation of a new group of university-

educated administrators of merchant class background who acquired titles of nobility as the 

result of their prestigious appointments.  Although recently indoctrinated into the sumptuous 

lifestyle of the French nobility, the recently ennobled served as part of the primary audience for 

Valois visual promotion, and their artistic patronage was patterned on that of the Princes of the 

Blood.   

The lavish collecting habits of the wealthy in late medieval France is securely 

documented, although the objects are not always well conserved.  Developed within the early 

Valois courts and actively emulated across Europe, later medieval luxury arts, such as 

manuscripts, tapestry, gold plate, joyaux, relics, and architecture, formed the basis for 

competition and the construction of legitimate political identity.  The Valois’ keen interest in the 

creation and the circulation of visual objects has been described as a “cultural policy.”30  

                                                
27 For a full discussion of the role of the Marmousets in the governments of Charles V and Charles VI, see: John 
Bell Henneman, Oliver de Clisson and Political Society in France Under Charles V and Charles VI (Philadelphia: 
University of Pennsylvania Press, 1996). 
28 Henneman, 77-78. 
30 Brigitte Buettner, “Profane Illuminations, Secular Illusions: Manuscripts in Late Medieval Courtly Society,” Art 
Bulletin 74/1 (March 1992), 75-90.  In the notes for the article, Buettner draws attention to a lack of a 
comprehensive study of the artistic policies of the early Valois.  While she goes far towards establishing the social 
function of manuscripts in late medieval courts, what is left to explain are the relationships between artistic media. 
More recent publications have highlighted the variety of arts present in French late medieval courts.  See: Paris 
1400: Les arts sous Charles VI, ed. Elisabeth Taburet-Delahaye (Paris: Fayard, 2004); Art from the Court of 
Burgundy: The patronage of Philip the Bold and John the Fearless 1364-1419, eds. Stephen N. Fliegel, Sophie 
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Evidence of the opulent nature of the art owned by the members of the French court appears in 

the numerous inventories surviving that record the contents of the collections of the Valois 

princes.  

Woven in expensive silks and precious metals, and often studded with jewels, the 

sumptuous nature of tapestry allowed for its participation in princely competition and the 

construction of identity.  Their striking physical appearance, coupled with their portability and 

their adaptability in placement made tapestries ideal for the lavish courts of the early Valois.31  

Tapestry transforms spaces, draping the walls in a visual message of the splendor and illustrious 

persona of the owner.  The materials of their creation recall the international sophistication and 

immense wealth of their patrons with the use of silver and gold thread from Venice, silk supplied 

through Lucca, wool originating in Spain or England, and dyes imported from Turkey.32  The 

Valois princes owned far more tapestries than they had walls to cover, creating a powerful image 

of their affluence and authority.33  In addition to luxurious status symbols, the numerous 

tapestries commissioned and collected by the princes provided flexibility in constructing event-

specific ideological messages.34   

Tapestries could be changed to construct a mood, in a sense setting the stage for a 

particular event.35  Lavish textiles were also used as “portable propaganda” that delivered 

                                                                                                                                                       
Jugie, and Virginie Berthélémy (Dijon: Musée des beaux-arts, 2004); Belozerskaya, Rethinking the Renaissance; 
Marina Belozerskaya, Luxury Arts of the Renaissance (Los Angeles: J. Paul Getty Museum, 2005). 
31 Jeffery Chipps Smith, “Portable Propaganda – Tapestries as Princely Metaphors at the Courts of Philp the Good 
and Charles the Bold,” Art Journal 48/2 (Summer 1989), 123-129.  Although Smith discussed the Burgundian 
courts in the mid-fifteenth century, the sumptuous use of tapestry was developed for the Valois courts by Philip the 
Good’s grandfather, Philip the Bold, and his brothers. 
32 Belozerskaya, Rethinking the Renaissance, 107. 
33 Ibid..  
34 Ibid.. 
35 Take for example the case of Philip the Good (1396-1467) at his Hôtel d’Artois in Paris during the 1461 
coronation of Louis XI (1423-1483), tapestries were superimposed for maxim effect. Political rivalry with the 
French king Charles VII resulted in Philip the Good’s absence from Paris during the king’s lifetime; however, Philip 
took advantage of the accession of Louis to make a triumphal return to the Parisian political stage. Philip entered 
Paris with the newly crowned Louis XI on August 31, 1461, and spent the following month hosting a series of 
banquets and jousts intended to tarnish psychologically the crown of the new king. Philip’s luxurious tapestries 
played a significant role in the visual construction of his Parisian triumph.  The History of Gideon and the History of 
Alexander the Great tapestry series covered both the façade and the great hall of the Hôtel d’Artois. In full view 
from the street, the courtyard of Philip’s Parisian home contained a tent constructed by tapestries woven with the 
arms of each of his territories. The political implication of this visual display of wealth was not lost on the city of 
Paris, least of all on Louis XI.  The significance of the tapestry was not only contained in its conspicuous display of 
wealth, but also in the politically significant themes they contained.  See Ibid., 206; Smith, 125. 
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messages of ducal legitimacy and power through the representation of themes that reflect the 

political accomplishments and aspirations of its patrons.36  As Jeffery Chipps Smith has 

demonstrated, the use of tapestry for personal promotion was well established by the middle of 

the fifteenth century, but saw its origin in the fourteenth-century Valois courts.38  Philip the Bold 

(1342-1404), the duke of Burgundy and brother of the third Valois king, Charles V (1338-1380), 

commissioned over 100 sets of tapestries, more than any patron in the fourteenth or fifteenth 

centuries.39  Unfortunately, the fragile nature of textiles, ever-changing political powers, and the 

desire to reclaim the expensive materials used in their creation has resulted in very few surviving 

late medieval tapestries. 40  Philip the Bold’s extensive and expensive collection has vanished, 

but a few notable examples of early Valois tapestry have survived, including the Nine Worthies 

(1400-1410), conserved at the Cloisters, and the Angers Apocalypse series (commissioned 1376) 

at the Château d’Angers.   

Tapestries owned by the French royal family often promoted archetypes of strong and 

just rulers that provided models of kingship for the nascent Valois dynasty. For example, the 

surviving tapestry fragments known as the Nine Worthies, and associated with the workshop of 

Nicolas Bataille, depict models of medieval chivalry selected from the pagan, Hebrew, and 

Christian worlds and were popularized by Jacques de Longuyen’s Voeux du Paon, or Vows of the 

                                                
36 Smith discusses the now lost History of Gideon tapestry series commissioned in 1449 by Philip the Good, the 
duke of Burgundy and the grandson of Philip the Bold. Gideon was the patron of the Order of the Golden Fleece, the 
chivalric organization begun by Philip the Good in 1430 whose primary mission was to actively defend the Christian 
church. Philip adopted Gideon as a model of the ideal Christian knight, and the visual promotion of Gideon’s victory 
over the Midianites referenced Philip’s own ambitions in the Holy Land. The tapestry series was lost during 
transport in the eighteenth century, yet we know from contemporary documents that the set was designed by 
Baudouin de Bailleul, Arras’s leading artist, and woven by Robert Dary and Jehan de l’Ortie in Tournai.  The eight 
piece series took four years to complete.  Each piece measured 5.6 meters long and were woven in silk and Venetian 
gold and silver threads.  Later records indicate that “many precious and costly stones were sewn into them, which 
stood out and twinkled like stars.”  The History of Gideon tapestry series cost Philip the Good 8,960 crowns – the 
most expensive artistic project of the period. Smith, 123-125. 
38 Ibid., 123. 
39 Patrick M. de Winter, “The Patronage of Philippe le Hardi, Duke of Burgundy 1364-1404” (PhD Diss., Institute of 
Fine Arts, 1976), 135-136. 
40 Unfortunately, many of the early Valois tapestries have been lost to time and to a 1793 edict that ordered the 
destruction of all tapestries bearing royal insignia.  This was part of the efforts of the revolutionary government in 
France to dispose of all reference to its royal past; many of the tapestries were burned to extract the precious metals 
woven into the fabric and converted to cash.  See: Rorimer, James J., “The Museums Collection of Mediaeval 
Tapestries,” Metropolitan Museum of Art Bulletin 6/3 (Nov. 1947), 91-98, 91. 
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Peacock (1312).41  These historic exemplars, identified through their heraldic shields, include: 

Hector, Alexander the Great, and Julius Caesar; Joshua, David, and Judas Maccabeus; Arthur, 

Charlemagne, and Godefroy de Bouillon.42  The Cloisters preserves just four fragments of what 

were originally a set of three large panels representing the nine ideal historical kings surrounded 

by smaller figures in gothic architectural spaces (Figures 1.1-1.4). 43  Although the Nine Worthies 

contain heraldry associated with the king of France and the duke of Burgundy, the dominance of 

the insignia of Jean of Berry indicate that he was the original patron.44   

Interest in the theme of the Nine Worthies as models of good princes in the early Valois 

dynasty was not limited to Jean de Berry.  Inventory records confirm that Charles VI (1368-

1422) also possessed a series of Nine Worthies tapestries.45  Philip the Bold also owned two 

                                                
41 Cavallo, Medieval Tapestries, 111.  The theme is picked up again by the celebrated poet and composer Guillaume 
de Machaut between 1369 and 1377 in his poem La Prise d’Alexandrie. 
42 The Nine Worthies are represented visually in a number of late medieval luxury mediums in addition to tapestry 
including: sculpture, wall painting, manuscript illumination, stained glass, gold plate, enamel, and engraving.  
Although these are the standard figures represented in the Nine Heroes, there was some flexibility.  For example, the 
number sometimes expanded to Ten Heroes.  Figures such as the twelfth century Fredrick I, Holy Roman Emperor , 
and Guy de Lusignan, king of Jerusalem and Cyprus, or fourteenth century French hero Bertrand du Guesclin were 
figured as Christian Heroes, while Shakespeare included Pompey and Hercules as Pagan Worthies.  Ibid..  See also: 
Masterpieces of Tapestry, 34. 
43 James J. Rorimer and Margaret B. Freeman, “The Nine Heroes Tapestries at the Cloisters,” The Metropolitan 
Museum of Art Bulletin 7/9 (May 1949), 243-260.   
44 Masterpieces of Tapestry, 36.  In addition, the lack of heraldry associated with Louis d’Anjou on all but the 
Hebrew Worthies portion has assisted in dating this work after his death in 1384.  Although Jean de Berry is the 
assumed patron of the series, it does not appear in the inventories of his possessions.   Cavallo suggests that the 
collection of arms present in the tapestries may appear in celebration of “a coalition of Valois power in a France that 
was in Turmoil”, during the minority of Charles VI or perhaps during his illness.  Cavallo, 118.  This is a seductive, 
but difficult to substantiate hypothesis.  Missing are the arms of the duke of Bourbon, another of Charles VI’s 
regents, as well as the arms of Louis, duke of Orléans, who assumed much governmental control during his brother’s 
mental illness.  Alternately, Cavallo mentions that the Cloisters Nine Worthies may have been a commission outside 
of the Valois family that included the heraldry as a tribute to the ruling family.  He points out that this is the case in 
contemporary stained glass such as the Pierre Trousseau and Simon Aligret windows in Bourges Cathedral.  
Cavallo, 118.  While the possibility that the set was woven for non-royal patrons is intriguing, for the purpose of this 
dissertation I am concerned with the well-documented interest in the theme of the Nine Heroes among the Valois 
princes above the proper attribution of patronage of the Cloisters tapestries. Jean de Berry’s interest in the Nine 
Heroes is evident.  In addition to the tapestries conserved in the Cloisters, the duke’s posthumous inventory records 
another set of Nine Worthies tapestries that contained metallic threads. Further popularity of the models of chivalry 
could be found sculpted on the fireplace of the Great Hall in Jean’s palace at Bourges, stamped on to a nef de table 
recorded in his 1401 inventory, and on twenty “enamels of gold, enameled in light red, of the heroes and heroines” 
as described in his 1416 inventory. 
45 In 1389 and in 1399 a Parisian weaver, Jean de Jaudoigne, was paid for repairing Nine Heroes tapestries 
belonging to Charles VI. These are very likely the “deux tappiz des Neuf Preux” present in Charles V’s inventory 
and inherited by his eldest son and successor.  Masterpieces of Tapestry, 36; Cavallo, 117, and 123, n. 1.   
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tapestry sets of the Worthies and their companions, the Nine Female Worthies.46  Not to be 

outdone by his brothers, Louis d’Anjou (1339-1384) also collected a tapestry series of the Nine 

Worthies as well as an additional panel of the Christian Worthies.47  All of the second generation 

of Valois princes collected these tapestries that reinforced their dynastic legitimacy through 

comparison of the new rulers with examples of wise leaders from the past. 

The Angers Apocalypse tapestry series, commissioned by Louis d’Anjou in 1376, is 

another example both of the luxurious textiles collected by the Valois princes and demonstrates 

another royal theme – establishing France as the new center of Christianity.48  Woven in the 

Parisian workshop of Nicolas Bataille from cartoons designed by Jean de Bruges, the Angers 

Apocalypse is the most extensive surviving historiated tapestry series and the largest cycle of 

monumental images from the fourteenth century in any medium.49  The tapestries are well 

documented for a work commissioned in the period, and have survived the centuries in 

remarkable condition, but inventory evidence records that the other Valois princes owned similar 

Apocalypse tapestries.52   

 The 1416 inventory of Jean de Berry records a “tappis de l’Appocalice” of the same 

dimensions as the Angers Apocalypse.53  Further inventory evidence records a set of Apocalypse 

                                                
46 De Winter, “The Patronage of Philippe le Hardi,” 149; Prost, Comptes, II, no. 3345. 
47 “un tapis des IX preuz, contenant xviij alnes” and “un tapis de Charlemaine, du Roy Artus et de Godefroy de 
Billon, contenant vj alnes” (“a tapestry of the Nine Worthies, containing eighteen aunes” and “a tapestry of 
Charlemagne, King Arthur and Godefoy de Bouillon, containing six aunes”).  G. Ledos, “Fragment de l’inventaire 
des joyaux de Louis Ier, duc d’Anjou,” Bibliothèque de l’Ecole des Chartes 50 (1889), 171 n. 184 (5) and 173 n. 
184 (14).  Cavallo suggests that the set of Christian Worthies may have been cut from a larger tapestry containing all 
Nine Worthies.  Cavallo,117.  
48 On the Angers Apocalypse: Donald King, “How Many Apocalypse Tapestries?,” in Studies in Textile History In 
Memory of Harold B. Burnham, ed. Veronika Gervers, Toronto: Royal Ontario Museum, 1977. 
49 The Angers Apocalypse was woven in six pieces each 23 meters long and 4.5 meters high.  It was originally over 
130 meters long all together and comprised of 84 individual scenes. 
52 This is likely a result of it being donated to the Angers cathedral treasury in 1474, causing the textile to be 
cloistered like a relic and removed from the danger that plagued textiles in the secular world.   
53 Paris 1400, 49. De Winter, “The Patronage of Philippe le Hardi,” 140-141; Guiffrey, Inventaires, vol. 2, 207; 
King, 164.  “un autre tappis nommé le Tappis de l’Appocalice, contenant XIX aulnes  de long et quatre aulnes et un 
quartier de lrg, lequel est de laynne de plusiers coleurs, sanz or.”  Jean de Berry’s Apocalypse tapestry passed to his 
daughter Marie, the Duchess of Bourbon in December 1416.  King identifies this tapestry as the on given by Anne 
de France, a later Duchess of Bourbon, to Angers cathedral in 1490 where it joined Louis’ series.  Evidence of this 
gift survives in the form of a letter: “Chers et grans amis, par la siguliere devotion, que mon mary et moy avons à 
Dieu et à mons.  Saint-René, que est . . . en votre église, vous envoyons par Jean de la Barre, un pièce de tapisserie 
de l’Apocalypse, que avions en notre maison, pour aider à parer votre dite église, vous priant que vous veuilliez 
nous comprendre ès priers et bienfaits d’icelle . . . escript aux Chastelliers le 25 may 1490.” Farcy, 93. 
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tapestries begun in 1386 for Philip the Bold.54  Like the series owned by Louis d’Anjou, Philip 

the Bold’s Apocalypse tapestries was designed in six pieces; however, the Burgundian 

Apocalypse was designated as higher quality Arras tapestry55 and incorporated gold threads to 

increase the sumptuous appeal.56  Expensive in both labor and material, tapestry was a visual 

proclamation of Valois wealth and authority.  Tapestries linked rulers to the illustrious kings of 

the past while actively working in the present to construct France as the new Heavenly 

Jerusalem.   

 The rising members of the new nobility emulated the model of the Valois princes through 

their own commission of sumptuous tapestry.  The most famous example of their patronage is 

Lady and the Unicorn tapestries, on display at the Musée du Moyen Âge, Paris (Figure 1.5; c. 

1495-1500 “A mon seul désir,” Lady and the Unicorn Tapestries).57  The series was 

commissioned by Jean IV Le Viste (1430-1500).  Trained as a lawyer, Le Viste was active 

within the French government, serving as a counselor of the Parlement de Paris, the master of 

the Chambre de Requêtes under Louis XI (1423-1483), and the president of the Cours de Aides, 

during the reign of Charles VIII (1470-1498).58  Woven in wool and silk, the tapestries represent 

the topos of the five senses, and proclaim patronage by Le Viste through the visual repetition of 

the family heraldry: gules, a bend azure, and three crescents argent.  This example of the 

                                                
54 Paris 1400, 49.  Bernard and Henri Prost, Inventaires mobiliers et extraits des comptes des Ducs du Bourgogne, 
vol. 2, Paris: Leroux, 1908-1913, 1449, 1641.De Winter, “The Patronage of Philippe le Hardi,” 140-141; King, 161. 
“6 grand tappis de l’ystoire de l’Apocalypse” Prost, Comptes, II, nos. 1449, 1641. “A Jehan Cosset, varlet de 
chamber de monseigneur, lesquels monseineur mande que le receveur lui paie par letter de mandement sur certains 
ouvrages d’une chamber que monseigneur lui avoit ordené a faire et pour achater C livres de fil d’or ou environ 
pour ent faire ledit drap de l’Appocalice don’t Robert Pisson est chargié a faire, si comme par II mandemens de 
mondit seigneur appert, l’un donne le XVI d’aoust IIIIxx et VI, l’autre le XIX de septembre ensuivant.” Woven by 
Robert Poinçon in Arras, the series was delivered by the Parisian merchant Jacques Dourdin in 1394. Paris 1400, 
49; Prost, 1641; De Winter, “The Patronage of Philippe le Hardi,” 141; King, 161-164.  “A Robert Poinçon 
demourant a Paris sur la somme de Vm. Frans d’or a quoy monseigneur a fait marchié a lui pour lui faire et livrer 
six grans tappiz de haulteliche et de file dArras a l’istoire de l’Apocalipse, chascun tappiz contenant IIIIxxX aunes 
quarrées a l’aune de Paris, par mandement donné de XXIIIIe jour de décembre IIIIxx et VI . . . XIIc frans.” 
55 Arras, France was a center of tapestry production that was famous for their high quality weavings.   
56 Paris 1400, 49.  From 1399-1403, four of the pieces were divided to facilitate their use.  Six pieces of the 
dismembered series survived a 1731 fire in the royal palace in Brussels, but all trace of Philip the Bold’s Apocalypse 
tapestries was subsequently lost.  De Winter suggests that Philip may have used the same cartoons designed for 
Louis by Jean de Bruges; however, he is clear that this speculation is “naturally undeterminable.” De Winter, “The 
Patronage of Philippe le Hardi,” 141.  King also argued in favor of the reuse of the Angers cartoons by stating that 
there are no records of payments for designs.  King, 164. 
57 For the most complete discussion of the Lady and the Unicorn tapestries, see; Alain Erlande-Brandenburg, La 
dame à la licorne (Paris: Éditions de la Réunion des musées nationaux, 1978). 
58 Erlande-Brandenburg, 53. 
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patronage of sumptuous art by the recently ennobled is just one valence of their adoption of the 

methods for self-promotion through visual display present in the Valois courts.  

In addition to procuring luxury fabrics, the early Valois collected another art form that 

connected them to princely role models and recreated the Holy Land in the Île-de-France: 

Passion relics held in sumptuous jeweled reliquaries.  The most significant Passion relic in 

France was the Crown of Thorns, purchased by the Capetian king Louis IX from Baldwin II, the 

king’s cousin and the Latin Emperor of Constantinople in 1237.  According Guillaume de Saint-

Pathus’ Vie de Saint Louis, the king spent 100,000 livres tournois to purchase the relic.59  The 

Crown of Thorns, a symbol of Christ’s divine rule, was used by Louis IX as a sign that God 

favored the kingdom of France and its king.60  Although the bulk of the relic remained intact, 

Louis IX removed a number of individual thorns and had them set in reliquaries to be given as 

gifts.  For example, the Louvre conserves a crown of Mosan origins given by Louis to the 

Dominican monastery in Liège (Figure 1.6).61  The Crown of Thorns became an important 

component in the construction of the Capetian cult of kings in the thirteenth century,62 and it was 

adopted by the early Valois to support their own acquisition of the French crown and underscore 

their relationship to their royal and saintly forbearer, Louis IX.63  

 The 1401-03 inventory of items owned by Jean de Berry records he possessed one such 

elaborate, imperial-style crown that included four spines of the Crown of Thorns.64  Robinet 

d’Estampes, the keeper of the duke’s collections after 1402, annotated the record, detailing the 

dismantling of the crown and the reuse of the spines and jewels for other purposes.65  Three of 

                                                
59 Guillaume de Saint-Pathus, Vie de Saint Louis, ed. François Delabord (Paris, 1899), 41. 
60 Meredith Cohen, “An Indulgence for the Visitor: The Public at the Sainte-Chapelle of Paris,” Speculum 83/4 
(October 2008), 840-883.  See also: Chiara Mercuri and Sofia Boesch Gajano, Corona di Cristo, Corona di Re: La 
Monarchia Francese e la Corona di Spina nel Medioevo (Rome: Edizioni di storia e letteratura, 2004). 
61 In addition to a spine from the crown of thorns, the reliquary crown also contains other Passion relics including 
fragments of the Holy Lance and the True Cross, as well as bones of many unidentified holy figures.   
62 Cohen, 846 
63 The following chapter elaborates on the importance of linking the Valois dynasty to the Capetians through their 
relationship to Saint Louis. 
64 Guiffrey, vol. 2, 6.  “Item, une coronne d’or en manière d’une coronne d’Empereur, où il a quatre florons, et en 
chascun floron une espine de la coronne de Nostre Seigneur, garnie de perrerie, c’est assavoir: de douze gros 
balaiz et huit petis, dix-sept gros saphirs, huit petites esmeraudes, trente-six rosses perles et quarente autres perles 
moiennes: pesant tout ensemble quatourze mars et deux onces.”   
65 Guiffrey, vol. 2, 6. “Aurum dicte corone fuit magistro Martino Gouge, thesaurario, traditum, et lapides 
remanserunt erga Dominum, ut per compotum dicti Robineti constat.  Postmodum Dominus dedit sue capelle 
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the thorns were given to the Sainte-Chapelle at Bourges (Et de dictis spinis tres fuerunt date 

capelle palacii Bicturicensis), while the fourth was incorporated into “a large gold joyaux” (in 

uno magno jocali auri) along with many of the gemstones from the imperial crown.  

Circumstantial evidence suggests that the Holy Thorn Reliquary of Jean de Berry in the British 

Museum (Figure 1.7; c. 1400-10, London: Waddesdon Bequest 67) is the “large gold joyaux” 

mentioned in the inventory.66  Like the imperial-style crown that was broken down for its 

expensive elements and reused by the duke of Berry as gifts for his Sainte-Chapelle at Bourges 

and for a large, gold reliquary, precious joyaux like the Holy Thorn Reliquary were often victims 

of pawning or melting to extract their cash value.67  Beyond functioning as a type of “deposit 

banking,” as Marina Belorzerskaya rightly claims68, joyaux was also an important political tool 

that created and cemented relationships between members of the royal family.69  The Holy Thorn 

Reliquary may have been a gift from Jean de Berry to his brother Philip the Bold, or more likely 

to his son and successor Jean the Fearless during the first decade of the fifteenth century.70  

Further support of the transfer of similar objects between the Valois princes appears in an entry 

from the Royal Inventory of 1400, which indicates that Jean de Berry gave another Holy Thorn 

Reliquary to his nephew Charles VI.71  The Virgin was the theme of this second reliquary that 

                                                                                                                                                       
Bitturicensi VIII parvas esmeraudes.  Item, dedit dicto Robineto VI balaiz de numero dictorum VIII parvorum 
balaiz.  Et residuum dictorum lapium cum IIIIor aliis perlis fuerunt per Dominum traditum Renequino de Hallen, 
aurifabro, pro convertendo in uno jocali, ut constat per compotum dicti Robineti.  Et de dictis spinis tres fuerunt 
date capelle palacii Bicturicensis; et quarta spina redditur per dictum compotum dicti Robineti in uno magno jocali 
auri.”  See also: Hugh Tait, Catalogue of the Waddesdon Bequest in the British Museum, I. The Jewels (London: 
Trustees of the British Museum, 1986), 37; Paris 1400, 166. 
66 Jean’s later inventories do not record an object that fits the description of the Holy Thorn Reliquary; however, the 
possibility of Jean de Berry removing the object from his collection before the later inventories began perhaps 
suggests why the object survived.  Tait, 37-38. 
67 Belorzerskaya, 64; Tait, 38; Meiss 1967, I, 45. 
68 Belorzerskaya, 64. 
69 For a full discussion of the function of gift economies in the early Valois courts see: Brigitte Buettner, “Past 
Presents: New Year’s Gifts at the Valois Courts, ca. 1400,” Art Bulletin 83/4 (Dec. 2001), 598-625. 
70 Tait, 38. Tait provides evidence for this supposition by recounting the number of unrecorded, fifteenth-century 
Burgundian objects that were absorbed into the Hapsburg collection after the 1477 marriage of Mary of Burgundy to 
the Archduke Maximilian. The inventory of the treasury of their grandson, the Emperor Charles V records an object 
that Tait associates with the Holy Thorn Reliquary – “Ain gulden täffele, darinnen das jungst gericht gesmelzt, 
aussen herumb die Zwelfpotten, oben ain geschmelter Salvator, verseczt mit zwaien sophiern, dreizhen wallais und 
funfzehen perlen, wigt mark 12 lott.”  Jahrbuch der Kunsthistorischen Sammlungen des Allerhöchsten Kaiserhuses, 
Vienna, 1888, VII, reg. no. 4793, f. 63, p. xcix. 
71 “Premièrement un reliuare d’or lequel Monseigneur de Berry donna au roy, et est faict en manière de tabernacle 
et au dessus une Nostre Dame, le dict reliquaire garny de quatorze balaiz, douze saphirs, huict esmeraudes, 
soixante sept perles et treize diamans, et ou milieu du reliquaire a une espine de Nostre Seigneur, et siet le dict 
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also bore the arms of the duke of Berry, insuring the origins of the gift in perpetuity.  Charles VI 

subsequently pawned the reliquary to Louis de Bavière, the brother of the queen in 140572, 

evidence of the significant cash value of sumptuous objects in addition to their power as political 

tools. 

 Very few precious objects of joyaux from the late-fourteenth and early-fifteenth centuries 

have survived; however, just as Valois inventories provide evidence of the princely ownership of 

luxury jeweled items, the same accounts also conserve proof that the newly titled members of the 

nobility also participated in the practice of commissioning and gifting objects composed of 

precious materials.  For example, Jean de Montaigu presented Jean de Berry with a crystal and 

gold drinking vessel decorated with the arms of the duke of Berry.73  Montaigu’s family rose to 

prominence with the Marmousets.74  He married the daughter of Étienne de la Grange, the 

president of the Parlement de Paris, and began his career as a secretary to Charles V.  He was 

subsequently appointed treasurer and chamberlain under Charles VI, before capping his career as 

the grande maître de France.  Montaigu is again recorded as presenting Jean de Berry with 

another object of joyaux, a gold ring set with a ruby carved in the shape of a head wearing a 

crown.75  Royal inventories record numerous examples of the patronage of status objects in gold 

and silver by the new nobility, reinforcing their adoption of elite forms of visual display. 

 Architecture was also employed as a method for emulating the past and promoting family 

and individual legitimacy.  Louis IX’s construction of the Sainte-Chapelle in Paris to house the 

majority of the relic of the Crown of Thorns became a model for the nascent Valois to emulate in 

                                                                                                                                                       
reliquaire sur un entablement d’argent doré ouquel a deux anges qui portent le dict reliquaire et est le dict 
entablement esmaillé tout autour des armes de Monseigneur de Berry et y fault une viz d’argent, pesant le dic 
reliquaire d’or neuf marcz six onces deux esterlins obole.  Et le pié pesant soixante et deux marcs sept onces 
d’argent doré.”  Philippe Henwood, Les collections du trésor royal sous le règne de Charles VI (1380-1422), 
L’inventaire de 1400 (Paris: Éditions du Comité des travaux historiques et scientifiques, 2004), 94-95.  Stratford, 
125. 
72 Ibid., 95, n. 180. 
73 “Item, un pot de crystal, à une ance de mesmes, fait à pluseurs quarres, garni d’or; et ou fons et ou fretelet du 
couvercle sont les armes de Monseigneur, faictes d’esmail; lequel pot feu messier Jehan de Montagu, en son vivant 
grant maistre d’ostel du Roy, donna à Monseigneur, sans garnison, et mondit Seigneur l’a ainsi fait garnir come dit 
est.” Guiffrey, vol. 1, 213, no. 818. 
74 The term “Marmouset” was coined originally by Jean Froissart as a derogatory term for the the members of the 
king’s chamber.  The Marmousets were composed of men from a variety of social backgrounds, including members 
of the high nobility, lower nobility, and upwardly mobile educated men from merchant class origins. 
75 “Item, un annel d’or où il a un ruby taillié d’une teste couronnée à la semblance d’un Roy, qui feu messier Jehan 
de Montagu, en son vivant grant maistre d’ostel du Roy, donna à mondit Seigneur.” Guiffrey, vol. 1, 104, no. 353. 
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their own architectural commissions (Figure 1.8).  Attached to the royal palace on the Île de la 

Cité, the Sainte-Chapelle was a monumental structure designed to promote popular devotion to 

the Capetian cult of kings,76  and its form became a regular feature of fourteenth-century Valois 

palace architecture.77  Charles V’s renovations at the Château de Vincennes included a Sainte-

Chapelle that held a portion of the Crown of Thorns (Figure 1.9).78  As previously mentioned, 

Jean de Berry’s palace at Bourges also included its own Sainte-Chapelle that housed three spines 

from the Crown of Thorns (Figure 1.10).  Jean additionally constructed a Sainte-Chapelle at his 

palace at Riom (Figure 1.11), and Philip the Bold’s renovations of the ducal palace at Dijon in 

the 1360s included the construction of a Sainte-Chapelle (Figure 1.12).79   

The socially mobile members of the new nobility emulated early Valois promotion of 

their legitimacy in architectural commissions by establishing their own religious institutions and 

private chapels.  Jean de Montaigu founded a Celestine monastery (begun 1401) near his home in 

Marcoussis.  The monastic church served as a monument to Montaigu’s newfound status, and 

remained the burial location for his family for several generations.  Other recently ennobled 

members of royal courts, such as Simon Aligret, Jean de Berry’s physician and councilor, and 

the Jouvenel des Ursins family, endowed chapels within prestigious religious institutions.80  Both 

the Valois and the new nobility furthered the same interests in reinforcing their legitimacy by 

emulating previous royal models in the manuscripts they commissioned and collected.  

 Personal libraries, well-studied due to their impressive size and their favorable 

circumstances for conservation, contributed significantly to the promotion of Valois legitimacy, 

as skillfully demonstrated by Hedeman in her discussion of the development of the Grandes 

                                                
76 Although presently engulfed by the Palais de Justice, the Sainte-Chapelle, 42.5 meters tall from the ground to the 
top of the west gable, was one of the tallest structures in medieval Paris.  For more on its monumentality see: Cohen 
(2008). 
77 For a complete discussion of palace architecture in the reign of Charles V, see: Mary Whiteley, “Royal and Ducal 
Palaces in France in the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Centuries:  Interior, ceremony and function,” in Architecture et Vie 
Sociale: L’Organisation Intérieure des Grandes Demeures a la Fin du Moyen Age et a la Renaissance, Actes du 
colloque tenu à Tours du 6 au 10 juin 1988 (Paris: Picard, 1994), 47-63; “Le Louvre de Charles V: dispositions et 
functions d’une résidence royal,” Revue de l’Art 97 (1992), 60-71. 
78 The Chateau at Vincennes had been an important residence for the Capetian kings, including Louis IX.  It was at 
this residence that he received the Passion relics purchased in 1327, and the Crown of Thorns remained at Vincennes 
until the Sainte-Chapelle in Paris was completed. 
79 For information on Philip the Bold’s building campaigns, see Patrick M. De Winter, “Castles and Town 
Residences of Philip the Bold, Duke of Burgundy 1364-1404,” Artibus et Historiae 4/8 (1983), 95-118. 
80 I will be discussing the chapel dedications of both Aligret and the Jouvenel des Ursins family in Chapter 5. 
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Chroniques de France.81  Additionally, Charles V’s campaign of translating texts into vernacular 

French had important political significance resulting in the consolidation of the new French 

nation.82  Early Valois manuscripts worked alongside other art forms, such as tapestry, 

architecture, and luxury objects in gold to promote the aims of the royal family, and books of 

hours are no exception.  Although often overlooked for their political functions, devotional 

manuscripts followed the rules for personal promotion found in other examples of Valois 

commissions and became objects that allowed the owners to publicize their political ambitions 

among an audience of their fellow princes and closest companions. 

 Recently ennobled patrons similarly participated in the ownership of deluxe, illuminated 

manuscripts.  Significant for this project, Guillaume Jouvenel des Ursins commissioned a copy 

of the Mare historiarum (c. 1446, Paris, BnF, lat. 4915), or Sea of History, a universal history 

designed to bring the ancient world in concordance with the Christian faith.83  The early Valois 

connected themselves with great leaders from the past to accentuate the legitimacy of their rule, 

and Guillaume used the Mare historiarum to connect his family to the ancient Roman Orsini 

family through the repeated representations of the city of Rome (Figure 1.13).84  Expansive 

history texts that supported the primacy of the French kings and people were popular with the 

ruling princes and the noblesse in general, but while royal manuscripts, such as the Grandes 

Chroniques, celebrated national pride by translating the texts into the vernacular, the Mare 

historiarum is in Latin.  The choice reflects both the scholarly background of the family, and 

refers to their Roman ancestry.  Both the Valois Princes of the Blood and the rising new nobility 

employed multi-media visual reinforcement of their legitimacy through the emulation of 

previous models of patronage.  To understand the impact of the full-scale visual war for personal 

promotion, it is necessary to look beyond the categorization of art objects as major or minor, and 

to describe how they worked together to construct and reinforce legitimate political identity.  

                                                
81 Anne D. Hedeman, The Royal Image: Illustrations of the Grandes Chroniques de France, 1274-1422 (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 1991). 
82 On the significance of the politics of the vernacular in late medieval France, see: Claire Richter Sherman, Imaging 
Aristotle: Verbal and Visual Representations in Fourteenth-Century France (Berkeley: University of California 
Press, 1995). 
83 Ernst Breisach, Historiography: Ancient, Medieval, and Modern, 3rd Edition (Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press, 2006), 148. 
84 Silvia Maddalo, “‘Castelum quod dicitur capitolium,’ Roma Immaginata: Parigi, ms. lat. 4915,” Arte medievale 
4/1 (1990), 71-97. 
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1.3 Overview of Chapters 

 

This project is divided into two parts corresponding with the two different types of 

patrons I discuss, the Princes of the Blood, represented by Jean de Berry, and the recently 

ennobled Jouvenel des Ursins family.  The first half of my dissertation investigates the Petites 

Heures and Grandes Heures of Jean de Berry and maintains that they work alongside other 

sumptuous art commissions to function as political propaganda through the inclusion of images 

and vernacular texts that establish the duke as a true heir of Saint Louis and a prince worthy of 

ruling the kingdom of France as regent for Charles VI.   

Chapter Two treats the legitimization of the nascent Valois by stressing dynastic 

continuity between the Capetians and the Valois. I address editorial decisions in the composition 

of the Petites Heures, the earliest and smallest of Jean de Berry’s commissions.  Although the 

book of hours conforms to standards for contemporary personal devotional books, containing 

such customary inclusions as a calendar, the Hours of the Virgin, and the Office for the Dead, I 

argue that the duke of Berry made specific choices in the visual and textual composition of the 

manuscript that allowed it to function both as a devotional guide and as an object of personal 

propaganda, presented against a backdrop of the duke’s sumptuous joyaux and tapestry that he 

enjoyed in the semi-private space of his chambre de retrait.  The Petites Heures was completed 

in two different campaigns, and the first emulated portions of manuscripts produced during the 

transition from Capetian to Valois rule, particularly the calendar cycle of the Belleville Breviary, 

and the didactic treatises, L’Estimeur du Monde and the Enseignements of Saint Louis, found in 

the lost Hours of Jean le Bon.  

Jean de Berry further emphasized the role of the Valois princes as legitimate successors 

to the Capetians through the visual representation of princes at prayer occurring throughout the 

book.  Although the variety of physiognomies in the portraits we find here has underwritten 

arguments about multiple patrons for the manuscript, I argue that the images of royal piety were 

not intended as portraits of an individual, but were included to underscore that the Valois were 

conforming to the devotional model of their patron saint, the Capetian king Louis IX.  In the 

second decorative campaign, heraldic devices proclaiming the ownership of Jean de Berry were 

added to the Petites Heures.  The timing of the additions corresponds to the period during which 
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the duke served as a regent to the newly crowned Charles VI.  The change was political in 

nature, and I argue that Jean de Berry was establishing not only the Valois as the rightful 

successors to the Capetian dynasty, but highlighting his own position of increased power within 

the regency government.  The political features of the manuscript require an audience for its 

propagandizing message, and this dissertation explores the public potential of the book, arguing 

that it was intended to be read aloud, aurally and visually consumed by a select group of Jean de 

Berry’s peers and companions. 

Chapter Three asserts a larger audience for Jean’s propaganda by arguing that a new, 

much larger manuscript was needed to insure the message was successfully received.  This 

chapter turns to the Grandes Heures as a commission intended to surpass and replace the Petites 

Heures as a hybrid devotional and political manuscript.  The oversized nature of the Grandes 

Heures conforms to the scale of other distinctly royal books intended for presentation to an 

audience for political purposes, such as the Bibles moralisèes and the Grandes Chroniques.  The 

Grandes Heures significant omissions of the didactic mirrors for princes and repeated images of 

royal prayer found in the Petites Heures mirrors a shift in the political situation in France at the 

beginning of the fifteenth century.  Still enmeshed in the Hundred Years’ War with England, the 

Valois continued to look to Saint Louis as a role model, but shifted their focus to new models for 

kingship, in particular the successful early Valois king, Jean de Berry’s brother Charles V.   

Jean de Berry’s own political role was changing as well, and the Grandes Heures reflects 

his new status as yet another role model for the younger princes.  The manuscript itself was 

designed to insure his legacy.  Through the repeated use of heraldry, emblems, and mottos, the 

manuscript reinforced the identity of the patron as Jean de Berry, and its lavish binding and full-

page miniatures by Jacquemart de Hesdin served to establish the book as an object of princely 

treasure, a fact confirmed through later royal inventories that record its presence in the 

collections of subsequent Valois kings of France throughout the fifteenth century. 

The second part of this dissertation looks to the Jouvenel des Ursins family as 

representative of the rising, university educated men who were awarded noble status by their 

appointment to prestigious positions in the royal government.  Chapter Four argues that the 

Jouvenel des Ursins adopted the same strategies for personal promotion employed by the early 

Valois, including the manipulation of history texts, the commission of sumptuous and devotional 

objects, and the repetition of signs of identity.  Through an examination of surviving 
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manuscripts, including the Hours of Jean II Jouvenel des Ursins, the Hours of Michel Jouvenel 

des Ursins, and the Hours of Guillaume Jouvenel des Ursins, I detail how these devotional books 

provided a context for the patron’s interest in the visual promotion of identity.  Jouvenel des 

Ursins’ books of hours make use of para-heraldic signs of identity, and allude to the owners 

through the inclusion of particular saints and events within the manuscripts.85   The Mare 

historium is discussed as another book that connects Guillaume to a legitimate noble past.   

The Jouvenel des Ursins family also participated in the larger world of visual promotion, 

beyond the commission of illuminated manuscripts.  This chapter also looks to surviving tapestry 

panels associated with members of the family that serve to further establish their legitimacy by 

connecting them to their legendary Roman ancestors through the employment of the conventions 

of rightful identity perfected by the royal princes.  I will also turn to a discussion of the use of the 

same heraldic emblems on the family’s Parisian home, the Hôtel des Ursins, through an 

investigation of surviving column capitals.   

Chapter Five introduces strategies employed by the Jouvenel des Ursins to commemorate 

their devotional presence in the nascent medium of panel painting, arguing that the medium was 

used by the upwardly mobile family to recreate the sumptuous locations, objects, and activities 

of noble life. The original location of the Jouvenel des Ursins Family Portrait was within the 

Saint-Remi chapel in Notre-Dame, Paris, and I explore the function of the painting as a memorial 

dedication depicting the family in perpetual prayer through a comparison of the panel to similar 

surviving and lost panels to demonstrate the international appeal of these paintings to upwardly 

mobile members of the French society.  I propose that the group portrait simulates a stained glass 

donation within the space of the chapel – the Jouvenel des Ursins family acquired their chapel 

over a century after the private devotional spaces were completed, and I argue they were required 

to commission a substitute for already existing glass that celebrated a previous donor.   

The ability of panel painting to reproduce the objects and locations associated with wealth and 

noble status in fifteenth-century France is evident in the Jouvenel des Ursins Family Portrait, 

which recreates not only a devotional location in the form of an elaborate gothic church, but also 

the more ephemeral components of the space including textiles, liturgical furniture, and deluxe 

illuminated manuscripts.  This chapter demonstrates how panel painting is adopted and exploited 

                                                
85 Jean II makes comparisons to himself and Saint Germain, while Guillaume chooses Saint Patroclus of Troyes as 
his own saintly exempla.   
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for its potential to replicate the devotional activities of the nobility, as well as sumptuous status 

objects for newly titled members of the court, such as the Jouvenel des Ursins family.  Although 

the conventions for representing legitimate personae remained the same, the developing medium 

was embraced as a vehicle for the confirmation of noble identity.  Ultimately, my dissertation 

argues that innovations in the period’s sumptuous arts are the result of the redevelopment of 

visual strategies to fulfill an evolving model of patronage. 
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PART ONE:  

JEAN DE BERRY AND THE MANUSCRIPT AS TOOL FOR SOCIAL POSITIONING 

 

 

CHAPTER 2 

THE POLITICS OF DYNASTY AND LEGITIMACY IN THE PETITES HEURES 

 

 

Studied and celebrated for his bibliophilic qualities and art patronage, Jean of Valois, duc 

de Berry’s (1340-1416) political ambitions of are too often neglected.  The third son of the 

French king, Jean le Bon (1319-64), the brother of Charles V (1338-80), and the uncle and 

occasional regent for Charles VI (1368-1422), Jean de Berry’s artistic interests were, however, 

enmeshed with those of the nascent Valois dynasty and his own princely position.  Modern 

scholarship on Jean’s manuscript commissions has ignored his princely aspirations for a number 

of reasons.  First, the duke of Berry is characterized as obsessed with collecting wealth and 

possessions, and his political interests are often overlooked in favor of his brother Philip the 

Bold, duke of Burgundy (1332-1404), who was by all accounts a stronger military leader.  The 

duke of Berry, often ridiculed for his material rather than martial interests, instead laid his claim 

through the visual and textual reinforcement of his legitimacy.  Second, the most famous and 

well-studied of Jean de Berry’s manuscripts are devotional, and not overtly political, in nature.  

Yet, within the early Valois courts, all forms of visual objects were manipulated as propaganda, 

and this chapter argues for the very political nature of Jean’s earliest known devotional 

manuscript, the Petites Heures (begun c. 1374, second decorative campaign c. 1385; Paris: 

Bibliothèque nationale de France MS latin 18014).  The smallest of Jean de Berry’s books of 

hours, the Petites Heures measures only 21 x 14 centimeters.  Despite its modest size, the 

manuscript is among his most richly illustrated, containing over one hundred illuminated pages.  

The Petites Heures, in many ways, conforms to the conventions for books of hours; however, I 

contend the manuscript had a dual function in addition to personal devotion – it functioned as a 

political instrument to legitimize the Valois dynasty against its opponents during the first half of 

the Hundred Years’ War.   
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The Petites Heures took advantage of contemporary thought linking devotional practice 

to the model of the ideal king.  Through its emphasis on sumptuous ornamentation and its 

connection to great leaders from the past, the manuscript presents Jean de Berry as an ideal 

prince.  The Petites Heures is an example of how a book of hours was manipulated by the owner 

to serve a political purpose in addition to personal devotion.  Unusual features of the manuscript, 

including its facsimile of an earlier calendar model, vernacular mirrors for princes, and the 

repetition of images of princely prayer, worked together to establish the Valois dynasty as the 

legitimate successors of the Capetians, and Jean de Berry as a capable ruler and true heir of Saint 

Louis.  Evidence of late-fourteenth-century reading practices indicate that portions of the 

manuscript were intended to be presented aloud, spreading the intended message to an audience 

of Jean’s peers and companions, and not just to an individual.  The Petites Heures was not the 

only political tool employed by the duke – it was designed to work together with Jean de Berry’s 

extensive collection of sumptuous visual objects to promote his political position.  Rather than 

presenting simply an early example of Jean’s bibliophilic tendencies, the Petites Heures 

demonstrates how the duke directed his commissions in the pursuit of his own political 

aspirations.  Jean manipulated the form of the book of hours into a tool for princely promotion, 

investing the Petites Heures with texts, images, and emblems that marked him as a legitimate 

heir of Saint Louis and highlighted his readiness to rule the burgeoning nation of France as 

regent. 

The commission and initial decorative campaign on the Petites Heures, beginning around 

1374, corresponds with a period of significant innovation in Valois use of visual objects to 

promote both individual and dynastic identity.87  The developing importance of visual promotion 

of legitimate status among Jean and his contemporaries was grounded in current political turmoil 

– France was locked in the Hundred Years’ War with England, and both the Valois and 

Plantagenets laid claim to the French crown.   The kingdom of Navarre also declared its right to 

France, resulting in a two-front war for Valois legitimacy.  Significantly for Jean de Berry, the 

immediate situation following the premature death of Charles V in 1380 proved important for 

once again shifting the dynamics of power and allowing for multiple Princes of the Blood to 

                                                
87 For example, Anne D. Hedeman has argued for the use of manuscripts to construct the past and legitimize the 
present, linking the new dynasty to the old in both text and image, particularly in the Grandes Chroniques of 
France.  Anne D. Hedeman, The Royal Image: Illustrations of the Grandes Chroniques de France (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 1991). 
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strategically position themselves for power within France.  Charles V had taken precautions in 

case of his early death to provide for a successful and peaceful transition of power.  In 1374, he 

legislated the age of majority for the kings of France as fourteen years old.88  Louis d’Anjou, the 

eldest of the king’s brothers, was named as regent until Charles VI reached political maturity.89  

Louis was to turn to Bureau de la Rivière (d. 1400) on financial matters,90 and the dukes of 

Burgundy and Bourbon were to serve as guardians to the royal children.91  Charles VI was 

crowned the new king of France at the age of eleven, but unfortunately, even before his 

coronation, his father’s plan to maintain order in the new dynasty fell apart.  Immediately upon 

the death of his elder brother, Louis d’Anjou seized control of the royal treasury.92  A new 

regency agreement was negotiated that reduced Louis’ influence on the government, and the 

duke of Anjou left France in 1382 to inherit the kingdom of Naples.93   

Jean de Berry was left conspicuously out of Charles V’s original regency plan.94  The 

exact reasons for his absence are unknown, but perhaps are linked to his already substantial 

landholdings.  Jean was created duke of Berry and Auvergne by his father, Jean le Bon, in 

1360.95  In 1369, he was named the count of Poitou, and was one of the largest property owners 

in the kingdom.96  Charles V perhaps considered his brother Jean to be a threat to the balance of 

power, and this may be the reason why he was not originally named a regent.97 Jean de Berry 

was, however, named the governor of the southern provinces of Guyenne and Languedoc in the 

renegotiated regency following Charles V’s death, making the duke of Berry the ruler of roughly 

a third of the kingdom of France.98  After Louis d’Anjou’s sudden death in 1384, Jean de Berry 

became the senior male member of the royal family.  The second decorative campaign on the 

                                                
88 François Autrand, Jean de Berry: L’Art et le Pouvoir (Paris: Fayard, 2000), 143.   
89 Ibid. 
90 Charity Cannon Willard, Christine de Pizan: Life and Works (New York: Persea, 1984), 36. 
91 Autrand, 143. 
92 Willard, 36. 
93 Ibid., 37. 
94 For a full discussion of the troubled relationship between Charles V and Jean de Berry see: Autrand, 143-147. 
95 Ibid., 326. 
96 Ibid., 327. 
97 Ibid., 143. 
98 Willard, 37. 
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Petites Heures began around this period, coinciding with Jean de Berry’s service as a regent.  In 

addition to providing a devotional guide for the royal prince, the Petites Heures, I argue, was a 

calculated tool in the duke’s game of political identity that looked back to the models of Jean de 

Berry’s royal forbearers in order to extend his power in the kingdom of France.  Jean de Berry 

recognized his potential for increasing his political power, and the Petites Heures functioned as a 

physical and legitimate claim to position within the regency.   

To substantiate my claim that the Petites Heures functioned as more than a personal 

devotional book, I investigate a number of unusual features in the manuscript.  First, I explore 

the dynastic significance of the Petites Heures calendar cycle.  Copied from the earlier Belleville 

Breviary (c. 1323-26, Paris: BnF, MS lat. 10483), the calendar reinforces the legitimacy of the 

new Valois dynasty by referencing the transition from one epoch to another.  Next, I look to the 

vernacular texts following directly after the calendar, L’Estimeur du Monde, a mirror for princes, 

and the Enseignements of Saint Louis, another princely guide authored by the Capetian king and 

dynastic saint.  These texts further Jean de Berry’s efforts to represent himself as an ideal prince 

through a connection to both his father and Saint Louis.  Last, I examine the repetition of images 

of princely prayer as a strategy employed by Jean de Berry to identify himself to viewing 

audiences as a true heir of Saint Louis and a capable regent of France. 

 

2.1  The Petites Heures of Jean de Berry: Historiography 

 

A debate over the original patronage of the Petites Heures dominated much early 

scholarship on the manuscript.  Confusion regarding the Petites Heures stemmed initially from a 

sixteenth-century inscription in the book naming Louis I d’Anjou as the original owner.  Léon 

M. J. Delaissé questioned Jean de Berry as the initial owner of the Petites Heures by raising 

important codicological issues, noting changes in ruling, ink, and script that indicate the book 

was not produced as a single object.99  He suggested instead that it might have been 

commissioned by another Valois prince and altered for use by the Duke of Berry.100  Millard 

Meiss included a section on the Petites Heures in his French Painting in the Time of Jean de 

                                                
99 L.M.J. Delaissé, “Remaniements dans quelques manuscripts de Jean de Berry,” Gazette des Beaux-Arts 62 
(1963), 123-146; and Delaissé, Book Review: French Painting in the Time of Jean de Berry, Part I: The Late 
Fourteenth Century and the Patronage of the Duke, by Millard Meiss, Art Bulletin 52/2 (1970), 206-212, 209 
100 Delaissé, Book Review, 209; and Delaissé, “Remainements,” 129-133. 
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Berry: The Late Fourteenth Century and the Patronage of the Duke.101  Meiss’s primary 

discussion was grounded in connoisseurship and devoted to the individual artist’s hands at work 

within the Petites Heures; however, he also addressed the original ownership of the manuscript, 

naming the patron as Jean de Berry.102  Meiss demonstrated the potential inaccuracy of the 

sixteenth-century inscription, citing a similar notation in a fifteenth-century book – a manuscript 

produced decades after the death of Louis d’Anjou.103  G. B. Krebber argued that the inclusion of 

late-thirteenth- and early-fourteenth-century texts that function as mirrors for princes, the 

Enseignements and L’Estimeur du monde, indicate that the manuscript was begun for Charles V 

around 1374 for the education of his young sons; however, as a Prince of the Blood, Jean de 

Berry was just as likely to be interested in pursuing Valois connections to the Capetian 

dynasty.104  The addition of heraldic insignia in the second decorative campaign, begun c. 1385, 

demonstrates that this portion of the manuscript was executed under the ownership of Jean de 

Berry.105 The duke’s ownership of the book is documented securely, both through the visual 

evidence of his heraldic shield, which appears throughout the work, as well as the textual 

comparison of the remarkably well-preserved manuscript and its description in the duke’s 

inventories.106 Because of the strong evidence of the duke’s involvement, the final version of the 

manuscript, conserved today in the Bibliothèque nationale de France (BnF), represents the 

devotional and political interests of the duke of Berry. 

                                                
101 Millard Meiss, French Painting in the Time of Jean de Berry: The Late Fourteenth Century and the Patronage of 
the Duke (London: Phaidon, 1967). Meiss discusses the small body of scholarship on the Petites Heures, which he 
attributed to the lack of a published facsimile version of the manuscript. A facsimile edition appeared in 1989: Les 
Petites Heures du Duc de Berry (Luzern: Editions Facsimilé Lucerne, 1989). 
102 Ibid., 156. 
103 Ibid.. 
104 G.B. Krebber, “De eerste opdrachtgever van de Petites Heures; een verkenning,” Nederlands Kunsthistorisch 
Jaarboek 36 (1985), 103-130.   
105 Meiss, 158. 
106 “Item, unes trés belles Heures, contenant pluseurs Heures et commemoracions de Dieu et de ses sains, au 
commancement desquelles est le kalendreer très richement historié des epistres de saint Pol, de l’ancien et nouvel 
Testament et, après sont pluseurs enseignemens. Escripz en françois, de bien et honnestement vivre selon Dieu; et 
lesquelles Heures sont trés richement histories en pluseurs lieux. Et mesmement au commancemant des Heures de 
Nostre-Dame d’une Annunciacion et de pluseurs appostres alentour. Et en la fin a une oroison escripte en latin, qui 
se commance sancta crux; et souloient ester couvertes d’un satin bleu, double d’un tiercelin vermeil, et à present 
sont couvertes de drap de damas violet, garnie de deux fermouers d’or à deux ours tenant les armes de 
Monseigneur, assis sur tixuz noirs.  Semez de treflez d’or: et est le pipe desdictes Heures d’or, esmaillée aux armes 
de Monseigneur, garnie de deux perles, et ou milieu un balay longuet.” Jules M.J. Guiffrey, Inventaires de Jean duc 
de Berry (1401-1416) publiés et annotés par Jules Guiffrey, 2 Vol. (Paris: Leroux, 1894), vol. 1, 224. 
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A large portion of the scholarship on the Petites Heures explores its relationship to other 

existing devotional books from the fourteenth century.  Carol Purtle acknowledged some of the 

innovative characteristics of the Petites Heures.107  She looked specifically at images in the 

manuscript of Jean de Berry at prayer as a model for later scenes of the Annunciation.  Purtle 

explained images of the duke at prayer as a conceit that developed as the iconography of royal 

prayer – depticting a member of the French royal family kneeling in devotion before a 

manuscript or saintly figure.108  Lucy Freeman Sandler used the Petites Heures to reconstruct the 

calendar cycle of the badly damaged Belleville Breviary (c. 1325, Paris, BnF, lat. 10484).109  

Although her discussion focused on the meaning of the calendar cycle in relation to Dominican 

use of scriptural typology and exempla, Sandler noted importantly that the Belleville Breviary 

passed through a number of royal hands in the fourteenth century.110  Although the Belleville 

Breviary was not originally a royal manuscript, its association with numerous princely figures 

indicates the significance of the book as a devotional and visual model.  Margaret Manion has 

also published a number of articles dealing with the Petites Heures and its visual and textual 

connections with other late medieval devotional books, particularly those owned by the early 

Valois.111  Manion’s discussions focused on the spiritual aspects of the manuscript and linked it 

with earlier women’s books.  She saw the Petites Heures as a male adaptation of what was a 

particularly female form of worship.112  Patrick de Winter additionally connected the Petites 

                                                
107 Carol J. Purtle, “The Iconography of Prayer, Jean de Berry, and the Origin of the Annunciation in a Church,” 
Simiolus 20/4 (1990-1991), 227-239. 
108 Purtle developed this concept through a discussion of various images in multiple manuscripts throughout her 
essay. 
109 Lucy Freeman Sandler, “Jean Pucelle and the Lost Miniatures of the Belleville Breviary,” Art Bulletin 66/1 
(1984), 73-96. 
110 The royal owners include, in chronological order, Charles V, Charles VI, Richard II of England (1367-1400), 
Henry IV of England (1367-1413), and Jean de Berry. Ibid., 73. 
111 Margaret M. Manion, “The Princely Patron and the Liturgy: Mass Texts in the Grandes Heures of Philip the 
Bold,” in The Cambridge Illuminations: The Conference Papers, ed. Stella Panayotova (London: Harvey Miller 
Publishers, 2007), 193-203; Margaret M. Manion, “Women, Art and Devotion: Three French Fourteenth-century 
Royal Prayer Books,” in The Art of the Book: Its Place in Medieval Worship (Exeter: University of Exeter Press, 
1998), 21-61; Margaret M. Manion, “Illustrated Hours of the Trinity for French Royalty,” in Medieval Codicology, 
Iconography, Literature, and Translation: Studies for Keith Val Sinclair, ed. Peter Rolfe Monks and D.D.R. Owen 
(Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1994), 120-133; Margaret M. Manion, “Art and Devotion: The Prayer-books of Jean de Berry,” 
in Medieval Texts and Images: Studies of Manuscripts from the Middle Ages, eds. Margaret M. Manion and Bernard 
J. Muir, (Philadelphia: Harwood Academic Publishers, 1991), 177-200. 
112 Manion, “Women, Art and Devotion,” 39:  “While many of the picture prayer books of the early fourteenth 
century were designed with the needs of royal and noble women in mind, within a generation these very manuals or 
similar compilations had been adopted by the men of the family.”   
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Heures to other examples of royal French manuscripts, specifically those produced for Philip the 

Bold (1342-1404) and Charles V.113 Christian Heck compared the theme of the Throne of 

Charity, a discussion in the form of a ballad that describes in detail the seven steps leading to the 

perfect love of God, as it appears in the Petites Heures and in the psalter belonging to Bonne of 

Luxembourg (1315-1349), Jean de Berry’s mother.114  Roger S. Wieck also explored the 

relationship between the Petites Heures and other royal books of hours, particularly focusing on 

the duke’s commission of the manuscript as an example of “bibliophilic jealousy.”115  Wieck 

pointed to the Savoy Hours, an early-fourteenth-century manuscript rich in illuminations of royal 

figures in devotion that entered the collection of Charles V after 1373 as the source of ducal envy 

and a model for Jean’s Petites Heures, which was begun only one year later.  He cites the 

adoption of repeated images of royal prayer in the Petites Heures, as well as Jean de Berry’s later 

acquisition of the Savoy Hours, as evidence that the duke’s jealousy over his brother’s 

manuscript was the inspiration for the his own book.  The most in-depth discussion of the Petites 

Heures appears in François Avril’s essay introducing the facsimile edition of the manuscript.116 

Avril explored the relationship between the Petites Heures and previous books of hours, but did 

not speculate on how this manuscript may have functioned within the court of Jean de Berry.   

Other scholarship has begun to tackle issues of audience and reception by discussing the 

significance of Saint Louis as a model of a wise prince, and, significantly, the relationship 

between the Petites Heures and works of art in other media.  Anton von Euw published an article 

focusing on Dominican influences and the model of Saint Louis in the private prayer of Jean de 

Berry.117  Although he highlighted a number of unique features of the manuscript, including the 

distinctive calendar and vernacular texts on princely instruction, von Euw’s discussion is more 

descriptive than analytical. Visually, the Petites Heures is related to other media, particularly 

                                                
113 Patrick M. De Winter, “The Grandes Heures of Philip the Bold, Duke of Burgundy: The Copyist Jean L’Avenant 
and his Patrons at the French Court,” Speculum 57/4 (Oct 1982), 786-842. 
114 Christian Heck, “L’iconographie de l’ascension spirituelle et la dévotion des laïcs: le Thrône de Charité dans le 
Psaulter de Bonne de Luxembourg et les Petites Heures du duc de Berry,” Revue de l’art 110 (1995), 9-22. 
115 Roger S. Wieck, “Bibliophilic Jealousy and the Manuscript Patronage of Jean, Duc de Berry,” in The Limbourg 
Brothers: Nijmegen masters at the French Court 1400-1416, eds. Rob Dückers and Pieter Roelofs (Brussels: 
Ludion, 2005), 121-133. 
116 Catholic Church, Jean de France Berry, François Avril, Louisa Dunlop, and W. B. Yapp, Les Petites Heures du 
Duc de Berry (Luzern: Faksimile Verlag, 1988). 
117 Anton von Euw, “Die Petites Heures des Herzogs von Berry: Lat. 18014 der Bibliothèque National, Paris: Ein 
geistlicher Furstenspiegel,” Imprimatur: Ein Jahrbuch für Bücherfreunde 13 (1989), 23-36. 
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stained glass, as discussed by Brigitte Kurmann-Schwarz who focuses on the visual relationship 

between the illumination in the duke’s book of hours and windows commissioned by Simon 

Aligret for Bourges cathedral.118  Her discussion focused on the flexibility of the artists working 

for Jean, an issue I explore further by questioning how Aligret, the duke’s physician and member 

of his intimate circle of companions, rather than the artists, was a spectator to the performance of 

the duke’s devotional book.119  Jorg Oberhaidacher also compared the Petites Heures with other 

artistic media, in this case a panel painting of the Annunciation by the Heiligenkreuz Master.120  

Oberhaidacher argued that the painter was of Parisian origin and his observations once again 

indicate the possibility of a much larger audience for the Petites Heures than the duke alone, a 

line of inquiry that I pursue in this dissertation.  By focusing on the strategic choices made by 

Jean de Berry in the development of the manuscript, this chapter argues that the Petites Heures 

was designed to function as more than a private devotional book, but as an object of personal 

promotion advertising to a select group of the duke’s companions his ambitions to expand his 

power within France. 

 

2.2  Dynastic Typology in a Calendar 

 

The exact copying of the calendar cycle from the Belleville Breviary provides visual 

evidence that the Petites Heures was deliberately intended to reference back to earlier books in 

order to legitimate Valois claim to the French crown.  Although visual elements in the rest of the 

book develop and play upon new artistic trends, such as the development of the Annunciation in 

the Church,121 the calendar copies a visual program created by Jean Pucelle for the Belleville 

Breviary around. 1325.122  Designed originally for Dominican use, the Belleville Breviary was 

                                                
118 Brigitte Kurmann-Schwarz, “Le vitrail de Simon Aligret de la cathédrale de Bourges et les artists au service de 
Jean de Berry,” in En Berry, du Moyen-Âge à la Renaissance: Pages d’Histoire et d’Histoire d’Art ; Mélanges 
Offert à Jean-Yves Ribault (1996), 213-219. 
119 The windows in Bourges cathedral date from 1409-1412, much later than the creation of the Petites Heures, and 
it is difficult to imagine the same artists at work painting glass 30 years after they completed the manuscript. 
120 Jorg Oberhaidacher, “Zur Kunsteschictlichen Herkunft und Bedeutung des Meister von Heiligen Kreuz,” 
Österreichische Zeitschrift für Kunst und Denkmalpflege 52/3-4 (1998), 501-517. 
121 On this point see: Purtle, 227-239. 
122 Lucy Freeman Sandler, “Jean Pucelle and the Lost Miniatures of the Belleville Breviary,” Art Bulletin 66/1 
(1984), 73-96. 
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produced at the end of the Capetian dynasty; yet, the calendar of the Petites Heures is a facsimile 

of the earlier manuscript in both iconography and style.123  The early Valois sought to connect 

themselves to the previous dynasty through the remarkable inclusion of an older tradition of 

illumination that conforms to prescribed conventions of behavior established by the late 

Capetians, particularly Saint Louis.  Following in the footsteps of their Capetian predecessors 

allowed the Valois princes to proclaim publicly their position as the true heirs of Saint Louis in 

the face of opposition from both the kingdoms of England and Navarre.  Although the Belleville 

calendar was not designed initially for royal use, its emphasis on typological relationships and 

the transition from the old to a new, more enduring power provided an exemplary historical 

model for the nascent Valois dynasty.  Ownership of the Belleville Breviary and related books, 

such as the Hours of Jeanne d’Evreux, provided a strong political link for the new Valois 

dynasty between the preceding Capetians and their own epoch. 

The Belleville Breviary may have first entered into the royal library as part of goods 

confiscated from Olivier de Clisson (d. 1343) and his wife Jeanne de Belleville (1300-1359) by 

Philip VI (1293-1350), the first Valois king of France, in 1343.124 Accused of treason for 

supporting the English claim to the French throne, Olivier was beheaded the same year.  The 

manuscript subsequently became a symbol of Valois authority over the English in France.  In 

addition, the dynastic association of the Belleville Breviary, perhaps beginning as early as Philip 

VI and increasing through the multiple, subsequent kings who possessed it, provides evidence 

for the appeal of the manuscript to successive royal family members.125  Support for this 

suggestion survives in inventory records that track the passage of the Belleville Breviary through 

a number of royal hands and in the popularity of the visual program of the calendar cycle that 

was copied in six subsequent French royal manuscripts including the Petites Heures.126 

                                                
123 Purtle, 227-239; Freeman Sandler, “Lost Miniatures,” 73-96; Pierre Cockshaw, “Le Bréviaire de Belleville 
(Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale, MSS latins 10483-10484): Problèmes Textuels et Iconographiques,” in Medieval 
Codicology, Iconography, Literature, and Translation: Studies for Keith Val Sinclair, eds. Peter Rolfe Monks and 
D.D.R. Owen (New York: Brill, 1984), 94-109;and Manion, “Art and Devotion,” 177-200. 
124 Cockshaw, 94. The breviary’s name is based on notes from Charles V’s Inventory of 1380 that records the clasps 
of the book as bearing the arms of the Belleville family. 
125 I am using the term royal to indicate the immediate family of kings – brothers, sons, daughters, and wives.  
Aristocrat and noble are also terms that relate to the ruling class, but describe more generally second level nobility 
such as counts and barons. 
126 These same calendar images are also present in 1. Hours of Jeanne de Navarre (c. 1336-1340, Paris: BnF, n.a. 
lat. 3145), 2.  Hours of Yolande of Flanders (1353-58, London: British Library, Yates Thompson 27), 3.  Grandes 
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The iconography of the Belleville Breviary’s calendar cycle and its copies rely on 

Dominican uses of scriptural exempla and typology.127  Although only the months of November 

and December survive from the Belleville Breviary, evidence from surviving related cycles 

reveals that the series of illustrations on the page narrate typologically the transition from the Old 

Testament to the New Testament, while also corresponding to the changing months of the 

calendar year (Figure 2.1).  For example, the bas-de-page on the January page in the Petites 

Heures reveals a solid masonry structure, representing Synagoga, which is dismantled piece by 

piece with each passing calendar month (Figure 2.2).128  The chronological sequence of 

destruction prepares the way for Ecclesia, so that by December, Synagoga is left in ruins 

awaiting the salvation of the New Dispensation (Figure 2.3).129  This representation of the 

passage of time was adaptable to the political needs of the nascent Valois dynasty and their claim 

as the legitimate heirs of the Capetians.  Saint Louis did much to establish the kingdom of France 

as the contemporary replacement for the ancient Jerusalem.  His relocation to Paris of significant 

relics of the Passion, including the Crown of Thorns, is just one example of the campaign to 

locate France as the heart of Christianity.  The transition from the old to the new law was 

adopted as a model for the Valois who reinforced their legitimate claim to the throne of France 

by promoting their role in continuing Saint Louis’ mission to establish France as the center of 

Christianity.130  

 Although presence of the calendar cycle from the Belleville Breviary in the Petites 

Heures presents one visual model that continued in popularity among dynastic manuscripts, the 

Hours of Jeanne d’Evreux (c. 1324-28; New York: Cloisters MS 1954) provides yet another 

popular alternative. Jeanne d’Evreux (1310-71), the third wife of the last Capetian king, Charles 

IV (1294-1328), played a significant role in the visual translation of power to the new Valois 

                                                                                                                                                       
Heures of Jean de Berry (c.1408-1409, Paris: BnF, lat. 919), 4.  Breviary of Martin II, King of Aragon (1403, Paris: 
BnF, Rothschild 2529), and 5.  Hours of Paris Use (1422-25, Vienna: Österreichish Nationalbibliothek, 1855).   
127 Manion, “Art and Devotion,” 179. 
128 Ibid., 179 
129 Ibid., 180. 
130 The early Valois dynasty promoted their connection to Saint Louis through the construction of individual Saintes 
Chapelles as part of their palace building campaigns.  For more information of Louis’ initial program to construct 
France as the New Jerusalem, see: Matthias Müller, “Paris, das neue Jerusalem? Die Ste-Chapelle als Imitation der 
Golgatha-Kapellen,” Zeitschrift für Kunstgeschicte 59/3 (1996), 325-336. 
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dynasty through her gifts of objects associated with Saint Louis, including her book of hours.131  

The calendar from Jeanne d’Evreux’s manuscript, illustrated by Jean Pucelle (c. 1300-55), offers 

a more traditional visual representation of the calendar year, providing images of the Labors of 

the Months juxtaposed with zodiac symbols, a theme later adapted for Jean de Berry’s famous 

Très Riches Heures.  Like the calendar images in the Belleville Breviary, the exact iconographic 

program of Jeanne d’Evreux’s calendar appears in at least two other royal personal devotional 

books, the Breviary of Charles V (1373-1326; Paris: Bnf MS lat. 1052) and the Grandes Heures 

of Philip the Bold.132 The Petites Heures, the Breviary of Charles V, and Philip the Bold’s 

Grandes Heures all deliberately emulate forms of illustration present in previous generations’ 

manuscripts.  This pattern of ownership indicates that the older books had become treasured 

family possessions capable of transmitting important messages regarding lineage and authority.  

The late-fourteenth century royal books of hours not only adopt devotional material that had 

been previously coded feminine, but also repurpose the visual and textual programs of these 

manuscripts.133  Such princely books of hours, including the Petites Heures, provide highly 

charged political links for the Valois to the previous ruling Capetian dynasty. Possessing a 

version of the calendar was a marker of status and a symbol that the owner was aware of the 

spiritual and dynastic connotations of its message.  

The number of royal owners of the Belleville Breviary, while not initially a princely 

commission, provides further evidence of its dynastic significance.  During the late-fourteenth 

and early-fifteenth centuries, the known possessors of the manuscript included, in chronological 

order, Charles V, Charles VI, Richard II of England (1367-1400), Henry IV of England (c.1366-

                                                
131 Jeanne additionally bequeathed a “pointed knife that belonged to our Lour St Louis of France,” to Charles V in 
her will.  Joan A. Holladay, “Fourteenth-century French queens as collectors and readers of books: Jeanne d’Evreux 
and her contemporaries,” Journal of Medieval History 32 (2006), 68-100, 70. 
132 Patrick M. De Winter, “The Grandes Heures of Philip the Bold, Duke of Burgundy: The Copyist Jean L’Avenant 
and his Patrons at the French Court,” Speculum 57/4 (Oct 1982), 786-842,798.   Although de Winter’s focus is on 
Philip’s manuscript, he importantly discusses its relationship to both the Petites Heures and the Breviary of Charles 
V, establishing a sequence of uniquely masculine, French, personal devotional books produced for the early Valois 
princes.   Additionally, the relationship between the Petites Heures and the many previous devotional books to 
which it is related is discussed in depth by Avril in the manuscript facsimile (1989). 
133 For example, Manion sees the Petites Heures and other early Valois devotional books as a male adaptation of 
what was a particularly female form of worship.  Manion, “The Princely Patron,” 193-203; “Women, Art and 
Devotion,” 21-61; “Illustrated Hours,” 120-133; “Art and Devotion,” 177-200.  
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1413), and, in the early-fifteenth century, Jean de Berry.134  The Belleville Breviary’s connection 

to numerous princely owners facilitated its reception as a distinctly royal and dynastic devotional 

book.  Confiscated by Philip VI from a family convicted of treason, the manuscript may have 

been understood as a symbol of French authority over the English.  Likely a part of the short-

lived peace negotiated between Charles VI and Richard II that included the marriage of Charles’s 

six-year-old daughter to the twenty-nine-year-old English monarch, the Belleville Breviary 

traveled to England.135  Just as the transition from the Old to the New Testament was adopted to 

serve as a model for the legitimate transition from the Capetians to the Valois in France, in 

England, the manuscript once again was associated with a dynastic shift.  Richard II, the last 

Plantagenet king of England, was overthrown in 1399 by his cousin Henry of Bolingbroke, later 

Henry IV, the first king of the House of Lancaster.  The calendar cycle, marking the end of one 

epoch and the beginning of another, was adopted as a symbol intended to designate the 

legitimate transition between different dynasties.  The dynastic association of the Belleville 

Breviary, in part endowed through the multiple kings who possessed it, accounts for the appeal 

of the calendar illustrations among the French royal family.  Jean de Berry owned a copy of the 

calendar in his Petites Heures, commissioned a second copy for his Grandes Heures (completed 

1409; Paris: BnF MS lat. 919), and eventually obtained the original Belleville Breviary from 

Henry IV of England.  The association with rightful transition of dynasty lent the calendar 

considerable significance, and the political undertones of the Petites Heures continue in the 

unique vernacular treatises that follow. 

 

                                                
134 Sandler, 73.  Charles VI gave the Belleville Breviary to his son-in-law, Richard II, transferring the manuscript to 
England.  Henry IV, Richard’s successor, gifted the book to Jean de Berry in the beginning of the fifteenth century.  
François Avril, Manuscript Painting at the Court of France: The Fourtheenth Century (1310-1380) (New York: 
Brazillier, 1978), 35.  The Belleville Breviary appears as follows in the inventory of Jean de Berry, “Item, d’un 
Brevière en deux volumes, appellez les Brevières de Belleville, `l’usaige de Jacobins, très bien et richement 
histories, enluminez, declairez en la première partie du IIIe xxxve fueillet du livre desdiz comptes precedens, est 
deschargié ledit Robinet d’Estampes du premier desdiz volumes pour les causes continues en la correction faicte sur 
ladicte partie.  Pour ce icy seulement le second desdiz volumes, et au commancement du second fueillet du psaultier 
dudit volume a escript: justicie et sperate; couvert de drap de soye vert ouvré à bestes estranges, et par dessus une 
chemise d’autre drap de soye noir ouvré à fueillaiges de blanc et de blue, fermans à deux fermouers d’or esmaillés 
aux armes de France.”  Robinet d’Estampes subsequently discussed the transfer of the Belleville Breviary to Marie 
de France, the daughter of Charles VI and a nun at Poissy on 7 October 1413: “Dicta duo voumina breviarii in 
presenti articulo declarati data fuerunt domine marie de Francia, religiose de Possiaco, per mandatum Domini 
super penultima parti LXVIII folii hujus compoti redditum.  Et ideo acquittatur hic dictus Robinetus de presenti 
volumine.”  Guiffrey, vol.1, 254-255, no. 963. 
135 Abbé V. Leroquais, Les Manuscrits Bréviaires des Bibliothèques Publiques de France, vol. 3 (Paris: Macon, 
1934), 201. 
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2.3 A Devotional Mirror For Princes 

 

 Directly following the calendar cycle in the Petites Heures are two vernacular texts on 

proper kingship, L’Estimeur du Monde and the Enseignements of Saint Louis.136  This portion of 

this chapter posits that the images accompanying the works are much more than illustrations of 

didactic texts; rather, these images served a public function by engaging a larger audience than 

the duke alone.  I argue that the miniatures combine princely instruction with the socially 

performed activity of glossing extratextual meaning for political purposes.  Once again, this 

lavishly illustrated collection of folios copies previous textual exempla, this time from the now-

lost Hours of Jean le Bon, the second Valois king of France (r. 1350-1364).  Known from later 

inventory descriptions,137 this book of hours served a distinctly didactic purpose through its 

inclusion of L’Estimeur du Monde and particularly the Enseignements of Saint Louis.   

According to legend, upon his deathbed in 1270, Louis IX wrote instructional treatises 

for both his son and heir Philip III (1245-85) and his eldest daughter Isabelle, the countess of 

Champagne and Queen of Navarre (1241-71).138  Texts dictating the moral and social behavior 

of princes and princesses were popular in the French court from the early-thirteenth century, but 

Louis’ instructions are unique – he was both a king and the dynastic saint of the future kings of 

France.139  Saint Louis’ lessons for his oldest son include between twenty-nine and thirty-three 

vernacular didactic points – behavioral rules – directed to Philip on the moral qualities required 

for kingship.140  He left nineteen instructions to his daughter Isabelle, focusing on the need for 

                                                
136 Anton von Euw’s 1989 article focuses on Dominican influences and the model of Saint Louis in the private 
prayer of Jean de Berry. He describes a number of unique features of the manuscript, including the distinctive 
calendar, L’Estimeur du Monde and the Enseignements. Euw, 23-36. 
137 “Item, unes Heures esquelles le roy Jehan, pere de Monseigneur, apprist à lire, et tout au commancement est le 
kalendrier, et après, pluseurs enseignemens en françoys de bien vivre selon Dieu, les Heures de Nostre Dame, les 
Heures de la Trinitié, l’Office des mors, et pluseurs autres Heures et Oroisons, tant en latin que en fronçoys; et au 
commancement du second fueillet, après la fin du kalendrier a escript: par ceste viande; couvertes de drap de 
damas noir; lesquelles le roy de Sicile donna à Monseigneur, le xxiiie jour d’octobre l’an mil CCCC et VII, et depuis 
y a fait faire mondit Seigneur deux fermouers d’or, esmaillez à ses armes, à une pipe de mesmes, garnie d’un balay 
pesant environ x caraz et deux perles, et par dessus une chemise de drap de damas violet, doublé de tiercelin noir; 
lesquielx fermouers et pipe ainsi garnie, avec ladicte chemise, ont cousté de Baude de Guy IIIIxx frans.” Guiffrey, 
vol. 1, 257, no. 968. 
138 Holladay, 599. 
139 Ibid., 600. 
140 David O’Connell, “The Teachings of Saint Louis: A Critical Text”, University of North Carolina Studies in the 
Romance Languages and Literature 116 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1972), 12.  O’Connell 
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her spiritual enrichment through devotional practice.141  Saint Louis’ instructions to his children 

appear in a variety of sources from the early-fourteenth century, 142 and the text of the 

Enseignements changes in the different versions, highlighting the way in which it was shaped to 

fulfill diverse needs for the owners of these books.143  The popularity of the texts identifies the 

function of the lessons of Saint Louis as important markers of dynastic legacy and establishes his 

text as a model for the behavior of subsequent generations.   

Saint Louis’ directions include an emphasis on the importance of charitable acts, as well 

as specific instructions on how to rule.  A fourteenth-century French translation of Guillaume de 

Nangis’ Vita Sancti Ludovici states the royal saint had a copy of the lessons in his own book of 

hours, and a reference to the teachings also appear in Jean de Berry’s inventory description of the 

Hours of Jean le Bon.  Jean le Bon’s manuscript is now lost; however, it can be reconstructed 

based on its inventory entry.144  The inventory states that a calendar appears at the beginning of 

the work, and the unusual mention of a calendar may indicate the significance of its inclusion.  

Produced at approximately the same time as the Belleville Breviary and the Hours of Jeanne 

d’Evreux, the Hours of Jean le Bon would have carried similar dynastic qualities.145  The 

detailed description of what follows the calendar, specifically “many instructions in French of 

how a prince should live his life according to God,” provides a clue to the identity of the 

included texts – likely L’Estimeur du Monde and the Enseignements of Saint Louis.146  Although 

the inventory does not state if the “instructions” included were the Enseignements, the frequency 

of Louis’ directives found in other royal books, such as the Grandes Chroniques de France and 

                                                                                                                                                       
describes three different versions of the enseignements, a short version, a long version and an interpolated version.  
He suggests the long version is closest to the actual text written by Saint Louis.  A discussion of the Enseignements 
as “avant garde” in the use of vernacular French can be found in: Delogu, Daisy, Theorizing the Ideal Sovereign: 
The Rise of the French Vernacular Biography (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2008), 10-11. 
141 Holladay, 601. 
142 The Enseignements of Saint Louis to Philippe appear in the following texts: (the short version) Latin and French 
variations of Geoffrey of Beaulieu’s Recueil des Historiens des Gaules et de la France, (the long version) William 
of Saint Pathus’s Vie de saint Louis, the Noster texts, Yves of Saint Denis’s Vie de Saint Louis, (the interpolated 
version) all versions of Jean de Joinville’s Vie de Saint Louis, and versions of the Grandes Chroniques de France.   
143 For a full discussion see O’Connell. 
144 Guiffrey, vol. 1, 257, no. 968. 
145 The inventory description of the lost Hours of Jean le Bon states that the king (b. 1319) learned to read from the 
manuscripts, indicating it was most likely produced in the mid-1320s.  
146 The association with L’Estimeur du Monde and the Enseignements of Saint Louis as they appear in the Petites 
Heures and the lost Hours of Jean le Bon additionally appears in Avril’s facsimile commentary.  Petites Heures, 72. 
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the Hours of Jeanne d’Evreux support this assumption.  After listing the texts within the Hours 

of Jean le Bon, the inventory records the manuscript’s first line of text: “après la fin du 

kalendrier a escript: par ceste viande,” a reference to the vernacular text at the beginning of 

L’Estimeur du Monde.  The Petites Heures precisely repeats the location of L’Estimeur du 

Monde and the Enseignements after the calendar cycle – Jean de Berry commissioned this 

portion of the Petites Heures as a copy of his father’s manuscript.  Lessons drawn from the 

Gospels are the most common textual passages following the calendar in books of hours, and the 

inclusion of these unusual selections is therefore noteworthy.147  Jean de Berry’s interest in the 

princely didactic works raises questions about their significance and sheds light on the dynastic 

potential realized in the paternal book of hours.  Charles V’s inventory indicates the presence of 

his father’s book of hours in the royal collection as late as 1380.  The Hours of Jean le Bon may 

have passed to Louis I d’Anjou as Jean le Bon’s oldest surviving son after Charles V’s death, 

however, textual evidence of the whereabouts of the manuscript during this time have yet to 

surface.  Jean de Berry’s inventory entry indicates that he received the Hours of Jean le Bon 

from his nephew, Louis II, duke of Anjou (1377-1417), on 23 October 1407.148  Louis II may 

have retained the manuscript after the passing of his father, finally returning it to his only 

surviving Valois uncle, Jean de Berry, twenty-five years after the death of Louis I.149 The known 

presence of this manuscript in the collections of three Valois princes, Charles V, Louis II of 

Anjou, and Jean de Berry in the late-fourteenth and early-fifteenth centuries provides evidence of 

the dynastic value of the Hours of Jean le Bon.  This significance is underscored by the message 

delivered by both L’Estimeur du Monde and the Enseignements. 

                                                
147 Roger Wieck points out that the inclusion of the Gospel Lessons following the calendar is not standard until the 
fifteenth century.  Roger S. Wieck, Painted Prayers: The Book of Hours in Medieval and Renaissance Art (New 
York: Braziller, 1997), 39. 
148 Guiffrey, vol. 1, 257, no. 968. 
149 Jean de Berry was the oldest surviving son of Jean le Bon after the death of Louis I.  His interest in cultivating his 
rightful political position would have motivated his desire to not only commission substitutes for the Hours of Jean 
le Bon, but also acquire the original.  He received the manuscript from Louis II, who was consumed with his own 
royal legitimacy in the kingdom of Naples, at a precarious moment in French history.  Charles VI was largely 
“absent” due to his bouts of insanity, and Jean’s nephews, Louis d’Orlèans, second son of Charles V, and John the 
Fearless, the duke of Burgundy, battled fiercely for the French crown.  Jean de Berry served as an intermediary 
between the dueling cousins, and bringing the book back into France at this moment may have been intended as a 
political move. 
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L’Estimeur du Monde, a didactic mirror for princes that presents a series of commentaries 

on Matthew 4:4,150 provides a model of kingship presented through examples of biblical kings, 

and the illustrations accompanying the passage suggests it was intended for aural presentation.  

Jean de Berry’s surviving version of the rare treatise includes three illustrations that relate to the 

text of L’Estimeur du Monde, which begins with commentary on the scriptural passage, “Man 

does not live by bread alone but on every word that proceeds from the mouth of God.”151  The 

included images follow the model of scriptural exegesis adopted by the monarchy to provide 

visual models designed specifically for further verbal discussion between a prince and his 

spiritual instructor, and among an entire reading circle composed of the prince’s court.  Evidence 

that portions of the Petites Heures were intended for a participating audience that extended 

beyond that of Jean de Berry can be established through the exploration of contemporary reading 

practice.  Scholars use personal devotional books as evidence that private reading developed as a 

characteristic of the late medieval and Early Modern periods, replacing earlier aural presentation 

of text.152  Yet, both historical and literary sources regarding the reading environment of courtly 

audiences in the late-fourteenth and early-fifteenth centuries suggest the extent to which aural 

performance, the reading of books aloud to one or more people, continued as a vital social 

institution.153  This is especially true when dealing with history texts, such as chronicles, 

memoirs, and biographies, as well as devotional mirrors for princes such as L’Estimeur du 

Monde and the Enseignements,154 and for this reason, the choice to publicly present these 

portions of the Petites Heures was politically motivated.  Public reading within the Valois courts 

                                                
150 “qui respondens dixit scriptum est non in pane solo vivet homo sed in omni verbo quod procedit de ore Dei.” 
“Matthew,” The Latin Vulgate, accessed 7 January 2011, http://www.latinvulgate.com/verse.aspx?t=1&b=1&c=4. 
151 Manion, “Art and Devotion,” 179. 
152 Paul Saenger, Space Between Words: The Origins of Silent Reading (Stanford: Sanford University Press, 1997). 
153 For discussion of silent reading and personal devotion see: Saenger.  Joyce Coleman’s work on the practice of 
aurality in the late medieval French and English courts is essential to my understanding of public reading in this 
dissertation.  See: Joyce Coleman, Public Reading and the Reading Public in Late Medieval England and France, 
Cambridge Studies in Medieval Literature 26 (Cambridge and New York: Cambridge University Press, 1996), xi; 
and Coleman, “Reading and the Evidence in Text and Image: How History was read in Late Medieval France,” in 
Imagining the Past in France: History in Manuscript Painting 1250-1500, eds. Elizabeth Morrison and Anne D. 
Hedeman (L.A.: The J. Paul Getty Museum, 2010), 53-68. 
154 Coleman, Public Reading, 117. 
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often possessed propagandistic value, and community generated commentary through glossing 

was expected from texts presented through public performance. 155  

Christine de Pizan, as chronicler of and commentator on the Valois courts in the early-

fifteenth century, provides evidence of the presence of aurality within the royal circle in a 

number of her works.  In her discussion of the biography of Charles V, Christine describes the 

reading habits of the king: “In winter, especially, he often occupied himself often by hearing read 

to him fine stories from the Holy Scriptures, or the Deeds of the Romans, or Wise Sayings of the 

Philosophers.”156  Charles V is described as “hearing read” important historical and devotional 

texts.  Christine describes this as part of the conduct necessary for the “wise and well-educated 

king.”157  Christine connects the biography of Charles V to the Enseignements of Louis IX and 

his requirement that his heirs and descendants be well educated in all things.  She also alludes to 

an audience that extends beyond the individual in her discussion of the court of Philip the Bold, 

the primary recipient of the biography.  Christine purposefully cuts short the first section of the 

work “because overly long narration often turns listeners and official reporters to boredom.”158  

Furthermore, Christine discusses the function of the reading public in her writings regarding the 

Querrelle de la Rose.  She debates against patrons supporting literary works with what she 

considered inappropriate content by arguing: “Who would praise a reading that would not be 

read nor recounted in its original form at the table of queens, of princesses and of other worthy 

women present, who would need to cover their faces, blushing from shame?”159  Christine does 

not stop with this discussion of the uncomfortable embarrassment that women would potentially 

feel in this situation, but includes a crucial comment on the social practice of aurality: “What 

good, therefore, could one gloss from it?”160  This sentence mentions glossing, a concept drawn 

from university practice of expanding upon the meaning of a given text, and implies community-

                                                
155 Ibid., 123. 
156 “En yver, par especial se occupoit souvent à ouir lire de diverses belles hystoires de la Sainte Escripture, ou des 
Fais de Romains, ou Moralités de philosophes. . .” Christine de Pizan, Le Livre des Fais et Bonnes Meurs du Sage 
Roy Charles V, ed. Suzanne Solente, vols. 1 and 2 (Paris: Libraire Ancienne Honoré Champion, 1936), vol. 1., 47. 
157 “le sage roy bien moriginé.” Ibid., vol. 1, 48. 
158 “Pour ce que trop longue narracion souvents foiz tourne aux oyans ou refferendeurs à anuy.” Ibid., vol. 1, 103. 
159 “Que fait a louer lecture qui n’sera ester leue ne ramenteuse en proper forme a la table de roynes, des princesses 
et des vaillans presentes fames, a qui convendroit couvrir la face de honte rougie!” Christine de Pizan, Le Débat sur 
le Roman de la Rose, ed. Eric Hicks (Paris: Éditions Honoré Champion, 1977), 56. 
160 “Quel bien donques y puet on glosser?” Ibid., 56. 
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generated commentary would have been a part of texts that were presented through public, aural 

performance.  As demonstrated by Christine in her discussion of the Querelle de la Rose, the 

audience is not passive, but actively glosses meanings and asks questions.161 

Evidence that the didactic portions of the Petites Heures were intended to be read aloud 

and glossed begins with the first image associated with L’Estimeur du Monde on folio 8r, where 

a royal figure in an ermine trimmed robe kneels before a tonsured Dominican brother (Figure 

2.4).  The brother gestures with his right hand upward toward a second register in which God 

appears in the center surrounded by a choir of musical angels.  God holds in his left hand an open 

book while pointing to the kneeling prince with his extended right index finger.  The picture 

delivers a pointed message directed at princely readers of the Petites Heures and their reading 

circle regarding the importance of the book in instruction and royal piety.  Divine authority 

reinforces the centrality and significance of the book in education as God himself signals that the 

text he holds in his hands is the means through which a wise prince should gain spiritual and 

intellectual nourishment.  Rather than rely on a reader to acquire the knowledge through silent 

reading, God is aurally communicating to the prince.  This message continues in the miniature on 

the following folio (Figure 2.5).  Once again, the primary focus of the scene is a Dominican 

figure who instructs a prince whose hands are folded in prayer.  The brother points both up 

toward a celestial scene of Christ delivering a gesture of blessing surrounded by four angels with 

symbols of the Eucharist, and down towards a crowned figure who crouches nude among wild 

animals scrambling to eat vegetation.  The nude figure represents the king Nebuchadnezzar, 

whose story of dwelling among the beasts is told in Daniel 4:1-34.  Nebuchadnezzar calls upon 

Daniel to interpret a dream, and the prophet reveals the meaning of the dream:  

Your kingdom will pass from you, And they will cast you out from 

among men, and you will live with cattle and wild beasts: you will 

eat grass like an ox, and seven times shall pass over you, till you 

know that the most High rules in the kingdom of men, and gives it 

to whomsoever he will.162 

                                                
161 See also Richard Emmerson, “Reading Gower in a Manuscript Culture: Latin and English in the Illustrated 
Manuscripts of the Confessio Amantis,” Studies in the Age of Chaucer 21 (1999), 143-185. 
162 “Prophecy of Daniel,” Douay-Rheims Bible, accessed 7 January 2011, http://www.drbo.org/chapter/32004.htm. 
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The painting of the nude king relates to the biblical narrative in a direct manner; however, the 

Dominican, like Daniel, plays the interpreter and provides a further gloss of the given text.  He 

instructs the prince that his true spiritual nourishment will come from heaven as opposed to the 

material food that is being consumed by Nebuchadnezzar below.163 

 The next image in this cycle continues to construct a model for princes that focuses on 

the function of education in spiritual enrichment.  Appearing on folio 12r, God the Father is 

shown in the upper register relaying instructions to the priest Eli who holds an unfurled scroll 

(Figure 2.6).  The lower register focuses on the fate of Eli, as described in the Book of Kings, as 

he is toppled from his stool while his sons eat the meat reserved for sacrifice.  The meaning of 

the image appears in the text of L’Estimeur du Monde as well, relating that it is the parents’ 

requirement to properly instruct their children in moral behavior.  Although Eli and his sons 

become models for poor rulers, Jean de Berry, through his ownership of this book, establishes 

himself as a good prince.  The duke’s interest in the spiritual and didactic mirror for princes 

followed the conventions designed for his royal forbearers.  This propagandizing and identity-

defining function is continued in the text that directly follows, the Enseignements of Saint Louis.   

A depiction of Saint Louis just before his death, found on folio 17r in the Petites Heures, 

begins the vernacular Enseignements (Figure 2.7).  The page contains a visual representation of 

the royal saint delivering the didactic text from his deathbed.164  Identifiable by the golden crown 

upon his head and the rich blue drapery emblazoned with the fleur-de-lis that surrounds him, 

Louis reclines in bed.  He holds his left hand in an instructional, pointing gesture, while his right 

hand passes the Enseignements, identified clearly by the legible inclusion of the first line of the 

document’s text, to a man who kneels before him.  This man, dressed in a pink robe with ermine 

trim, is typically identified as Philip, Saint Louis’ son and the future king of France.165  Although 

historically anachronistic, the visual transmission of the teachings of Saint Louis to his heir in 

front of a group of witnesses communicates the message that princes who follow the dictates of 

Saint Louis are true heirs to the kingdom of France.  The miniature depicting Saint Louis’ 

deathbed provides yet another message regarding both the importance of royal parents teaching 

                                                
163 Manion, “Art and Devotion,” 179. 
164 Delaissé suggested, I believe incorrectly, that the image of the dying monarch may be Charles V accompanied by 
his children and various members of the court.  Leon M.J. Delaissé, A Century of Dutch Manuscript Illumination 
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1968), 15. 
165 Euw, 28. 
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their children proper moral behavior, and the aural nature of the presented text. Seven men 

surround the dying figure of Saint Louis.  All look attentively at the mortally ill monarch except 

for one distinctive figure dressed in blue.  This man, represented slightly larger, stands out from 

the others, and the unique gesture of his left hand, resembling that of God the Father instructing 

the prince on folio 8r, dominates the center of the composition.  The inclusion of this figure in 

the illustration provides evidence of the aural presentation of the text.  In addition, the image 

itself can be seen as serving a diegetic function, inspiring the community of the Petites Heures 

viewers to generate commentary beyond the given narrative.  While Saint Louis delivers the text 

of the teachings to Philip kneeling before him, the figure in blue, a French royal color, motions 

towards the dying monarch while looking back towards the witnesses.  The unidentified man 

indicates a second mode of transmission for teachings of Saint Louis, a mode that is based in 

aural presentation, as is evidenced by his the gesture of his hands.   

The physical and aural transmission of the text becomes an indicator of how the 

Enseignements was used by a contemporary audience.  The illumination becomes part of the 

publicly presented text, and is therefore subject to critical commentary and interpretation.  The 

audience for this portion of the Petites Heures – the royal princes and intimate circle of Jean de 

Berry, would gloss the political intent of the image and identify the owner as a prince aware of 

his position in the legacy of Saint Louis. 

Visual evidence that the Petites Heures was viewed by members of Jean’s extended 

circle survives in the relationship between the illustration in the book of hours and stained glass 

windows commissioned by Simon Aligret, the duke’s personal physician and councilor, for 

Bourges cathedral.166  In 1412, Aligret was granted permission from Pope John XXIII to found a 

personal chapel in a recently constructed section of the cathedral at Bourges.167  The chapel 

included an altar dedicated to the Virgin, Saint Stephen, Saint Catherine, and Saint Hilary of 

Poitiers, as well as a large stained glass window with four lancets (Figure 2.8).168  The window’s 

lancets, likely completed between 1412 and Aligret’s death in 1415, feature standing figures of 

                                                
166 Brigitte Kurmann-Schwarz, “Les artists,” 213-219. Kurmann-Schwarz’s discussion focuses on the flexibility of 
the artists working for Jean, yet Aligret’s windows in Bourges cathedral date from 1409-1412, much later than the 
creation of the Petites Heures, and it is difficult to imagine the same artists at work painting glass 30 years after they 
completed the manuscript.  An issue I explore further in my dissertation is how Aligret, a member of the duke’s 
intimate circle of companions, rather than the artists, had access to images in the personal devotional book. 
167 Ibid., 213. 
168 Ibid., 213-15. 
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Saint Simon, the Virgin, Saint Hilary, and another unknown saint.  Below the image of Saint 

Simon are kneeling portraits of the donor, Simon Aligret, along with his nephews Simon and 

Denis Faverot, and a heraldic shield, three golden swans on a blue background that is associated 

with Aligret.170   

The visual relationship between Aligret’s painted glass and illuminated manuscripts 

owned by Jean de Berry, including the miniatures painted by Pseudo-Jacquemart appearing in 

the Petites Heures, has been discussed by Meiss and Brigitte Kurmann-Schwartz.171  Meiss 

discusses the similarity in the construction of the face of John the Baptist in the Brussels Hours 

(before 1404; Brussels: Bibliothèque royale MS 11060-61; (Figure 2.9), attributed to Jacquemart 

de Hesdin who also worked on the Petites Heures, and the saints represented in the Aligret 

window, as well as a relationship in the way the drapery is depicted in both images.172  

Manuscript illumination and glass painting are distinctly different; yet, an examination of the 

rich artistic exchange surrounding the duke at his capital in Bourges is able to rectify some of the 

differences.173  Artists working within the ducal court were not restricted by guild regulations 

that prohibited them from working in other media.  Jean de Berry employed artists previously 

known for working in sculpture and panel painting to illuminate his manuscripts,174 promoting 

the exchange of visual motifs between artists working in different materials.  Kurmann-Schwartz 

suggests that, in light of the constant exchange between artists working for Jean de Berry, it is 

quite likely that others in ducal service, such as Aligret, would have access to the same artists 

and designs.175  The illustration on folio 1r of volume II of the Vatican Bible (Figure 2.10; c. 

1389-94; Vatican: Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, Vat. Lat. 50 and 51) provides evidence that 

Aligret was actively involved in the production of some of the duke’s manuscripts as well as in 

contact with the artists at work on the Petites Heures, as is evident from the appearance of his 

name on a scroll held in the mouth of a small white dog.  The manuscript was a gift from Jean de 

                                                
170 On the identification of the figures see: Ibid., 213.  For an explanation of the heraldry and dating of the windows, 
see: Meiss, 208.  
171 Meiss, 208; Kurmann-Schwartz, “Les artists,” 213-19. 
172 Meiss, 208. 
173 Kurmann-Schwartz discusses this issue and the workshop practices in Berry.  Kurmann-Schwartz, “Les artists,” 
216-18. 
174 Meiss, 208. 
175 Kurmann-Schwartz, “Les artists,” 218. 
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Berry to the Antipope Clement VII, and Aligret’s presence in the form of a loyal Pomeranian 

further suggests he was involved in the manuscripts production.176  Aligret’s involvement with 

the artistic commissions of the duke brought him in contact with the artists in the duke’s circle, 

particularly Pseudo-Jacquemart.177  Aligret’s position within the intimate circle of Jean’s 

companions, however, also allowed him access to the physical objects themselves through the 

courtly practice of presenting manuscripts aloud to a listening audience.  His status as a 

physician and councilor allowed him to participate in the construction of identity through the 

commission, exchange, and display of lavish visual objects, evidence of which is provided 

through his association with ducal manuscript commissions.   

Jean de Berry strove to validate the nascent Valois dynasty and highlight his own 

readiness and ability to lead the kingdom of France as regent in the Petites Heures, through its 

inclusion of publicly presented textual and visual references to strong leadership and the 

Capetian past, such as L’Estimeur du Monde and the Enseigements.  The duke drew upon 

conventions designed for the performance of history texts to politically motivate larger 

audiences, but adapted them to function within a book of hours.  The reinvention of the book of 

hours as a political pawn in the construction of the duke’s legitimate identity through publicly 

presented portions of the manuscript continue throughout the Petites Heures in the form of 

recurring images of a prince at prayer. 

 

2.4 Strategies For Representing The Ideal Prince In Devotion 

 

The twenty-six times an ideal prince, perhaps Jean de Berry, is shown in the act of 

devotion throughout the manuscript is a significant feature of the Petites Heures that served two 

distinct functions within in the book (Figures 2.11- 2.16).  For Jean de Berry and the audience of 

his inner circle, the archetypal images of royal prayer drew on the dynastic implications of 

                                                
176 Paul Durrieu, “Les Petits Chiens du duc de Berry,” Comptes rendus de l’Académie des Inscriptions et Belles-
Lettres 53/11 (1909), 866-875; Durrieu, “La Bible du duc de Berry Conservée au Vatican,” Revue de l’Art ancien et 
moderne 27 (1910), 5-20; François Avril, “Bible avec gloses de Nicolas de Lyre, offerte par Jean de Berry à 
l’antipape Clément VII,” Paris 1400: Les arts sous Charles VII, eds. Elisabeth Taburet-Delahaye and François Avril 
(Paris: Fayard, 2004), 108-109.  Meiss, on the other hand, suggested that Jean de Berry included Aligret’s name in 
the gift to Clement VII “because his physician had reason to be grateful to the Pontiff.  Perhaps he had treated 
Clement – during, say, Berry’s visit to Avignon in 1391 – and been rewarded for his success.”  Meiss, 195. 
177 Kurmann-Schwartz, “Les artists,” 218. 
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performing the devotions required of the heirs of Saint Louis.  The repetition of images of royal 

figures at prayer reinforces the connection of Jean de Berry with the model Saint Louis, 

establishing him as the legitimate heir of the saint by following the conventions of active 

devotion.  Some of the artists working on the manuscript, however, used the portraits of prayer in 

order to curry favor from the duke through the demonstration of their ability to create his 

mimetic likeness from memory.  An examination of the two purposes for princely images reveals 

both how the images were intended to be understood, as well as why the physical appearance of 

the princely figure varies significantly throughout the Petites Heures.  Because physical 

resemblance was an artist’s choice rather than a requirement in the late-fourteenth century, the 

inclusion of heraldic insignia added during the manuscript’s second decorative campaign 

provides stronger evidence than physical likeness that the Petites Heures functioned to promote 

the political ambitions of Jean de Berry. 

The repeated images of personal devotion have been viewed as a conceit that developed 

as the “iconography of royal prayer,” a notion related to princely self-fashioning.178  The 

inclusion of “portraits” at prayer was a popular feature in devotional prayer books of the 

thirteenth and early-fourteenth centuries, and within fourteenth-century royal books of hours, 

multiple self-referential representations were a common feature. 179  For example, over twenty 

images in the Savoy Hours (New Haven: Beinecke MS 390) contain the likeness of a royal 

woman, perhaps Blanche of Burgundy, kneeling in prayer.180  Blanche’s appearance, kneeling 

within the physical space of various saints within the Suffrages, presents her as an heir to her 

grandfather, Saint Louis, and associate her royal French blood with quasi-divine holiness.181  

Charles V acquired the manuscript by the time of his 1380 inventory and added more illustrated 

Suffrages and prayers.182  Thirty-four representations of Charles V at prayer were included in the 

                                                
178 Purtle, 227-239. 
179 Manion, “Women, Art and Devotion,” 32.  The concept of portraiture in the fourteenth century is the subject to 
much debate as discussed below. 
180 De Winter, 802.  The majority of the Savoy Hours was destroyed in the 1904 fires at the Biblioteca Nazionale e 
Universitaria in Turin.  Roger S. Wieck proposes that Blanche of Savoy originally appeared at least eighty times in 
the original manuscript.  Wieck, “Bibliophilic Jealousy,” 124.  
181 Wieck, “Bibliophilic Jealousy,” 124. 
182 De Winter, 802. 
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illustration of the new portions of the Savoy Hours.183  These images, like those of Blanche of 

Burgundy, connect the king with Saint Louis, his great-great-great-grandfather, as not only an 

heir to his throne, but also his godliness.184  Visual and textual similarities between the Savoy 

Hours and the Petites Heures provide evidence that the earlier manuscript also served as a model 

for the duke’s commission.185  The profusion of images of ideal royal prayer was not limited to 

the king and the duke of Berry.  Philip the Bold also included numerous princely images in his 

manuscripts, appearing at least seventeen times in his Grandes Heures (c. 1364-1404; 

Cambridge: Fitzwilliam Museum MS 3-1954).186   

The inconsistent appearance of the princely figures in the Petites Heures’ portraits of 

royal prayer, however, have caused scholarly debate over the identity of the original patron.187 

The likeness of the prince at prayer varies from portly to slender, bearded to clean-shaven, and 

has given rise to doubts about the identity of the man or men represented.  The figures of royal 

prayer represent the ideal French royal prince in devotion, rather than an individual.  Recent 

investigation into the function of likeness in the early Valois courts, however, reveals that 

                                                
183 De Winter, 802. 
184 Wieck, “Bibliophilic Jealousy,” 124. 
185 Ibid., 125.  In addition to the inclusion of portraits at prayer, Wieck points out that both manuscripts include some 
of the same, unusual prayers, including: the Offices of the Holy Spirit, the Passion, the Trinity, and John the Baptist, 
as well as the Psalter of Saint Jerome.  In addition, the Offices of the Holy Spirit, the Trinity and John the Baptist 
include twenty-four images with the same themes.   
186 De Winter, 801.  De Winter suggests that the Savoy Hours may have inspired the number of owner portraits 
within the Grandes Heures.  However, Manion demonstrates that the image of an owner kneeling in prayer was not 
unusual in the late thirteenth and early fourteenth centuries.  This indicates that an image of private devotion within 
a manuscript was already a convention by the late fourteenth century.  Manion, “Women, Art and Devotion,” 21-61. 
187 The anachronistic inscription added to the manuscript in the sixteenth century raised doubts about the initial 
commission.   Léon Delaissé argued the manuscript likely was acquired by Jean de Berry from his brother Louis I 
d’Anjou based on the use of different colors of ink on groups of folio that he maintained were later additions.   He 
identified folios 96r-97v, 145r-154v, and 196r-199v as the later editions.  Delaissé supported his argument by noting 
differences in the appearance of princely portraits, some thin and some chubby, throughout the book.  Meiss 
countered Delaissé’s position, pointing out that the rounder faced prince appeared in both the folios Delaissé argued 
were added later by Jean de Berry and in the portions of the manuscript he maintained were original.  Not only are 
the portraits variable in terms of girth, they also differ in age, hair color, and degree of facial hair. Meiss concluded, 
“the different heads in the Petites Heures might as well be ascribed to a changing patron and diverse artists as to a 
change of ownership.”  He employed a study of style to investigate these differences, and placed them in two broad 
categories: those painted by Pseudo-Jacquemart (active c. 1380-c. 1414) and his workshops, and those painted by 
Jacquemart de Hesdin (c.1355-c.1414) and the Trinity Master.  Meiss argues the “portraits” painted by Pseudo-
Jacquemart show little interest in mimetic likeness, while those by Jacquemart de Hesdin and the Trinity Master 
correspond to other portraits of Jean de Berry.  Krebber, on the other hand, used costume to identify figures within 
the manuscript as portraits of Charles V’s young sons, supporting her argument that the Petites Heures was initiated 
as an instructional guide for the king’s children.  For further discussion see: Delaissé, “Remaniements,” 131; Meiss, 
157; and Krebber, 106.  
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physical appearance was one approach to representing distinct individuals by ambitious artists, 

but “portraits” were more often a strategic choice for demonstrating social position.188  The 

images of princely prayer often include signifiers of royal status, such as ermine robes and 

crowns.  The institution of royal identity is represented, and individual physical appearance is of 

lesser importance.  The tradition of using a visual language for ideal kingship is ancient, and in 

the fourteenth century, linking appearance to social position was supported by current literature 

and intellectual debate.  For example, the Secretum secretorum, or Secret of Secrets, a Latin 

translation of a tenth-century Arabic text that, according to Roger Bacon’s thirteenth-century 

commentary, “teaches of the physiognomy of the human body, that is, the technique of knowing 

the qualities of a person according to the exterior parts.”189  Christine de Pizan drew upon the 

physical qualities the Secret of Secrets attributed to ideal rulers in her 1404 biography of the 

French king Charles V:190   

His body was tall and well made, straight with broad shoulders, 

and thin at the hips.  Large arms and handsome limbs, all 

proportional to his body; the face a handsome, elongated circle, 

with a prominent and wide brow, arched eyebrows, well-placed 

eyes of good form, chestnut in color and determined in their gaze, 

nose long enough, and a mouth that is not too small and thin lips.  

Sufficient beard and slightly high cheekbones, the hair neither 

blonde nor black, the flesh a clear brown.191   

Charles V, however, was sickly for much of his life, and as a result, Christine adjusted for 

audiences familiar with the king by mentioning at the end of her physical description that “he 

was pale enough, and I think that this, and that he was very thin, was arrived at by accident of 

                                                
188 Stephen Perkinson, The Likeness of the King: A Prehistory of Portraiture in Late Medieval France (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 2009); “Rethinking the Origins of Portraiture,” 135-158, Contemporary Encounters 
with the Medieval Face: Selected papers from the Metropolitan Museum of Art Symposium “Facing the Middle 
Ages” held in honor of the fiftieth anniversary of the ICMA 14-15 October 2006, Gesta 46/2 (2007). 
189 Perkinson, “Rethinking the Origins,” 137.  For Bacon see: Roger Bacon, Secretum Secretorum, cum glossis et 
notulis, ed. R. Steele, Opera Hacetenus Inedita Rogeri Baconi, 5 (Oxford, 1920), 164; S. J. Williams, “Roger Bacon 
and the Secret of Secrets,” in Roger Bacon and the Sciences: Commemorative Essays, ed. J. Hackett (Leiden, 1997), 
365-93. 
190 Perkinson, “Rethinking the Origins,” 137. Perkinson, Likeness of the King, 150-51.  For the full text of Christine 
de Pizan’s biography of Charles V: Pizan, Charles V, vols. 1 and 2.  
191 Pizan, Charles V, vol. 1, 48. 
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illness and not from his original condition.”192  Christine’s use of physiognomic theory in her 

textual portrait of Charles V is related to the developing function of mimetic likeness in the 

institutional practice of gift-giving in the late medieval French courts.193 An examination of the 

courtly culture of gift exchange provides a means for understanding economic transactions in 

terms of constructing and reinforcing social relationships.194   

Gift theory implies a social contract where the presentation of a gift generates the 

requirement to reciprocate for the gifts received.195  Gift economy breaks down into three major 

obligations: to give gifts; to receive gifts; and to reciprocate the gifts received.196  Within the 

early Valois courts, gifting was a dominant form of economic exchange and the language for 

establishing and maintaining social relationships.197  Likeness, as a choice by some artists in the 

later-fourteenth century, functioned as a gift to demonstrate loyalty to one’s sovereign and to 

strengthen interpersonal relationships.198  Veristic portraiture was a means through which court 

artists could gain favor with royal clients by presenting a gift that displayed both their talent and 

their loyalty – recalling the physical details of the prince was considered a demonstration of his 

omnipresence in the artist’s mind.199  Likeness was a choice some artists made to display their 

ability and allegiance, and this complements style-based arguments that different artists were 

responsible for the varying levels of mimetic resemblance in the Petites Heures.  Evidence 

suggests that Jacquemart de Hesdin, who worked on the Petites Heures as well as on other 

manuscript projects for the duke of Berry including the Brussels Hours and the Grandes Heures, 

                                                
192 Ibid., vol. 1, 48. 
193 Perkinson, “Rethinking the Origins of Portraiture,” 146. 
194 Marcel Mauss, The Gift: The Form and Reason for Exchange in Archaic Societies, Trans. W.D. Halls (New 
York: W.D. Halls, 1990), 5.  See also: Sharon Kettering, “Gift-giving and Patronage in Early Modern France,” 
French History, 2 (1988), 131-151. 
195 Mauss, 1. 
196 Ibid., 10-11. 
197 Brigitte Buettner, “Past Presents: New Year’s Gifts at the Valois Courts, ca.  1400,” Art Bulletin 83/4 (Dec. 
2001), 598-625. Her study addressed the ritual of presenting gifts within the early Valois courts on New Year’s Day.  
Labeled étrennes, a term that referenced both the gift and the exchange, the practice constituted a revival of an 
ancient Roman practice.  Similar discussion can be found in: The Social Life of Things: Commodities in Cultural 
Perspective, ed. Arjun Appadurai (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1986). 
198 Perkinson, Likeness of the King, 189-90. 
199 Ibid., 146-148.  Additionally, such examples of artist/patron interactions provide evidence of another type of 
game in which the duke of Berry was an active participant. 
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was interested in currying favor from the duke by following a number of strategies, the first of 

which is the purposeful copying of earlier visual material.200 

Jacquemart de Hesdin, along with the Trinity Master, is credited for what are described as 

the more accurate likenesses of Jean de Berry in the Petites Heures (Figure 2.17).201  He is first 

recorded as receiving payment for living expenses in Bourges from Jean de Berry on 28 

November 1384, and afterward he continued to draw a regular salary from the duke.202 

Jacquemart actively “quoted” from earlier artists, a feature favored by the duke, for example, in 

the copying of the visual program of the calendar cycle from the Belleville Breviary.203  He is 

also credited with the “Boxwood Sketchbook,” a series of silverpoint drawings on prepared 

boxwood panels that functioned as a model book (c. 1380-1400, New York: Morgan Library MS 

346).  The Morgan drawings contain a variety of popular fourteenth-century images excised from 

previous exempla that could be adapted and used in subsequent artistic projects for audiences 

delighted by the references to earlier works.204  Through the reuse of images in new situations, 

artists were able to demonstrate their ingenuity and ability to manipulate remembered images to 

viewers and potential patrons.205  The representation of individual likeness also served as 

evidence of an artist’s skill in producing images from memory.206  In his images of princely 

prayer in the Petites Heures, Jacquemart’s representations of Jean de Berry resemble the most 

famous surviving portrait of the duke on the January page of the Très Riches Heures (Figure 

2.18; begun c. 1410; Chantilly: Musée Condé MS 65).  For example, folio 97v in the Petites 

Heures, attributed to Jacquemart, depicts Jean kneeling in prayer before the Virgin and Child 

(Figure 2.17).  Although bareheaded, he has the same full cheeks and puggish nose as seen in the 

calendar page. Jacquemart de Hesdin’s working practice indicates he actively sought to win 

                                                
200 Jacquemart de Hesdin’s name is listed in the inventory description of the Grandes Heures where he is credited 
with “très notablement enluminées et historiées des grans histories” along with “autres ouvriers de Monseigneur.”  
Unfortunately, the large miniatures in Jacquemart’s hand have been removed from the Grandes Heures. For the full 
inventory listing see: Guiffrey, vol.1, 253, no. 961.  For a discussion of the missing folios see: Meiss, 265-269.  
201 Meiss, 157. 
202 M. Smeyers. "Jacquemart de Hesdin." Grove Art Online. Oxford Art Online, accessed December 16, 2009, 
http://www.oxfordartonline.com.proxy.lib.fsu.edu/subscriber/article/grove/art/T043176. 
203 The calendar cycle of the Petites Heures was not, however, painted by Jacquemart, but by Pseudo-Jacquemart in 
Meiss’ estimation. 
204 Perkinson, Likeness of the King, 197. 
205 Perkinson “Rethinking the Origins,” 151. 
206 Ibid., 146. 
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favor from Jean de Berry through accurate likeness.  Nevertheless, the Petites Heures contains 

numerous images of princely prayer that do not correspond to the duke’s physical appearance, a 

feature that indicates that in this manuscript, Jean showed no preference for mimetic likeness. 

In the early Valois courts, likeness alone was not enough to link a personality with an 

object.207  For example, a portrait ring shown from about 1410 displays the bust of John the 

Fearless, Jean de Berry’s nephew and the duke of Burgundy (Figure 2.19).  The physical likeness 

is verified by comparison with contemporary, anonymous portraits of the Burgundian duke.  The 

survival of this object is rare, since most of the precious objects of the early Valois court have 

long been lost to changing political environments and trends in taste; yet, inventory evidence 

suggests that the ring resembled jewelry owned by the duke of Berry.208  Although Jean de 

Berry’s rings are lost, the one bearing the image of John the Fearless reveals that portraiture 

alone was not sufficient to associate the duke’s identity with the object in perpetuity.  The 

interior of the ring is engraved with the image of a carpenter’s plane, a recognizable personal 

emblem of the duke, and the biblical passage “Vere iste,” taken from Matthew 27:54.209  The 

cryptic passage is not related to any known mottos adopted by the duke during his reign, and its 

meaning to John the Fearless remains a mystery to modern scholars; however, in the late 

medieval world, knowledge of the significance of this passage was proof of one’s intimacy with 

the duke.210  Significantly, understanding the signs and symbols associated with the ducal court 

marked individuals as members, while subsequently excluded those outside the intended 

audience. 

                                                
207 Ibid.,152.   
208 “606. Item, un annel d’or où il a un camahieu fait à la semblance du visage de Monseigneur, dont le col est de 
balay; lequel annel ainsi garni fu donné à mondit Seigneur aux estrainnes, le premier jour de janvier l’an mil 
CCCC et VIII, par monseigneur le duc de Bourbonnois, lors conte de Clerment.” And “611. Item, un annel d’or 
ouquel est le visaige de monseigneur le Duc contrefait d’une Pierre de camahieu, lequel monseigneur le conte de Eu 
donna à mondit Seigneur aux estrainnes, le premier jour de janvier l’an mil CCCC et XII; et n’est point rendu en 
recepte es comptes precedens.” Guiffrey, vol. 1, 162-163, nos. 606 and 611. 
209 “centurio autem et qui cum eo erant custodientes Iesum viso terraemotu et his quae fiebant timuerunt valde 
dicentes vere Dei Filius erat iste.” / “Now the centurion and they that were with him watching Jesus, having seen 
the earthquake and the things that were done, were sore afraid, saying: Indeed this was the Son of God.” “The Holy 
Gospel of Jesus Christ According to Saint Matthew: Chapter 27,” Latin Vulgate.com, accessed March 21, 2011, 
http://www.latinvulgate.com/verse.aspx?t=1&b=1&c=27. Perkinson, “Rethinking the Origins,” 152.  For more on 
the Jean sans Peur and the carpenter’s plane see: Laurent Hablot, “The Use of Emblems by Philip the Bold and Jean 
the Fearless,” in Art from the Court of Burgundy: The Patronage of Philip the Bold and Jean the Good, 1364-1419 
(Cleveland: Cleveland Museum of Art, 2004), 81-83. 
210 Perkinson, “Rethinking the Origins,” 152. 
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The heraldic insignia of Jean de Berry added during the Petites Heures’ second campaign 

provide stronger evidence than physical likeness that the manuscript belonged to Jean de Berry.  

Folio 97 verso includes a large heraldic shield decorated with arms of the duke: multiple golden 

fleur-de-lis on a royal blue background surrounded by a serrated red band, superimposed on the 

ornate initial “S” beginning the passage (Figure 2.17).  The ducal arms appear frequently as 

decoration on initials throughout the manuscript, providing indisputable evidence of Jean’s 

presence within the book.  Notably, the shield appears on an altar situated between an Angel and 

the Virgin on folio 22r as a witness to the Annunciation (Figure 2.20).211  The illustration of the 

page is assigned to both Jacquemart de Hesdin, who is credited with the architectural interior that 

encloses the Virgin, and the Parement Master (active late-fourteenth to early-fifteenth 

century).212  The shield overlaps the Virgin’s drapery, indicating it was a later addition, and the 

pigment used in the heraldic arms on the initials is different than in the rest of the folio, further 

establishing that the arms were also later embellishments.213  The addition of the shields 

indicates that a method beyond portraits of princely prayer was needed to assure Jean’s identity 

as the manuscript’s owner and a true heir of Saint Louis. 

Representations in which artists balanced the ideal and the real were ultimately 

unsuccessful in representing individual identity.214  What we consider portraiture in the Petites 

Heures is not necessarily a verisimilar and certainly not an exact likeness of Jean de Berry at 

prayer.  Ranging from bearded to clean-shaven, thin to rotund, the image of a supplicant French 

prince represented an ideal heir of Saint Louis.  Through repeated images of princely prayer, 

Jean sought to establish firmly that he was following the model of devotion established by Saint 

Louis in the same manner that can be seen in the portraits of both Blanche of Burgundy and 

Charles V in the Savoy Hours.  Of critical importance is Saint Louis’ advocacy of devotional 

books in daily personal prayer in order to live a morally just life.  The Miraculous Delivery of 

Louis’ Breviary, an episode appearing in hagiographical sources, reinforces the significance of 

manuscripts to the royal saint. In 1250, during Louis’ participation in the Seventh Crusade 

(1248-54), his breviary was seized as he was captured by the Saracens, but returned to him 

                                                
211 Meiss described the shield as “a bold intrusion.” Meiss, 169.   
212 Ibid., 169. 
213 Ibid., 158 
214 Perkinson, “Rethinking the Origins,” 138. 
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miraculously while he was jailed.215  The legend first appears in a primary account of Louis’ 

time in prison written sometime before 1282 by Guillaume de Chartres, Louis’ chaplain.216  

Guillaume’s account chronicles Louis’ practice of reciting the breviary, an element fundamental 

to the development of French royal piety.217  The earliest records of Louis’ captivity do not 

mention the incident, but by 1297, just before Louis was canonized, Pope Boniface VIII 

legitimized the return of the breviary as a miracle, and the legend appeared in its fully developed 

form first in Guillaume Guisart’s Branche des royaus lingnages in 1306.218 

The most famous visual representation of the Miraculous Delivery of Louis’ Breviary 

appears in the Hours of Jeanne d’Evreux (Figure 2.21).  In the image, Louis, imprisoned in a 

stone building with a cleric as witness, reaches up to receive a book delivered by a dove.  This 

scene in the Hours of Jeanne d’Evreux has been discussed as a device that functions to highlight 

to the reader the significance of manuscripts in personal, royal devotion.219  The relationship 

between Saint Louis and the development of royal piety in fourteenth-century French courts is 

evident through the investigation of surviving books of hours – both masculine and feminine.  

The Miraculous Delivery of Louis’ Breviary in the Hours of Jeanne d’Evreux provides one 

example of illustration that appears in the Hours of Saint Louis, a set of devotions also found in 

other books of hours created for French royal women in the fourteenth century.220  The Hours of 

Saint Louis in Jeanne d’Evreux’s manuscript functioned on two levels: first, the inclusion of a 

                                                
215 L.S. Crist, “The Breviary of Saint Louis: the Development of a Legendary Miracle,” Journal of the Warburg and 
Courtauld Institute, 28 (1965), pp. 319-323, 319. Crist provides a detailed discussion of the development of the 
event as a miracle through investigation of texts that refer to the life and miracles of Saint Louis. 
216 Ibid., 319. 
217 “Unde non est tegendum silentio, quòd cùm captus fuisset ab infidelibus in Ægypto, quamdiu detentus est in 
carcere, nunquam à solita devotione et divina laude cessavit.  Nam quantumcumque illo gravis ergastulo carceris 
arctaretur, divinum tamen officium secundùm morem Parisiensis ecclesiæ, Matutinas scilicet et Horas canonicas 
tam de die, quàm de beata Cirgine, et totum officium Missæ absque sacramenti consecratione, assidue cum uno 
presbytero fratre Prædicatore, qui sciebat Arabicum, me adjuncto sibi tunc temporis clerico suo, ipsis etiam 
Sarracenis custodibus ejus audientibus, jugiter exsolvebat devoto corde et ore, horis competentibus; habens ibi 
breviarium capellæ suæ, quod ei Sarraceni post captionem ejus pro exenio præsentaverant, et missale.” Ibid., 319. 
218 “Miracula etiam tempore captionis suæ acciderunt, inter quæ unum fuit præcipuum, et relatione dignum.  
Quidam enim religious, qui eum sectus fuerat et cum eo captus, dum staret secum in una camera secreta, cœpit Rex 
devotus multum conqueri et condolere propter hoc quod breviarium non babebat, ubi p osset dicere horas suas 
canonicas.  Respondit frater ille, eum consolando: ‘Non est curandum in tali articulo: sed dicamus nihilominus 
Pater Noster, et alia quæ poterimos.’  Sed cum multum affligeretur super isto, invenit juxta se subito brevarium 
suum proprium.  Divinitus, ut credimus, sibi et per miraculum est apportatum.”  Ibid., 321. 
219 Holladay, 591. 
220 The Hours of Saint Louis also appear in the Savoy Hours and the Hours of Jeanne de Navarre. 
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section devoted to the sainted king reinforced her legitimacy as an heir and member of the royal 

family;221 and second, Saint Louis served as a model for Jeanne’s behavior.222 The images of 

princely prayer in the Petites Heures were intended to serve the same double function. 

By including the visual references to princely prayer, Jean de Berry also highlighted his 

adherence to the devotional model advocated by Louis IX and underscored his identity as a true 

heir of the saint.  Jean de Berry was not concerned with whether or not the figure of princely 

prayer was his mimetic likeness – his heraldic arms prove his ownership of the manuscript 

beyond a doubt.  Instead, the images of royal devotion were intended to reinforce the physical 

requirement of royal prayer and the duke’s faithfulness to the obligation.  Connections between 

the Petites Heures and earlier devotional manuscripts, including both Capetian and Valois books, 

serve to further Jean de Berry’s effort to represent his identity as a true heir of Saint Louis. 

 

2.5  Conclusion 

 

I have argued that the Petites Heures adapted the conventions for princely promotion for 

use within a personal devotional book, conflating piety and power in a new way. By emulating 

earlier books, such as the Belleville Breviary and the Hours of Jean le Bon, the diminutive 

manuscript reinforced the transfer of power from the Capetian to the Valois dynasties. The 

Petites Heures provides evidence that Jean de Berry recognized the potential for books of hours 

to participate in the construction of legitimate political personae. The inclusion of elements such 

as vernacular mirrors for princes, the Enseignements of Saint Louis and particularly L’Estimeur 

du Monde, a unique text only known in the Petites Heures and the Hours of Jean le Bon, 

highlight the potential of the manuscript to serve a political function in addition to private 

devotion.  In addition, the numerous examples of Jean de Berry at prayer indicate an effort on the 

part of the patron to assure he be remembered as following the model of Saint Louis in 

perpetuity. The manuscript was designed for presentation before a group of participants who 

were composed of the most intimate members of the Duke’s circle through a semi-public 

performance of the text.  The Petites Heures was a new type of book of hours designed to 

function alongside the sumptuous objects collected by the Princes of the Blood and intended to 

                                                
221 Ibid., 588. 
222 Ibid., 599. 
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both legitimize the nascent Valois dynasty and Jean de Berry’s political ambitions.  The Grandes 

Heures (Paris: BnF ms lat. 919), however, provides evidence that this genre of devotional book – 

intended for semi-public consumption – continued to be developed and perfected during the 

lifetime of the duke. 
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CHAPTER 3 

 

 REFINING THE BOOK OF HOURS AS A POLITICAL TOOL:  

CRITICAL CHANGES IN THE GRANDES HEURES OF JEAN DE BERRY 

 

 

 A quarter of a century after the completion of the Petites Heures, Jean de Berry added the 

Grandes Heures to his extensive library (c. 1409, Paris, BnF, lat. 919).  Although the new 

manuscript retained the same calendar imagery, first known to have appeared in the Belleville 

Breviary, the book notably excludes the didactic mirrors for princes found in the earlier 

manuscript as well as the numerous examples of Jean de Berry at prayer.  Additionally, the 

Grandes Heures is much larger than the Petites Heures, as the names imply.  At approximately 

40 x 30 centimeters, the Grandes Heures dwarfs the Petites Heures, which, as the smallest of 

Jean de Berry’s commissions, measures only 21 x 14 centimeters.  The bigger book also adopts 

large-scale application of heraldry, emblems, and mottos, first used to a great extent in another 

earlier manuscript, the Brussels Hours (before 1403, Brussels: Bibliothèque royale MS 11060-

61).223  Documentary and codicological evidence further suggests that the Grandes Heures once 

included full-page illuminations by Jacquemart de Hesdin, a feature also shared by the Brussels 

Hours.224  This chapter argues that the Grandes Heures represents a continuing adaptation of the 

book of hours for political purposes.  I contend that the enlarged format was to accommodate an 

extended viewing audience for the politically charged manuscript.  I investigate the critical 

changes that occur between the two volumes, particularly focusing on the Grandes Heures’ 

extensive use of signs of personal identity, as well as the choice to limit the number of images of 

                                                
223 The Brussels Hours, a name referring to its current location in the Bibliothèque royale, is alternately called the 
Très Belles Heures, a title derived from its description in Jean de Berry’s inventory of 1402: “Item, unes très belles 
heures, richement enluminées et ystoriées de la main Jaquemart de Odin, et par les quarrefors de fueillez en 
pluseurs lieux faictes des arms et devises de Monseigneur; couvertes d’un sathin deux grosses perles, et en l’autre 
un balay et deux grosses perles; et en la pipe deux grosses perles et un rubi.” Jules M.J. Guiffrey, Inventaires de 
Jean duc de Berry (1401-1416) publiés et annotés par Jules Guiffrey, 2 Vol. (Paris: Leroux, 1894), 132-33, no. 
1050.  I am using this moniker to avoid confusion with another famous manuscript owned by Jean de Berry, the 
Belles Heures (New York: Cloisters 1954, 54.1.1) and the Trés Belles Heures de Notre-Dame, Paul Durrieu’s name 
for the disassembled and partially destroyed Turin/Milan Hours. 
224 For a detailed discussion of the codicological evidence, see: Millard Meiss, French Painting in the Time of Jean 
de Berry: The Late Fourteenth Century and the Patronage of the Duke (London: Phaidon, 1967), 265-269.  As I will 
discuss shortly, the Carrying of the Cross (c. 1409, Paris: Louvre R.F. 2835) is acknowledged to be one of the 
missing full-page illustrations from the Grandes Heures.   
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the prince at prayer in the later book.  The sumptuous book of hours, lavishly painted and 

encased in a jewel encrusted binding, was the most expensive of Jean’s manuscripts, securing its 

status as princely treasure, and allowing it to function as political propaganda in addition to a 

devotional aide.   

 

3.1 The Grandes Heures of Jean de Berry: Historiography 

 

 Like many of the manuscripts within the collection of Jean de Berry, the Grandes Heures 

appears in many studies of medieval images, but very rarely is treated as a critical object.  This is 

due in part to the complexity of medieval manuscripts – composite objects by nature – and the 

Grandes Heures’ lack of innovative iconography.  Earlier manuscript studies have privileged the 

development of pictorial motifs and the ingenuity of artists, but Jean de Berry’s massive book of 

hours adopts its visual strategies from earlier manuscripts already in the ducal collection.  A 

survey of existing literature on the Grandes Heures is necessary to highlight significant points of 

inquiry that will be addressed here. 

 Unlike the Petites Heures, Jean de Berry’s original ownership of the Grandes Heures has 

never been questioned by modern scholars.  Léopold Delisle first associated the surviving 

manuscript, BnF ms Lat. 919, with its inventory description in volume two of Recherches sur la 

Librairie de Charles V (1907).225  The Grandes Heures is discussed next in Victor Leroquais’ 

Les livres d’heures manuscripts de la Bibliothèque nationale (1927).226  Leroquais provided a 

detailed description of the manuscript’s format, relating folios with textual content.227  He 

discussed the text and images from the calendar section in detail, as well as reviewed surviving 

major illustrations.  Leroquais did not attempt to discern individual artists hands in his discussion 

of images, and the only artist mentioned in relation to the Grandes Heures is Jacquemart de 

Hesdin – a result of the presence of his name in the duke’s inventory of 1413. 228 

                                                
225 Léopold Delisle, Recherches sur la Librairie de Charles V, roi de France, 1337-1380, 2 vol. (Amsterdam: G. Th. 
Van Heusden, 1976), 248. 
226 Victor Leroquais, Le livres d’heures manuscripts de la Bibliothèque nationale, 3 vol. (Paris, 1927). 
227 Ibid., vol. 1, 9-10. 
228 The full inventory description is  "Item, unes très grans moult belles et riches Heures, très notablement 
enluminées et historiées des grans histoires de la main Jaquemart de hodin et autres ouvriers de Monseigneur, 
esquelles sont les Heures de Nostre Dame, les sept Pseaulmes, les Heures de la Croix et du Saint Esperit, de la 
Passion et du Saint Esperit encores, et l’Office des mors; et au commancement du second fueillet des Heures Nostre 
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 One significant line of inquiry into the Grandes Heures has been its lack of what is 

considered to be innovative iconography – the manuscript draws heavily from previous examples 

of books within the ducal collection.  Otto Pächt dealt with the issue of recycled images by 

establishing a chronology for the repetition of motifs within Jean de Berry’s manuscripts, 

determining that all drew from previous sources based on the visual relationships between the 

Grandes Heures and other manuscripts in the collection of the duke.229  Pächt identified a 

manuscript in the Bodleian library as belonging originally to Jean de Berry based on a 

comparison of images, particularly the Mass of the Dead, in the Grandes Heures, the Brussels 

Hours, and a now-lost page from the Turin-Milan Hours.  Pächt engaged a discussion of 

originality versus invention, noting the problems inherent when discussing invention in medieval 

art, and emphasizing his interest in determining “a stylistic discrepancy between invention and 

execution.”230  Pächt established an active workshop of manuscript illuminators employed by the 

duke, and the Grandes Heures is just one of many books the workshop produced for Jean de 

Berry.  Pächt drew attention to visual features copied among the manuscripts, but did not provide 

a possible function for these seemingly repetitive works. 

The issue of recycled iconography was once again the subject of the commentary in the 

partial facsimile edition produced in 1971.231  The facsimile reproduces decorated folios within 

the manuscript with facing textual explanation.  Marcel Thomas’ brief introduction to the 

facsimile located the Grandes Heures once again in relation to other works in the duke’s library.  

He questioned why Jean de Berry, whom Thomas characterized as “famed for collecting the 

most original works and for recruiting the most avant-garde talent,” would commission a book 

                                                                                                                                                       
Dame a escript ; flamme ; couvertes de veluiau violet, et fermans à deux grans fermouers d’or, garniz chascun d’un 
balay, I saphir et VI grosses perles ; et y a une pipe d’or, où sont atachiez les seignaulx, garnie d’un gros balay et 
IIII grosses perles ; laquelle pierrerie est d’une chaienne en façon de paternostres et de certains culez qui furent de 
feu messire Jehan de Montagu, declairez lesdiz chastons en la IIIe partie du IIIe IIe fueillet desdiz comptes 
precedens, et ladicte chaienne en la première partie du IIIe IIIIe fueillet ensuivant ; et ont lesdictes Heures une 
grant chemise de drap de damas violet, doublé des mesmes ; lesquelles Heures mondit Seigneur a factes faire ainsy 
et par la manière qu’elles son dessus devisées." Guiffier, vol. 1, 253-254, no. 961. 
229 Otto Pächt, “A Forgotten Manuscript from the Library of the Duke of Berry,” Burlington Magazine 98/638 (May 
1956), 146-153. 
230 Ibid., “A Forgotten Manuscript,” 153. 
231 Marcel Thomas, The Grandes Heures of Jean, Duke of Berry, Bibliothèque nationale, Paris, trans. By Victoria 
Benedict and Benita Eisler (New York: Braziller, 1971). The more recent facsimile edition of the Petites Heures, 
edited by François Avril, additionally includes brief references to the Grandes Heures. Although the commentary 
includes both textual and visual comparisons between the two books of hours, the discussion is limited to what 
remains the same and does not discuss the significant changes that occur. 
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that copies antiquated styles.232  Thomas concluded that the Grandes Heures served as the 

capstone to Jean’s lifetime of patronage, pulling together in a single volume the styles of the 

diverse artists who had worked in his service.233  His argument relies upon Jean de Berry as a 

collector in the modern sense, and while surviving visual evidence points to the duke as having 

an interest in art, devotional books like the Grandes Heures did not exist as art for art’s sake.  

The copied motifs beg for further investigation and exploration of how it was intended to 

function for Jean as a political object that linked him with strong models of kingship from the 

past. 

 Another important issue addressed by scholars is the original format of the Grandes 

Heures, and an investigation of where Jacquemart de Hesdin’s “grans histoires,” as mentioned in 

the inventory description, were originally located.  Millard Meiss tackled this issue, as well as 

detailed the other artist’s hands present in the book, in his lengthy chapter on the Grandes 

Heures in French Painting in the Time of Jean de Berry: The Late Fourteenth Century and the 

Patronage of the Duke (1967).234  Meiss discussed the manuscript not only as it survives, but 

also speculates about the original format of the book based on the inventory description and his 

experience with the volume when it was unbound in the mid-1960s. His codicological study of 

the unbound manuscript revealed vertical cuts on folios that faced the missing large illustrations 

described in the ducal inventory.235  Meiss argued that the Way to Calvary (Carrying of the 

Cross) (Figure 3.1) in the Louvre is the only known surviving Jacquemart painting from the 

Grandes Heures.236  Also included in his discussion are detailed appendices that provide a table 

of the various artists at work in the manuscript, as well as a full description of gatherings, 

missing folios, and inserted sheets. Meiss noted, however, that none of the remaining 

illustrations are by the hand of Jacquemart, and confirmed Delisle’s suspicion that full-page 

miniatures, as described in the inventory, were subsequently removed.237  

                                                
232 Ibid., 14. 
233 Ibid. 
234 Meiss, 256-285. 
235 Ibid., 267. 
236 Ibid., 257 and 267-68. 
237 Ibid., 257. 
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 The Way to Calvary is also the primary focus of the entry on the Grandes Heures in the 

catalogue accompanying the Paris 1400 exhibition (2004).238  Ines Villea-Petit discussed the 

relationship of the Louvre miniature to Italian models and artists.239  She tentatively identified 

the two young girls at the bottom of the scene as Jean de Berry’s daughters Bonne and Marie.240  

In discussion of the iconographic program of the manuscript, Villea-Petit followed convention 

by identifying Pseudo-Jacquemart as the author of most of the remaining major illustration and 

listing the various previous manuscripts that contributed to the visual program of the Grandes 

Heures.241   

 Issues of audience and viewer reception have also been addressed; particularly, Michael 

Camille tackled these issues, as well as addressed the potential significance of the older images 

for Jean de Berry in an article dealing with the duke’s artistic interest and sexuality.242  Camille 

focused on marginal images copied from Jean Pucelle’s original illustrations in the Hours of 

Jeanne d’Evreux.243  He agreed with Madeline Caviness’ argument that the explicit images 

originally were a message of sexual subjugation and wedding night performance for the young 

queen, but suggested that the images changed meanings for their new audience.244  For Jean de 

Berry, Camille argued that the sexual inversions present in the marginalia indicate his spiritual 

and physical desires.  The theme of submission continues in a discussion of folio 96r of the 

Grandes Heures, where Jean appears before Saint Peter (Figure 3.2).  As Jean displays a 

sapphire as a plea to gain entrance to Heaven, Peter grasps his wrist as a physical sign of the 

duke’s surrender to the power of God.245  

                                                
238 Ines Villela-Petit, “Grandes Heures de Jean de Berry,” in Paris 1400: Les arts sous Charles VI, ed. Elisabeth 
Taburet-Delahaye (Paris: Fayard, 2004). 
239 Ibid., 106. 
240 Ibid. 
241 Ibid., 106-107. 
242 Michael Camille, “‘For Our Devotion and Pleasure’: the sexual objects of Jean, Duc de Berry,” Art History 24/2 
(April 2001), 169-194.  The Hours of Jeanne d’Evreux was left to Charles V upon the queen’s death in 1371.  Jean 
de Berry eventually obtained the manuscript as recorded in his inventories: “Item, unes Petites Heures de Nostre 
Dame, nommées les Heures de Pucelle, enluminées de blanc et de noir, `l’usaige des Prescheurs, garnies de petis 
fermouers d’or où il a une Annunciation; et au bout des tirans a deux petis boutons de perles; couvertes d’un drap 
de soye bleue.” Guiffrey, vol.1, 223, no. 850.   
243 Camille, 181. 
244 Madeline Caviness, “Patron or Matron? A Capetian Bride and a Vade Mecum for her Marriage Bed,” Speculum 
68 (1993), 333-362.  
245 Camille, 185. 
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 Camille addressed significant issues of audience in his essay, but he limited the number 

of the manuscript’s viewers to Jean de Berry.  There are many indications, however, that the 

Grandes Heures was intended for an audience much larger than the duke.  By approaching the 

manuscript as a sumptuous object and not a personal devotional book, it becomes possible to 

examine its participation in the construction of identity for Jean de Berry to a wider audience by 

taking into account the manuscripts that served as models for this book, both in format and 

content, the audience, and the location where this sumptuous royal object would have been 

enjoyed.  

 

3.2 The Shifting Needs of Patron and Audience 

 

 The most significant changes in the Grandes Heures are the absence of the vernacular 

mirrors for princes, L’Estimeur du Monde and the Enseignements of Saint Louis.  These didactic 

lessons, which appeared between the calendar cycle and the Hours of the Virgin in the Petites 

Heures, are known through inventory records as being in the same location in the lost Hours of 

Jean le Bon; however, the Grandes Heures moves directly from the calendar into the Hours of 

the Virgin.246  The inclusion of instructions for proper kingship in the Petites Heures, based on 

models developed during end of the Capetian and the beginning of the Valois dynasties, were 

included to reinforce the legimacy of the nascent dynasty.  The texts link the duke of Berry and 

the Valois in general with wise Christian kingship, using Saint Louis, the model Capetian king 

and patron saint of the kings of France.  After over seventy-five years of Valois rule, however, 

publicizing their filial relationship to Louis IX was no longer the primary means for 

legitimization.247   

The changing role of Saint Louis in the political rhetoric of the Valois dynasty is apparent 

in investigation of versions of the Grandes Chroniques prepared for Charles VI during his 
                                                
246 Meiss notes a missing leaf between the calendar and the Hours of the Virgin that he identifies as a lost full-page 
miniature, likely an image of the Annunciation.  Meiss, 282.  The original inclusion of “grans histoires” painted by 
Jacquemart de Hesdin are mentioned in the inventory description of the Grandes Heures, as will be discussed 
shortly.  What are not mentioned are the “pluseurs enseignements escrips en françois” and “pluseurs enseignemens 
en françoys” mentioned in both the inventory descriptions of the Petites Heures and Hours of Jean le Bon, 
respectively. 
247 Although no longer the primary means for leitimization, stressing connection to earlier saintly models of kingship 
such as Saint Louis and Charlemagne continued to be of importance for the Valois during the Hundred Years’ War 
and beyond.  Jean de Berry continued to reference these figures in his devotional manuscripts.  For example, 
Charlemagne is illustrated in the Suffrages of his Belles Heures (f. 174r; 1405-1408/9; New York: Cloisters 1954). 
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reign.248  Although Charles VI’s earliest copy of the text, produced c. 1370, replicated the 

version made for his father in its emphasis on the role of Saint Louis as a model for kingship, an 

edition designed for Charles VI around 1400 uses Louis IX to emphasize good government and 

French kingship in general, rather than as an individual model.249  Charles V became the model 

of a wise king in the court of his son Charles VI, and BnF fr. 2608, Philip de Mézières’ Songe du 

Vieil Pelerin (1389) and Christine de Pizan’s Livre des Fais et Bonnes Meurs du Roi Charles V 

le Sage (1404) provide evidence of this significant shift in royal models.250  Jean de Berry’s 

decision to not include the didactic mirrors for princes from the Grandes Heures provides 

evidence of the duke’s adoption of this change in the strategic use of political propaganda.   

Although demonstrating he was following the model of Saint Louis was a primary motivation in 

the Petites Heures, the political environment in France had shifted dramatically in the early 

fifteenth century, and Jean de Berry’s role as the senior Prince of the Blood placed him in the 

center of royal politics.  

Charles VI had thrown off the regency of his uncles in 1388 and assumed sole power, but 

in 1392, at the age of twenty-four, he began to suffer from periodic episodes of mental illness 

that would last for the rest of his life.251  Although Charles’ wife, Isabella of Bavaria, maintained 

guardianship of the royal children, the governing of the nation was left again to the king’s uncles 

and his younger brother, Louis d’Orléans (1372-1407).  A sequence of deaths and political 

assassinations thrust Jean de Berry further into the spotlight.  Jean’s younger brother, Philip the 

Bold, died in 1404 and left the duke of Berry as the only surviving Valois uncle of Charles VI.252  

Philip was succeeded as duke by his ambitious son John the Fearless (1371-1419).  A bitter 

rivalry developed between John the Fearless and Louis d’Orléans, resulting in the brutal 
                                                
248 Hedeman, The Royal Image: Illustrations of the Grandes Chroniques de France, 1274-1422 (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 1991), 140.  See also: Hedeman, “Valois Legitimacy: Editorial Changes in Charles 
V’s Grandes Chroniques de France,” Art Bulletin 66/1 (March 1984), 97-117. 
249 Hedeman, Royal Image, 143-144.  Hedeman points out a change in the official role of Saint Louis is not the only 
difference in this version of the Grandes Chroniques.  Although BnF fr. 2608 copies all but 15 of the images present 
in Charles V’s Grandes Chroniques, the visual program ignores many issues dealing with English supplication to 
the French crown.  She suggests this is due to peace negotiations that characterized the Hundred Years’ War during 
the last decade of the fourteenth century. 
250 Ibid., 140. 
251 For a complete description of the difficult political situation in France during the reign of Charles VI, see: R.C. 
Famiglietti, Royal Intrigue: Crisis at the Court of Charles VI, 1392-1420 (New York: AMS Press, 1986). 
252 Charles VI’s maternal uncle, Louis II de Bourbon (1337-1410), was also charged with some of the governing of 
the nation; however, his own mental instability limited his role in politics.  
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assassination of Louis under the order of John in 1407.  As a result, new ordinances were enacted 

establishing that regency for an underage king was left to a council consisting of the nearest male 

relations, the constable, the chancellor, and the queen mother.253   

Jean de Berry was now the oldest male relative to the young French dauphin, and the 

Grandes Heures, completed in 1409, underscores the duke’s new role as the senior Valois 

representative and a political mediator in a form that emulates the increased size of previous 

genres of books designed for royal propaganda, such as Bibles moralisèes and Grandes 

Chroniques. Jean took advantage of his position as the senior Valois representative to 

commission a manuscript that functioned as an object of political propaganda to promote his 

current position as a role model for the younger princes. 

Like the Petites Heures, the Grandes Heures includes a copy of the Belleville Breviary 

calendar model, isolating it as one of a limited number of distinctly royal devotional books that 

share this characteristic.  Although the copying of the Belleville calendar, as well as other 

features from select late Capetian/early Valois books, provides evidence that the Petites Heures 

was intended in part to act as a substitute perhaps for the Belleville Breviary or the Hours of Jean 

le Bon, the calendar’s inclusion in the Grandes Heures signals another function of purposeful 

copying in late medieval France – the new manuscript was designed to surpass the older edition.  

Support for this argument is found in examining Bibles moralisées, another group of personal, 

devotional books made between the thirteenth and fifteenth centuries exclusively for the use of 

French royalty.254   

 Recent scholarship on the Bibles moralisées indicates there was never “one perfect 

original” followed by “flawed copies” that resulted from a lack of skill on the part of late 

medieval craftsmen.255  Rather, each manuscript was intentionally unique from its predecessors 

and intended as an improvement on earlier models.256  John Lowden’s study of the Bibles 

moralisées challenges earlier scholarship, particularly that of Robert Branner and Reiner 

                                                
253 Katherine Crawford, “Catherine de Medicis and the Performance of Political Motherhood,” Sixteenth Century 
Journal 31/3 (Autumn 2000), 643-673, 647. 
254 John Lowden, The Making of the Bibles Moralisées, 2 vol., University Park: Pennsylvania State University 
Press, 2000. 
255 Ibid., vol. 2, 6. 
256 Ibid., vol. 2, 206. 
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Haussherr.257  Although he questions the attribution of artists’ hands in Branner’s detailed 

discussion, Lowden’s work explodes Haussherr’s insistence on an “Ur – Bible moralisée” that 

served as the model for subsequent derivative copies.  Lowden’s conclusion that each new 

manuscript was intended to surpass previous models was reached through a detailed examination 

of each of the seven surviving examples fitting his definition of a Bible moralisée.  Significantly, 

Lowden pointed out that Bibles moralisées function differently than conventional bibles, works 

that strive to exactly copy an authoritative original, by being the product of an “additive process” 

that results in each new manuscript surpassing previous examples.258  Ultimately, Lowden 

argued that Bibles moralisées as a group “stand outside all norms of medieval book 

production,”259 and early Valois books of hours, such as the Grandes Heures, have much in 

common with this unique category of late medieval manuscript.  

 The Grandes Heures, along with other early Valois books of hours, shares a number of 

features with Bibles moralisées that indicate its function and audience were similar.  For 

example, both groups were designed for the personal use of members of the French royal family 

during the end of the Capetian and beginning of the Valois dynasties.  For the Valois, 

commissioning new manuscripts popularized in the previous epoch confirms their status as the 

legitimate successors to the Capetian dynasty.  As Lowden demonstrates with the Bibles 

moralisées, Valois copies of earlier works are not produced simply in imitation, but are updated 

                                                
257 Robert Branner, Manuscript Painting in Paris During the Reign of Saint Louis, California Studies in the History 
of Art 18, Berkeley: University of California Press, 1977; Reiner Haussherr, “Beobachtungen an den Illustrationen 
zum Buche Genesis in der Bible moralisée,” Kunstchronik 19 (1966), 313-14; “Bible moralisée,” Lexikon der 
christliche Ikonographie I, ed. Engelbert Kirschbaum (Freiburg: Herder, 1968); Bibles moralisée: Codex 
Vindobonensis 2554 der Österreichischen Nationalbibliothek (St. Ingbert: W.J. Röhrig, 1992); Bible moralisée: 
Faksimile-Ausgabe im Originalformat des Codex Vindobonensis 2554 der Österreichischen Nationalbibliothek 
(Graz: Akad. Druck- u. Verlagsanstalt, 1973); “Christus-Johannes-Grouppen in der Bible moralisée,” Zeitschrift für 
Kunstgeschichte 27 (1964), 133-52; “Drei Texthandschriften der Bible moralisée,” Festschrift für Eduard Trier zum 
60. Geburtstag (Berlin: Mann, 1981), 35-65; Petrus Cantor, Stephan Langton, Hugo von St. Cher und der Isaias-
Prolog der Bible moralisée,” Verbum et Signum 2, eds. Hans Fromm, Wolfgang Harms, and Uwe Ruberg (Munich: 
Fink, 1975), 347-64; “Sensus litteralis und sensus spiritualis in der Bible moralisée,” Frühmittelalterliche Studien VI 
(1972), 356-80; “Templum Salomonis und Ecclesia Christi – Zu einem Bildvergleich der Bible moralisée,” 
Zeitschrift für Kunstgeschichte 31 (1968), 101-21; “Über die Auswahl des Bibeltextes in der Bible moralisée,” 
Zeitschrift für Kunstgeschichte 51 (1988), 126-46; “Eine Warnung vor dem Studium von zivilem und kanonischem 
Recht in der Bible moralisée,” Frühmittelalterliche Studien 9 (1975), 390-404; “Zur Darstellung zeitgenössischer 
Wirklichkeit und Geschichte in der Bible morlaisée und in Illustrationen von Geschichtsschreibung im 13. 
Jahrhundert,” 211-17, Il Medio Oriente e l’Occidente nell’arte del XIII secolo, Ed. Hans Belting (Bologna: CLUEB, 
1982). 
258 Lowden, vol. 2, 206. 
259 Ibid., vol. 1, 9. 
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to fulfill the needs of a new and changing audience.  Each book was designed to surpass previous 

examples, expanding upon Roger Wieck’s interpretation of “bibliophilic jealousy” between the 

Princes of the Blood.260  Jean de Berry was not only in competition with his brothers, he actively 

sought to better his own manuscripts.   

In addition to sharing the features of manuscripts intended for the personal use of French 

royal figures, the Grandes Heures and Bibles moralisées are extraordinarily large books.  

Lowden comments that the enormous size of Bibles moralisées served to “impress as well as to 

instruct,” but he says very little about where and how these sizable books would have been used 

and what their size might suggest about the audience for these objects. 261  The impressive 

proportions of both the particularly royal manuscripts, Bibles moralisées and the Grandes 

Heures, much too unwieldy for personal use, hints at a larger audience than an individual.  In the 

next section of this chapter, I will discuss the implications of the size of the Grandes Heures, its 

relationship to other equally large manuscripts, and discuss how a book like this might have been 

used in the promotion of Jean de Berry’s political aspirations as an object viewed by the rarified 

audience of his fellow princes and closest advisors. 

 

3.3 Increased Size to Accommodate an Extended Audience 

 

 As previously mentioned, the Grandes Heures, at approximately 40 x 30 centimeters, 

dwarfs the 21 x 14 centimeter Petites Heures, a manuscript that was already larger than its early 

fourteenth-century predecessors.  For example the Hours of Jeanne d’Evreux, at 8.9 x 6.2 

centimeters, is a model personal devotional manuscript.  Illustrated by Jean Pucelle for the last 

Capetian queen of France, its diminutive size would have allowed Jeanne to easily carry the book 

with her during her daily activities, and suggests that the queen alone was the sole intended 

viewer.  In the prior chapter, I argued that the Petites Heures was developed to function as more 

than a devotional book.  The inclusion of the Belleville Breviary calendar model and vernacular 

didactic treatises relate strong political statements about Jean de Berry’s authority and ability to 
                                                
260 The concept of “bibliophilic jealously” is discussed in the previous chapter.  For more information see: Roger S. 
Wieck, “Bibliophilic Jealousy and the Manuscript Patronage of Jean, Duc de Berry,” in The Limbourg Brothers: 
Nijmegen masters at the French Court 1400-1416, eds. Rob Dückers and Pieter Roelofs (Brussels: Ludion, 2005), 
121-133. 
261 Lowden, vol. 1, 2.  This is not an oversight by Lowden, whose purpose in these volumes was an investigation of 
the production, rather than consumption, of Bibles moralisées. 
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rule.  Although the intended audience for the Petites Heures’ propagandist message was the 

duke’s intimate circle and fellow princes, the small size of the manuscript, while considerably 

larger than the Hours of Jeanne d’Evreux, served to limit the potential of the book of hours as a 

political tool.  The increased format of the Grandes Heures, however, was a deliberate 

innovation that drew upon the public nature of other large manuscripts. 

 Bibles moralisées rely heavily on the relationship between text and image as a didactic 

tool, as well as the interactive academic process of glossing meaning from those relationships.  

Lowden refers to moralized bibles as “imposingly large,” with page sizes of 43/40 x 30/28 

centimeters.262  Each page of a Bible moralisée consists of eight scenes integrated within text.  

Four of the images illustrate adjoining summaries or quotes from the Vulgate, while the other 

four illustrations coordinate with text that draw out moral messages from the biblical quotations. 

Lowden points out that late medieval readers would not have read the book from cover to 

cover.263  Rather, he relates the reading of the Bibles moralisées to the consumption of modern 

encyclopedias where entries are consulted as needed.264  The use of Bibles moralisées implies a 

social activity, and Lowden describes them as designed for use by “a small coterie of royal 

viewers” who discussed the practical application of biblical learning to the French monarchy.265   

Like the Enseignements of Saint Louis, Bibles moralisées provided didactic instruction 

for princes in proper leadership.  New versions of both Bibles moralisées and books of hours 

were sought after by the early Valois and viewed by an extended audience.  For example, the 

Bibliothèque nationale de France conserves a Bible moralisée produced for the duke of Berry’s 

father, Jean le Bon, in Paris between 1349-52 (Paris: BnF MS fr. 167).   Based on British Library 

Add. 18719, the only Bible moralisée in Lowden’s study produced in England rather than Paris, 

Jean le Bon’s manuscript, like the Belleville Breviary and its calendar copies, once again 

reclaims royal authority for French rather than English hands.266  Jean le Bon’s manuscript 

                                                
262 Ibid., vol. 1, 12. 
263 Ibid., vol. 2, 2. 
264 Ibid., vol. 2, 2. 
265 Ibid., vol. 2, 2. 
266 See discussion of the Belleville Breviary as a French symbol of authority over the English in the previous chapter.  
Produced in the last decades of the thirteenth century, Add. 18719 was likely produced as part of soured peace 
negotiations between Philip IV of France and Edward I of England.  Lowden suggests Philip IV was eager to 
reclaim a Bible moralisée that originally belonged to Saint Louis.  He suggests it traveled between the French and 
English royal courts as a gift to Henry III or his wife Eleanor of Provence from her sister, Marguerite of Provence, 
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remained in royal possession throughout the fourteenth century, evidence of which is provided 

by extensive restorations that François Avril argued were completed by a master working for 

Charles V.267  MS Français 167 served as a model for an even more beautiful and illustrious 

manuscript designed from its conception to “surpass” Jean le Bon’s book, Bibliothèque nationale 

MS français 166.268  Begun for Charles’ brother Philip the Bold by the Limbourg brothers, MS 

français 166 underscores the importance of commissioning new, more prestigious manuscripts 

based on earlier examples.  The large format of the Bibles moralisées facilitated the consultation 

of the volume by an assemblage of elite viewers, and the expanded size is typical of one category 

of manuscripts Joyce Coleman highlights for often being read aloud – books of history and 

philosophy.269 

 The public presentation of didactic historical and philosophical books is represented 

visually in a miniature from a copy of Aristotle’s Ethics owned by Charles V (f. 2v, Brussels: BR 

MS 9505-6) (Figure 3.3), suggesting the manner in which other didactic manuscripts, such as the 

Grandes Heures, would be viewed.  The miniature is composed of four scenes located within 

Nicole Oresme’s translation of Aristotle’s text.  The first scene depicts the tonsured Oresme 

delivering a manuscript on bended knee to an enthroned representation of Charles V dressed as a 

scholar while a bearded figure witnesses the transaction from behind a gilt curtain.  Directly to 

the right of this scene, Charles V again is seated upon his throne accompanied by his wife, 

Jeanne de Bourbon, and three of their children.  This scene reveals much about familial and 

dynastic responsibility in instructing the royal family, as Jeanne and the daughter depicted 

behind watch and listen as Charles points his finger in an instructional gesture toward the 

dauphin who in turn makes the same motion to his younger brother behind him.  This scene 

provides an extratextural reference to Aristotle’s work by highlighting the queen’s role in the 

                                                                                                                                                       
the widow of Saint Louis.  See Lowden, vol. 1, 216-218.  Additionally, Patricia Stirnemann has identitfied that Add. 
18719, like the Belleville Breviary, was transferred to the royal abbey of Saint-Louis de Poissy by the early fifteenth 
century.  See Patricia Stirnemann, “Note sur la Bible Moralisée, en trois volumes, conservée à Oxford, Paris, et 
Londres, et ses copies,” Scriptorium 53/1 (1999). 
267 François Avril, “Un chef-d’oeuvre de l’enluminure sous la règne de Jean le Bon: La Bible moralisée manuscrit 
français 167 de la Bibliothèque nationale,” Monuments et mémoires 58 (1972), 96-97. 
268 Lowden, vol. 1, 9. 
269 Joyce Coleman, Public Reading and the Reading Public in Late Medieval England and France, Cambridge 
Studies in Medieval Literature 26 (Cambridge and New York: Cambridge University Press, 1996), 110. 
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early education of children, while the sovereign and his heirs reinforce the importance of 

learning and the proper instruction of future kings. 270   

This scene emphasizes the importance of audience and instructional location.271  The 

family view relates the importance of parents in instructing children, and the image directly 

below reveals a child expelled from a small structure populated by a gathering of scholarly 

figures paying rapt attention to a red cloaked figure seated in front of them by a stern, tonsured 

man wielding a formidable switch.  The instructor uses the same gesture to address the students 

who fill the lecture hall, the location for adult learning.272  This event is explained in the text: 

“And for this reason a young man is not a suitable audience for politics, for he is not experienced 

in the things that can happen in life.”273  The place for a king’s continuing education is depicted 

to the left.  Charles V, dressed in a scholar’s robe and a golden crown, sits with a group of other 

men in a courtly environment designated by the fleur-de-lis embossed background.  Once again, 

a figure is shown lecturing the group from an open book.  Charles V holds open his own book, 

listening to the lecturer present the material in his manuscript.  The books depicted in the 

miniature are not particularly large, and could easily be managed and read by an individual; 

however, the scene represents the public nature of the king’s engagement with didactic texts.  

The royal audience, composed of the king and his advisors, do not read silently, but are listening 

to an oral explanation of the presented text.274  A larger book format, such as that found in Bibles 

moralisées and the Grandes Heures, would allow an extended audience to view the same 

manuscript.   

Another type of royal manuscript that was copied and adapted to promote early Valois 

legitimacy through both its large size and emphasis on earlier historical models was the Grandes 

Chroniques de France.275  Anne D. Hedeman argues that a series of illustrated texts designed to 

reinforce the Valois claim to the French crown over their English rivals was inserted into a copy 

                                                
270 Claire Richter Sherman, Imaging Aristotle: Verbal and Visual Representation in Fourtheenth-Century France 
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1995), 53. 
271 Ibid., 53-55. 
272 Ibid., 54. 
273 “Et pour ce un joenne homme n’est pas convenable audicteur de politiques, car il n’est pas expert de faiz qui 
aviennent a vie humaninne.” Ibid.   
274 Ibid. 
275 Discussion of Valois use of the Grandes Chroniques of France to promote the legitimacy of their nascent dynasty 
is discussed in depth by Anne D. Hedeman.  See: Hedeman, The Royal Image; and “Valois Legitimacy,”  97-117. 
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of the Grandes Chroniques produced for Charles V (Paris: BnF ms. fr. 2813).276  Measuring 35 x 

24 cm, the Grandes Chroniques de France of Charles V is once again large in its size.277  

Scholarship has not previously treated the size of the manuscript as it relates to its function as 

publicly consumed object; yet, textual and visual propaganda are ineffective without an 

audience.  Like the other types of exclusively royal French manuscripts, Charles’ Grandes 

Chroniques would have been viewed by a discrete audience of viewers composed of royal 

figures and their intimate companions.  

Jean de Berry was adopting the large format of manuscripts, such as Bibles moralisées 

and the Grandes Chroniques, that were already in use among the Valois courts to deliver 

propaganda to an extended viewing audience.  The inclusion of didactic mirrors for princes and 

the repetition of earlier iconography in the Petites Heures are features shared with the other 

examples of manuscript propaganda within the French court; however, I maintain that its smaller 

size made it difficult for the duke to broadcast his message to the larger audience of his intimate 

companions.  Jean de Berry required a bigger version of his princely book of hours, and the 

Grandes Heures was commissioned to fulfill this need.  Its size, on par with Bibles moralisées 

and the Grandes Chroniques, allowed Jean’s politically charged manuscript to reach a much 

larger audience. 

 

3.4  Heraldry, Emblems and Mottos as Indicators of Audience and Location  

 

The enlarged format of the manuscript accommodated an extended viewing audience 

participating in the aural performance of the book, and evidence for the intended viewers is 

found in the choice to limit portraits of princely prayer in favor of more enigmatic signs of 

identity.  As discussed in the previous chapter, the physical resemblance of the images of 

princely prayer in the Petites Heures to Jean de Berry was of less importance to the duke than 

representing an ideal prince following the model of Saint Louis.  Likeness alone was not enough 

to link a personality with a courtly image, such as that found on John the Fearless’ portrait 

                                                
276 Hedeman, “Valois Legitimacy,” 97. 
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Grandes Heures and the Bibles moralisées. 
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ring.278  Heraldry, emblems, and mottos were less ambiguous and therefore more effective than 

likeness for securing identity, and their enigmatic potential is useful to define the types of 

audience intended to interact with the Grandes Heures. 

Although portraits of the duke at prayer appear seven times in the present manuscript, the 

prince is represented in only one of the manuscript’s primary miniatures. Folio 96 recto depicts 

Jean de Berry before Saint Peter and accompanied by an entourage at the Gate of Heaven (Figure 

3.2).  Below this miniature, Jean appears again, kneeling in prayer under the encouragement of 

an angel in a large historiated initial “D.”  The angel points to the scene in the primary image 

above, directing the duke’s prayer and commenting on the desired outcome of his devotion.   The 

kneeling duke, painted by the workshop of the Bedford Master279, conforms to the physical 

likeness modern scholars consider to approximate the actual appearance of Jean de Berry.  The 

scene of Jean before Saint Peter is, however, the only major miniature in the Grandes Heures to 

represent the duke, a distinct change from the twenty-six times princely prayer is present in the 

major illustrations of the Petites Heures.  The duke additionally appears once on folio 8 recto, 

the opening of the Hours of the Virgin, as a marginal image and afterward only in historiated 

initials (Figure 3.4). Jean de Berry’s physical likeness may be limited in the Grandes Heures, but 

his presence in the form of identifying heraldry, emblems, and mottos is well represented. 

The extravagant borders that frame the miniature pages of the Grandes Heures contain 

multiple quatrefoils or octifoils that proclaim the ownership of Jean de Berry (Figure 3.2).  This 

same use of heraldic borders appeared earlier in Jean de Berry’s Brussels Hours (before 1403).  

The arms of the duke, the golden fleur-de-lis on a royal blue background surrounded by a 

serrated red band, appear in quatrefoils present in the four corners of the folio.280  The bordering 

heraldic shields are the most widely recognized symbols of Jean’s identity and their meaning 

would have been accessible to the outermost band of courtly audiences.  Princes, such as the 

duke of Berry, formed the nucleus around which the courtly pecking order was arranged in 

                                                
278 Stephen Perkinson, “Rethinking the Origins of Portraiture,” Contemporary Encounters with the Medieval Face: 
Selected papers from the Metropolitan Museum of Art Symposium “Facing the Middle Ages” held in honor of the 
fiftieth anniversary of the ICMA 14-15 October 2006, Gesta 46/2 (2007), 135-158, 152.  Perkinson addresses this 
issue in more depth in his recent book: The Likeness of the King: A Prehistory of Portraiture in Late Medieval 
France (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2009). 
279 Meiss, 85. 
280 Jean de Berry continued to use the France ancien arrangement of numerous fleur-de-lis, rather than the France 
moderne arrangement of three flowers instituted by his brother Charles V. 
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concentric circles.281  Members of the largest, outside rings of the circle recognized the most 

general references to princely identity – heraldry that was emblazoned on banners, pennants, and 

other objects surrounding the court, and on the colorful liveries worn by the ruler’s extended 

entourage.282 

As courtiers progressed closer to the center of courtly life, they were able and expected to 

decipher other more obscure signs as a representation of their closeness to the prince.283 

Advancing from the outer corners of the Grandes Heures folio 96 recto reveals Jean de Berry’s 

two well-known animal emblems, the bear, here waving a flag bearing the arms of the duke, and 

the white swan, bleeding from a wound at its breast.  These animals, along with the arms of 

Berry, also identify Jean in his most famous portrait, the fireplace scene from the January page of 

the Très Riches Heures (Figure 3.5).  Although the emblems of the bear and the swan are 

associated with the duke, their meaning has long been debated by modern scholars. René 

d’Anjou (1409-1480), in his Livre du cuer d’amour espris (1457), included a description of the 

emblems and shield of Jean de Berry and referenced their relationship to an English woman, a 

lost love of the duke’s.284  The romantic story was later embellished, with the bear (ours) and the 

swan (cynge) becoming a rebus for the unrequited love the duke had for a woman named 

Oursine.285  Marcel Thomas later reinforced this reading by quoting René of Anjou’s description 

of the swan as “navré,” specifying that wound as the result of heartbreak.286  René, the second 

son of Jean’s nephew Louis II d’Anjou, would have known his uncle briefly during his 

childhood, and his Livre du cuer d’amour espris was written forty-one years after the death of 

the duke of Berry, calling into question the accuracy of his account of Jean’s intimate life.287  

More recently, Michael Camille proposed the emblems might have been a reflection of Jean de 

Berry’s own persona – one that Camille characterized as androgynous.288  He noted with interest 
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283 Ibid., 152. 
284 Meiss, 95. 
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286 Thomas, commentary for folio 8r. 
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the contrast created by the savagely masculine bear and the refined, feminine swan, and 

suggested this is symbolic of the duke’s own dual nature.289  The enigmatic animal emblems, 

however, may be more simply, although less colorfully, explored as symbols of Jean’s assertion 

of his political power.290  Long before the eastern lion was imported as the king of beasts into 

Western Europe, the bear had been a symbol of royal strength. 291  Jean de Berry may have 

chosen the bear to rival the lion, the symbol of the French king, and assert his own position 

within the royal family.  Bears, in the scientific family Ursidae, are additionally significant to the 

duke of Berry as a symbol of one of his patron saints, the early Christian martyr Saint Ursinus 

from the capital of Jean’s duchy in Bourges.292  Jean de Berry’s adoption of the bear as a symbol 

of power linked him to the local saint, and connected him to the history of the duchy of Berry, in 

much the same way as the early Valois promoted their connections to the royal Capetian saint, 

Louis IX.  The duchy of Berry was newly created for Jean in 1360 by his father, the king Jean le 

Bon.  Jean de Berry’s first known use of the bear as a symbol was on his seal dating from 1365, 

providing further evidence that the emblem was intended to connect him to his recently 

established duchy.293  

The symbol of the wounded swan may also have been a political statement and a 

deliberate linking of Jean de Berry with the legendary past. The Chevalier du Cygne, a chanson 

de geste from the Crusade cycle, links Godefroy de Bouillion, a crusading king of Jerusalem 

with whom Jean has a long documented history of interest, to the Knight of the Swan.294  I 

maintain that the adoption of the symbol of the swan serves to further connect the duke with an 

historical model of wise, Christian rule.   Whether the animal emblems reference lost love, the 

duke’s sexual preferences, or his claims to political power remains a debate for modern scholars, 
                                                
289 Camille, 175-177. 
290 Philippe Bon explores the relationship between the bear and political power in: Philippe Bon, “Notes sur le 
Symbole de l’Ours au Moyen Age: Les Ours du Duc de Berry,” Cahiers d’archéologie et d’histoire du Berry 99-100 
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291 Ibid., 49.  
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that St. Ursin is the patron of Berry.” Meiss 96.  Pastoureau argued that Saint Ursinus should be viewed as a patron 
saint for Jean de Berry, and suggested that the fusion of the Latin names for the bear and the swan, ursus and 
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293 Meiss, 95. 
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and their ambiguity was perhaps a large part of their late medieval function.  Although a broad 

audience would have understood the heraldic arms as an extension of the duke’s identity, the 

para-heraldic symbols would have been fully understood only by a limited circle of intimates 

who would have had closer access to Jean de Berry and the aural presentation of the Grandes 

Heures.295  

More enigmatic yet are the initials “E.V.” that appear in conjunction with the animal 

emblems in the Grandes Heures.  Thomas suggested they serve as an abbreviation for the device 

“En Vous” or “In You,” and are perhaps related to Jean’s suggested love for the lady, Oursine.296  

Once again, this modern interpretation is purely speculative; however, I argue a contemporary 

audience of Jean de Berry’s close companions would have quickly understood the reference.297  

This same argument can be made for the equally ambiguous device clearly written on banderoles 

that visually link the quatrefoils and state: Le temps venra, or “the time will come.”  Françoise 

Autrand suggested that the device is linked to Jean de Berry’s strategic plan to advance his line 

through his daughters after the death of his last surviving male heir in 1402, a desire ultimately 

realized when François I, great-great-great grandson of the duke of Berry, was crowned king of 

France in 1515.298  Although it is unknown if the duke was looking ahead over a century when 

adopted Le temps venra as his device, the ambiguous motto is representative of the duke’s 

political ambitions.  Rather than play the military aggressor, like the dukes of Burgundy, Jean 

waged a war of magnificence and opulent splendor, biding his time while establishing himself 

through visual propaganda as a legitimate and qualified ruler of France. 

Surviving late medieval objects festooned with heraldic shields, emblems, and mottos, 

such as the Grandes Heures, provide evidence of the rigid social structure developing in the 

early Valois courts. Status within the court was based on proximity to the prince, who was 

located at the center of daily life, and these art objects preserve not only likeness and arms – 

superficial identifiers of the prince – but also the obscure signs that require intimacy with one’s 
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296 Thomas, commentary for folio 8r. 
297 Lori Walters’ forthcoming book-length study of Christine de Pizan’s role as a book maker in early fifteenth-
century France promises to shed light on the issue of the enigmatic initials, “E.V.”   
298 Françoise Autrand, Jean de Berry, l’art et le pouvoir (Paris: Fayard, 2000), 300. François I was also the great-
great grandson of John the Fearless, duke of Burgundy, also allowing the Burgundian line to finally sit upon the 
throne of France. 
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lord to fully comprehend.299  The concentric circles of courtly audience extended beyond art 

objects, as they were written into the changing fabric of early Valois palace design.  Changes in 

royal and ducal residences in the late-fourteenth and early-fifteenth centuries in France were a 

result of a change in social decorum and determined by the activities performed within the 

rooms.300  The princely residences inherited by the early Valois contained a great hall that had 

formed the focus for courtly life, but the development of more complex official protocol resulted 

in a shift towards increasingly privatized and differentiated royal lodgings.301  

 Although the great hall continued to be the location for a prince’s presence at large, 

public feasts, his daily activities were increasingly contained within the semi-private and private 

royal lodgings.302  Raymond du Temple’s remodeling of the Louvre for the king Charles V 

beginning in 1364 became the model for subsequent royal palaces in France during the late-

fourteenth and early-fifteenth centuries.303  The division of public and private space was 

emphasized by placing the king’s private lodging on the third floor of the entire north wing of 

the Louvre.304  This new location for the royal chambers, once housed in the south-west corner of 

the palace, became the main visual focus of the Louvre as it was approached axially from the 

main gateway on the south and accessed officially by a monumental staircase, the grande vis.305  

The distinction between public and private is also echoed in the signs of identity adopted by the 

princes.   

Arms and heraldic colors were unrestricted, and like the great hall, accessible by the 

masses, while more ambiguous emblems and mottos shared the same quality of intimacy as 

private lodgings.  Even the private spaces of princes were regulated, and ever-tighter concentric 

circles of access restricted intimate contact with the lord.  After ascending the grande vis, visitors 

to the royal lodgings first entered the chambre à parer, a state room that replaced the great hall 
                                                
299 Perkinson, “Rethinking the Origins,” 152. 
300 Mary Whiteley, “Royal and Ducal Palaces in France in the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Centuries:  Interior, 
ceremony and function,” in Architecture et Vie Sociale: L’Organisation Intérieure des Grandes Demeures a la Fin 
du Moyen Age et a la Renaissance, Actes du colloque tenu à Tours du 6 au 10 juin 1988 (Paris: Picard, 1994), 47-
63; “Le Louvre de Charles V: dispositions et functions d’une résidence royal,” Revue de l’Art 97 (1992), 60-71. 
301 Whiteley, “Royal and Ducal Palaces,” 48. 
302 Ibid., 48-49. 
303 Ibid., 49. 
304 Ibid. 
305 Ibid. 
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as the center of courtly life.306   In order to accommodate the masses of nobles, other princes, and 

visiting ambassadors that filled its space, the chambre à parer was the largest of the private 

rooms, and was used daily for receiving official visitors and affairs of state.307  Folio 53 recto 

from a copy of Pierre Salmon’s Dialogues, produced for Charles VI in 1409, presents one 

instance of the activities occurring in the chambre à parer (Figure 3.6).    

The artist, identified as the Master of the Mazarine,308 has abbreviated the space of the 

princely palace, presenting a simple and significant image of the hierarchy of court life.  A well-

dressed man is greeted by two guards wearing the red and green livery of the king at the street 

level gate, and would have presumably made their way across the courtyard to enter the guarded 

staircase on axis with the gate.  The chambre à parer is revealed at the top of the stairs, where 

Charles VI sits upon a throne covered in blue textiles emblazoned with golden fleur-de-lis.  

Salmon appears on his knees before the sovereign offering an ornately bound copy of his advice 

to the king.  Also present in the room are representatives of three categories of men that 

populated the increasingly exclusive circle around the king.  The partially obscured man farthest 

from the king can be identified as a member of the university though his fitted cap known as a 

béguin.  This educated man is perhaps a member of the new nobility, men of humble origins who 

were granted titles through appointments to prestigious positions within the court.  The green and 

red clothing of the man to the right reveals him as member of the king’s household, likely 

recently ennobled, and perhaps the royal treasurer or chancellor based on the aumônière, or 

purse, he wears prominently around his waist.  This man’s participation in the world of 

sumptuous display is emphasized by the last figure, identifiable through the golden swans 

embroidered on his rich garments as Jean de Berry, who admires his pendant or brooch which is 

obscured from the manuscript’s viewers.  The image confirms visually the chambre à parer as a 

location for greeting and entertaining courtly visitors in the presence of advisors, officials, and 

other princes.309   

                                                
306 Ibid., 50. 
307 Ibid. 
308 Ines Villela-Petit, “Dialogues de Pierre Salmon,” in Paris 1400: Les arts sous Charles VI, ed. Elisabeth Taburet-
Delahaye  (Paris: Fayard, 2004), 120-122. 
309 “When he had risen from the table, after his meal, all manners of foreigners or others with need for him arrived 
before the king.  There one could find many manners of ambassadors from foreign counties, various lords, foreign 
princes, knights from differing countries, that often there was be such a crowd of people, of barons and knights, of 
foreigners, and of those from his realm in his chambres and his large and magnificent salles, that it would be an 
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A later manuscript image, attributed to Rogier van der Weyden, represents the 

presentation of the Chroniques de Hainaut (c. 1452; Brussels: BRB MS 9043) to the Burgundian 

duke Philip the Good.  The miniature recreates in even greater detail the make up of the 

individuals composing a prince’s most intimate circle (Figure 3.7).  Jean Wauquelin kneels 

before the duke and presents the large bound book, representative of the Chroniques de Hainaut, 

which he translated from Latin to French at the request of Philip the Good.  Once again this is an 

example of an oversized history text designed for group presentation, and the audience for the 

book is defined by the individuals represented surrounding the seated duke, including to the 

right, his heir, the future Charles the Bold (1433-1477), members of the Order of the Golden 

Fleece including Simon Nocart, Antoine de Croy, Jean de Croy, and six unidentified members.  

Also included to the left are his recently ennobled advisors.310   Pictured from the far left are Jean 

II le Gros the Elder, the keeper of Philip the Good’s seal, Jehan Chevrot, the President of the 

duke’s Great Council and Bishop of Tournai, and Nicolas Rolin, the ducal Chancellor, who 

displays a green aumônière that identifies him as a government official.311   

In much the same manner that comprehension of para-heraldic symbols of princely 

identity became increasingly restricted the closer a courtier was to the ruler, access to the prince 

was limited as he moved from the chambre à parer deeper into the royal lodgings.  The most 

intimate locations of the princely apartment were beyond the chambre du roi, where a complex 

of small rooms were designated for princely amusement and relaxation.312  Included in these 

rooms were private spaces for the prince’s worship and pleasure including a small private chapel 

and his estude, where a collection of royal joyaux and manuscripts were housed.313  Christine de 

Pizan’s biography of Charles V provides evidence of how royal space functioned in the presence 

of the prince, and demonstrates that even these most personal areas of royal lodgings were not 

                                                                                                                                                       
endeavor for one to turn around, and with out fail, the very prudent king would wisely and with a benign face 
receive all.”  Pizan, Charles V, vol. 1, 44. 
310 Anne Hagopian Van Buren suggests that Antoine de Croy may instead be Antoine, the Grand Bastard of 
Burgundy, Philip the Good’s oldest illegitmate son. Anne Hagopian Van Buren, “Dress and Costume,” in Les 
Chroniques de Hainaut ou les Ambitions d'un Prince Bourguignon, eds. Pierre Cockshaw and Christiane Van den 
Bergen-Pantens (Turnhout: Brepols, 2000), 111-117, 112. 
311 Ibid. 
312 Whiteley, “Royal and Ducal Palaces,” 51. 
313 Ibid.  The space for enjoying treasures and manuscripts was expanded in the Louvre, eventually taking up three 
stories of the Tour de la Fauconnerie. 
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entirely private, but open to the most privileged members of the household.  Christine, after 

describing the king’s busy morning and a brief afternoon nap, states, “After his rest period, he 

took time with his most intimate companions dallying in agreeable things, like visiting his joyaux 

or other treasures.”314  In the next section, I argue that the Grandes Heures was designed for use 

within the private space of the duke’s estude, cherished as a treasure, and shared among Jean de 

Berry’s closest associates. 

 

3.5 From Devotional Manuscript to Princely Treasure  

 

As described in the inventory, the Grandes Heures was sumptuously encased in a velvet 

cover featuring two large golden clasps, each ornamented with a ruby, a sapphire, and six large 

pearls.  More gold, a great balas ruby, and further pearls additionally decorated the cover, all of 

which contributed to the staggeringly high value of 4000 livres tournois assessed to the 

manuscript after the duke’s death in 1416.315  The enigmatic nature of the para-heraldic images 

within the work further associates it with the intimate audience of Jean de Berry’s private study, 

and its increased size assured that it was accessible to a group of viewers consisting of his fellow 

princes and his closet advisors, like his physician Simon Aligret, who were recently ennobled 

men of merchant ancestry, and not just the duke himself.  The luxurious and sparkling cover 

would be at home within the duke’s estude, a room that would have been covered in lavish 

textiles.  The sumptuous nature of the manuscript’s casing allowed it to be displayed among his 

objects of joyaux and gold plate, but the impressive value of the manuscript was not only 

attributable to the gilt and bejeweled exterior. The status of the Grandes Heures as royal treasure 

is confirmed through a note added to the fly-leaf that indicates the manuscript traveled into the 

library of the kings of France by recording that the book of hours was subsequently owned by 

Louis XII (1462-1515).316  Earlier evidence that the Grandes Heures was in the royal collection 

also survives in the record of its rebinding under Louis’ predecessor, Charles VIII (1470-

                                                
314 “Après son dormir estoit un espace avec ses plus privez en esbatement de choise agreables, visitant joyaulx ou 
autres richeces.” Pizan, Charles V, vol. 1, 46. 
315 Guifferey, vol. 1, CXLIII; Meiss, 257.  Meiss points out that this is over four times the appraisal of the Belles 
Heures and eight times the figure given to the unfinished Très Riches Heures. 
316 The note states that the Grandes Heures belonged to Louis XII.  Meiss, 266. 
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1498).317  In late medieval France, however, the lavishly bejeweled exterior was not the only 

portion of the manuscript that functioned to promote its status as a signifier of wealth – the 

illuminated miniatures were also viewed as objects of princely treasure. 

 The Grandes Heures inventory states that it originally contained full-page miniatures, 

painted by Jacquemart de Hesdin, an artist whose recognized skill contributed to the value of the 

manuscript’s interior.  Evidence for the function of elaborately painted miniatures as sumptuous 

additions to books is found in the language used to describe them in the ducal inventory.  The 

Grandes Heures is identified as, “a very large and exceedingly beautiful and opulent (riches) 

Hours.”318 The term “riches” both refers to the lavish nature of the manuscript and to the 

material value of the notable large illuminations.  The same word is used in the description of 

Jean de Berry’s most famous manuscript, the Très Riches Heures.  Left incomplete at the deaths 

of the artists, the Limbourg brothers, as well as the patron, the book of hours is named for its 

description in the inventory of the duke’s manuscripts prepared after his death.319  Described as a 

collection of pages within a box or drawer, the account cannot be associated with lavish binding, 

and implies that the “richement” decorated pages, celebrated to this day for their opulent beauty, 

were the source of the manuscript’s value.  Studies of Christine de Pizan as a manuscript 

producer offer further support that elaborate miniatures were associated with sumptuous treasure 

in the first decades of the fifteenth century.320   

Raised in the French royal court of Charles V and active in the princely courts flourishing 

during the rule of his son Charles VI, Christine demonstrated her awareness of the social 

significance of opulent art and the cultural commodity of luxury books as gifts in her writing.321  

She frames her works as treasure worthy for the contemplation and enjoyment of the Valois 

                                                
317 The rebinding may have been the result of Charles VIII’s extensive war efforts in Italy.  The luxurious binding 
produced for Jean de Berry was, perhaps, dismembered to raise military funds. 
318 “unes très grans moult belles et riches Heures, très notablement enluminées et historiées de grans histoires.” 
Guiffier, vol. 1, 253, no. 961. 
319 “Item. En une layette plusiers cayers d’unes très riches Heures, que faisoient Pol et ses frères, très richement 
hisoriez et enluminez.” Ibid., vol. 2, 280, no. 1164. 
320 The fundamental discussion to date of the development of Christine as a book producer is: James C. Laidlaw, 
“Christine de Pizan: A Publisher’s Progress,” Modern Language Review 82/1 (Jan. 1987), 35-75. 
321 For a detailed analysis of Christine’s discussion of luxury objects such as tapestry, manuscripts, and orfèverie, 
see: Jacqueline Cerquiglini-Toulet, “Christine de Pizan et les Arts,” La creation artistique en France autor de 1400: 
actes du colloque interational (2006), 207-218. 
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Princes of the Blood.322  For example, in Le Livre de la Mutacion de Fortune (1403), Christine 

equates knowledge with a vast treasury filled with precious stones worth more than “refined 

gold” or any “valuable ruby”.323  Her description of Fortune’s Castle in Part Two of the same 

work describes a series of figural Arras tapestries, a designation that marked them as the highest 

quality.324  Two early copies of the Mutacion de Fortune were presented as New Year’s gifts to 

Jean de Berry and to Philip the Bold.325  Both royal recipients maintained their own treasuries 

filled with sumptuous and expensive jewels, gold plate, and Arras tapestry.326  Through the 

construction of an allegorical relationship between the knowledge she was presenting in the 

Mutacion de Fortune and the substantial collections maintained by the royal princes, Christine 

established she was offering in her book another jewel to be added to the ducal treasuries.   

Christine’s writings, the “jewels” of her knowledge, were not the only features of her 

manuscripts that associated them with ducal splendor.  The earliest books produced during 

Christine’s remarkable career as a celebrated author were illustrated simply with a limited 

number of pen and ink drawings; however, as part of a strategic plan to market her works and 

herself to the Valois rulers of France, her subsequent books were increasingly lavish in their 

illustration.  The culmination of Christine’s career as a manuscript producer is the Queen’s 

Manuscript (Figure 3.8; c. 1414; London: British Library Harley MS 4431), a collection of many 

Christine’s writings presented to the Queen of France, Isabella of Bavaria, as a New Year’s gift 

in 1414.327  In the presentation scene, Christine kneels before the queen and presents her work as 

a large volume bound in red and decorated with gilt plaques and clasps.  The architectural setting 

                                                
322 I present a full discussion of Christine’s crafting her books as ducal treasure to facilitate her rise in the royal 
courts in a future publication: Jennifer E. Naumann, “Problematizing Patronage: The Book as Gift and the 
Repackaging of Harley MS 4431,” Special Issue of Digital Philology: A Journal of Medieval Cultures, Rethinking 
Late Medieval Patronage Dynamics, ed. Deborah McGrady (2013). 
323 Christine de Pizan, The Selected Writings of Christine de Pizan, trans. By Renate Blumenfeld-Kosinski and 
Kevin Brownlee, ed. Renate Blumenfeld-Kosinski (New York: W.W. Norton and Company, 1997), 88-89. 
324 Cerquiglini-Toulet, 209. 
325 A third manuscript likely was prepared for presentation to Charles VI.  See: Charity Canon Willard, Christine de 
Pizan: Her Life and Works (New York: Persea, 1984), 107. 
326 Jean de Berry’s eagerness to acquire precious stones was universally acknowledged and even ridiculed, while 
Philippe le Hardi commissioned over 100 sets of tapestries in his lifetime.  For more information on Philippe le 
Hardi’s tapestry collection see: Patrick M. de Winter, “The Patronage of Philippe le Hardi, Duke of Burgundy 1364-
1404” (PhD Diss., Institute of Fine Arts, 1976), 135-136. 
327 James C. Laidlaw, “The Date of the Queen’s MS (London, British Library, Harley MS 4431),” Christine de 
Pizan: The Making of the Queen’s Manuscript, accessed 15 February, 2011, 
http://www.pizan.lib.ed.ac.uk/harley4431date.pdf. 
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most likely is the chambre de retrait, a semi-private room in the queen’s apartments.328  

Christine’s presence within the queen’s lavishly decorated personal chambers, hung with 

heraldic tapestries that proclaimed identity through a mixture of the arms of France and Bavaria, 

and surrounded by Isabella of Bavaria’s most intimate companions, reveals the author’s 

knowledge of the opulent nature of the court and her desire to have her manuscript participate in 

the lavish performance of courtly identity as royal treasure. Christine’s increasingly extravagant 

manuscript gifts provide evidence that books were seen as more than repositories of knowledge, 

and that they could function as princely objects.  In particular, illuminated miniatures recreated 

the material splendor of princely life, and add to the sumptuous nature of Valois manuscripts 

such as the Grandes Heures.  

Jacquemart de Hesdin’s full-page illuminations for the Grandes Heures would have 

added to the substantial value and opulent nature of the manuscript.  The nature of the missing 

folios, however, remains a mystery.  Surviving royal documents shed some light on the missing 

full-page miniatures within the elaborate ducal manuscript.329   The documents record that 

Charles VIII (1470-1498) paid to have the Grandes Heures rebound in 1488, and include a 

reference to the manuscript containing forty-five large illuminated pages.330  Based upon an 

examination of the existing manuscript, which contains twenty-eight primary miniatures, each 

the width of a column of text, Delisle concluded that seventeen miniatures had been lost.331  He 

speculated that additional, even larger, full-page miniatures without text had been excised from 

the manuscript.332  Delisle determined that the missing folios would have been located at the 

beginning of each office in the Hours of the Virgin and the Hours of the Passion, and before 

                                                
328 Brigitte Buettner identifies this location as the chambre de retrait in: Buettner, “Past Presents: New Year’s Gifts 
at the Valois Courts, ca.  1400,” Art Bulletin 83/4 (Dec. 2001), 598-625.  The queen’s apartments did not include an 
I, as found in the king’s private space, for more on this see: Whiteley, “Royal and Ducal Palaces;” and “Le Louvre 
de Charles V.” 
329 Meiss, 266. 
330 “A lui (messier Robert Moreau, chappelain ordinaire du roy), le somme de soixante s. t., pour avoir, ledit jour (7 
juillet 1488), couvert en aiz de bois et relyé unes Grans Heures en parchemin , en volume de deux fueilletz la peau, 
hisotriees d’environ quarante cinq grans histoires, appellées les HEURES DU FEU DUC JEHAN DE BERRY, et 
d’icelles Heures avoir timpané toutes les histoires, grandes et petites, et avoir fair environ IIIIXX couleures sur le 
fons d’iclles, et pour papier de Lombardie lyses qu’il a fourny et livré pour servir à mectre sur lesdites histoires, que 
aussi pour avoir couvert leasdites Heures d’une aulne de veloux cramoisy, cy devant compete le IIIe jour dudit mois, 
sur Jeahan Estienne, our ce lad. Somme de LX s.Tt.” Meiss, 266.  See Delisle, 285.  For the original document, see: 
Archives nationales KK70, fl. 288v. 
331 Delisle, 285. 
332 Ibid. 
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Matins in the Hours of the Holy Spirit.333  Meiss confirmed Delisle’s assumptions in his 

investigation of the Grandes Heures in its unbound state.  He observed vertical cuts on the inside 

edge of folios that would have faced the missing miniatures.334  

Only one of the full-page illustrations from the Grandes Heures remains, the Way to 

Calvary, now conserved at the Louvre.  Painted on parchment and subsequently mounted on 

canvas, the large folio measures 38 x 28 centimeters.  The extraordinary size of the miniature is 

consistent with having been trimmed down from the Grandes Heures, the folios of which 

measure approximately 40 x 30 centimeters.  It is unlikely that the page contained the rich, para-

heraldic borders that identified the manuscript’s original owner as Jean de Berry.335  There are no 

emblematic references to the duke’s ownership – an issue that has been problematic in the secure 

association of the page with the Grandes Heures.336  One of the primary questions about the page 

is the identity of the two young women present at the bottom left of the folio.  Pächt suggested 

the girls were Bonne and Marie de Berry, daughters of the duke.337  Meiss countered his 

arguments by pointing out that the women would have been in their 30s and 40s at the time of 

the manuscripts production, and would not have been represented as young women.338  Rather 

than looking at the girls as portraits, Thomas focused on their clothing, reminiscent of late 

medieval representations of Hebrew textiles, as the key to uncovering their significance.339  He 

pointed to an event in the Gospel of Luke that occurred while Christ was carrying the cross: 

“And there followed him a great magnitude of people, and of women, who bewailed and 

lamented him.  But Jesus, turning to them, said: Daughters of Jerusalem, weep not over me; but 
                                                
333 Delisle noted gaps in the sequence of small, numerical signatures present at the bottom of the folios from the 
Hours of the Passion at the beginning of the offices from Lauds through Compline, and before Matins from the 
Hours of the Holy Spirit.  From this evidence he concluded that full-page miniatures were originally present at the 
beginning of the other offices indicated.  Ibid., 285. 
334 The manuscript was unbound in 1964.  Meiss noted that in all but one instance, the cuts were made from the recto 
to the verso, and concluded that the missing miniatures were painted on the recto side of the folios.  He also states 
that “the thief, moreover, may have been left-handed,” but provides no more explanation for this hypothesis.  Meiss, 
267.   
335 The measurements of the two columns of text on the pages containing heraldic borders are 258 x 189 mm, 
leaving approximately 51-64 mm for marginal illustration. 
336 Meiss noted that small white dogs, present at the bottom of the folio, resemble the white dog present in the 
Vatican Bible, but stressed that the breed of dog was not unique to Jean de Berry, citing their presence in the 
manuscript prepared for Isabeau of Baviaria by Christine de Pizan, Harley 4431.  Ibid., 269. 
337 Otto Pächt, “Un Tableau de Jacquemart de Hesdin?,” Revue des Arts 6 (1956), 149-160, 158.   
338 Meiss, 269. 
339 Thomas, facing text for plate 110. 
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weep for yourselves, and for your children,” (Luke 23: 27-28).340  The Way to Calvary folio 

recreates the “great multitude of people” following Christ on his last journey, and Thomas 

suggested the two young Jewish women, whom he characterized as virgins, were representations 

of the children who, unlike their mothers, may reach salvation through Christ’s sacrifice.341  

Thomas’ textual based supposition for the girls’ appearance is a more plausible explanation, 

particularly in this image that includes the Suicide of Judas, another scene from Christ’s 

Passion.342  The identification of the artist as Jacquemart de Hesdin by Meiss and others 

associates the image with the original inventory description of the sumptuous manuscript.343  As 

the single surviving example of the missing seventeen opulently illuminated folios within the 

manuscript, the Way to Calvary suggests the visual splendor of the interior of the Grandes 

Heures in its original form and the material value of the images was increased by their 

production by the hand of the Jacquemart de Hesdin. 

Evidence that miniatures produced by Jacquemart possessed monetary value is found in 

the circumstances surrounding their record in the ducal inventory.  Robinet d’Estampes served as 

Jean de Berry’s garde de joyaux from 23 February 1304 until the duke’s death in 1416.344  As 

garde de joyaux, Robinet was responsible maintaining and recording the duke’s collection of 

gold and silver plate, jewels, liturgical objects, and private savings – his personal treasure. 345  He 

additionally prepared the duke’s numerous inventories and significantly recorded in the 

inventory that the “grans histoires” in the Grandes Heures were by the hand of Jacquemart de 

Hesdin.  Robinet’s professional interests required him to focus on the material value of the 

objects he conserved and catalogued, and by naming Jacquemart in the inventory description, the 

garde de joyaux indicated that works by the artist were considered princely treasures.  

                                                
340 “Gospel According to Saint Luke, Chapter 23,” Douay-Rheims Bible, accessed 6 January 2011, 
http://www.drbo.org/chapter/49023.htm. 
341 Thomas, facing text for plate 110. 
342 Matthew 27:5. 
343 Meiss has argued that the Louvre Road to Calvary is by Jacquemart de Hesdin, and his identification was most 
recently affirmed by Villela-Petit in the catalogue accompanying the Paris 1400 exhibition.  Meiss, 278, Villela-
Petit, “Grandes Heures,” 104. 
344 Millard Meiss and Sharon Off, “The Bookkeeping of Robinet d’Estampes and the Chronology of Jean de Berry’s 
Manuscripts,” Art Bulletin 53/2 (June 1971), 225-235. 
345 The definition of garde de joyaux is from: Otto Cartelleri and Malcolm Henry Ikin Letts, The Court of Burgundy: 
Studies in the History of Civilization (New York: Trubner, 1929), 66. 
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In the previous chapter, Jacquemart de Hesdin was discussed as an example of an artist 

working for the duke who both “quoted” motifs from previous works and produced more 

mimetic portraits in order to gain favor from the duke.  The specific reference to Jacquemart in 

the inventory provides evidence that he was successful in his attempts to secure the attention of 

Jean de Berry and establish himself as an artist of note.  Like Christine de Pizan, who offered her 

manuscripts as jewels to be added to the personal princely treasuries, Jacquemart, by recreating 

objects and individuals in his manuscript miniatures, created a market for his manuscript 

illuminations and allowed them to participate in the rarified world of princely collecting.  The 

ultimate accomplishment of this goal is realized in his inclusion in the inventory account – 

Jacquemart’s painted folios were considered significant enough to have been included in the 

description along with discussion of the extravagant gold and jewels of its cover.  The 

miniatures, by the hand of this artist, were considered luxury items and added to the overall 

staggering value of the Grandes Heures.  Although they did not include any direct visual 

reference to the duke’s ownership, they are examples of Jean’s interest in the sumptuous arts and 

represent his desire to promote himself through visual displays of princely magnificence. 

 

3.6 Conclusion 

 

The Grandes Heures, although conforming to the form of a traditional book of hours, was 

shaped in a number of ways that allowed it to function both politically and for personal devotion.  

The lavish manuscript built upon modifications enacted in the Petites Heures, but made a 

number of significant changes that transformed it into a political object within the highly charged 

environment of the most intimate spaces of royal life.  The Grandes Heures’ sumptuous binding, 

and the inclusion of full-page illuminations executed by the celebrated court artist Jacquemart de 

Hesdin contributed to the manuscript’s position as the most expensive of Jean de Berry’s 

devotional books.  Drawing upon the public nature of distinctly royal texts intended for an 

audience, such as Bibles Moralisées and the Grandes Chroniques, the Grandes Heures was an 

exceptionally large manuscript.  Dwarfing the earlier Petites Heures, the later manuscript made it 

easy to present Jean’s politically charged message to an extended audience drawn from his 

fellow princes and the new nobility that served as his closest advisors.  Evidence that the 

Grandes Heures was not only intended to supplement the message presented in the Petites 
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Heures, but to replace the earlier manuscript is found in an examination of the purposeful 

copying of its calendar cycle.  Just as John Lowden has demonstrated with his close study of the 

multiple copies of royal French Bibles Moralisées, the repetition of the calendar cycle in the 

Grandes Heures indicates the new manuscript was intended to surpass the Petites Heures.  Jean 

de Berry’s commission of the Grandes Heures adopted methods for princely promotion present 

in other types of books and adapted them to the form of a devotional manuscript; however the 

large book of hours reveals not only a change in how the book was intended to function, but also 

mirrors the changing political environment in France.  

The Petites Heures drew heavily on the royal model of Capetian king Saint Louis to 

demonstrate both the legitimacy of the nascent Valois dynasty and the fitness of Jean de Berry as 

regent, particularly in the inclusion of multiple images of royal prayer and mirrors for princes, 

L’Estimeur du Monde and the Enseignements of Saint Louis.  The Grandes Heures excludes the 

mirrors for princes as well as the repetition of images of royal devotion that had been so 

significant in earlier royal books of hours for demonstrating the princely owners were following 

the model of Saint Louis.  References to the Capetian past were replaced in the Grandes Heures 

by the arms, emblems and mottos of Jean de Berry.  Late in his life and his political career, Jean 

no longer aspired for a greater share in governing the nation, but became a well-established 

mediator and role model for the younger generation.  The Grandes Heures was established as a 

sumptuous object used not by the duke alone, but for presentation as royal treasure among Jean’s 

fellow princes and their advisors.  In the next section of this dissertation, I will turn away from 

the commissioning habits of the ruling princes, and look to visual interests of a recently ennobled 

family, the Jouvenel des Ursins .  The newly minted nobility were members of the intimate 

circles of princes, and served as witnesses to Valois visual promotion.  The Jouvenel des Ursins 

embraced such strategies for legitimization, and in the next chapter I will investigate their role as 

new patrons of sumptuous objects, focusing on how the practice of staging legitimacy was 

adopted and adapted by the newly titled family.  
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PART TWO:  

ART, LEGITIMACY, AND THE JOUVENEL DES URSINS FAMILY 

 

CHAPTER 4:  

ART AND PROMOTION:  THE APPROPRIATION OF  

ARISTOCRATIC REPRESENTATION BY THE JOUVENEL DES URSINS FAMILY 

 

The kingdom of France experienced a dynamic shift in political organization during the 

first century of Valois rule.  Charles V instituted a new organization of royal advisors later 

known as the Marmousets.346  Drawn from around the kingdom, the Marmousets, including 

Bureau de la Rivière, Jean le Mercier, Enguerrand de Coucy, Jean de la Grange, Arnaud de 

Corbie, Pierre de Chevreuse, and Nicholas du Bosc, were comprised of men who had served the 

royal household for years, but were promoted to highly visible positions between 1374-75.347  As 

the Valois princes fought England, Navarre, and each other for political power, the governing of 

the young nation increasingly fell to the new royal advisors drawn from various backgrounds 

including the military, the traditional nobility, and the university educated lawyers and clerics.  

The Marmousets advanced men from around the kingdom in an effort to reform the royal regime, 

particularly supporting a new group of university-educated administrators of merchant class 

background who acquired titles of nobility as the result of their prestigious appointments. Jean 

Jouvenel, the son of a Troyes cloth dealer, is representative of these upwardly mobile men.349   

Jean Jouvenel des Ursins was educated first in his native city of Troyes, and studied civil 

law at Orlèans, and finally canon law at the University of Paris.350  Beginning his career in the 

parlement of his native city, Jean quickly ascended the social ladder of the late medieval courts.  

                                                
346 For a full discussion of the role of the Marmousets in the governments of Charles V and Charles VI, see: 
Françoise Autrand, Naissance d’un Grand Corps de l’État: Les Gends du Parlement de Paris, 1345-1454 (Paris: 
Unviersity of Paris, 1981); Raymond Cazelles, Société Politique, Noblesse et Couronne sous Jean le Bon et Charles 
V (Geneva: Droz, 1982); and John Bell Henneman, Oliver de Clisson and Political Society in France Under Charles 
V and Charles VI (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1996). 
347 Henneman, 77-78. 
349 For the most in depth discussion of Jean Jouvenel, see Louis Battifol’s doctoral thesis: Battifol, “Jean Jouvenel: 
Prévôt des Marchands de la Ville de Paris (1360-1431)” (PhD Diss., University of Paris, 1894).  
350 Ibid., 36, 56-59. 
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Jean was linked politically to Bureau de la Rivière,351 and in 1386 married Michelle de Vitry, the 

niece of Jean le Mercier.  While in Paris, his close connections to the Marmousets assisted him in 

being named a conseiller au Châtelet in 1381, and in 1389 he was appointed the prévôt des 

marchands of the French capital by the royal advisors.352  Jean was next appointed avocat 

général for the king in the royal parlement in 1400, and played a significant role in mediating the 

Cabochien Revolt in 1413.353  Later that year, he was named the chancellor to the dauphin, Louis 

de Guyenne.354  His service to the crown continued after the death of the dauphin, as evidenced 

by Jean’s relocation to Poitiers with the royal parlement in 1418 after their retreat from Paris 

during the English occupation.  In 1420, Jean was named president of the exiled parlement, a 

title he retained until his death in 1431.355  Jean’s high-profile positions within the government 

resulted in his ennoblement on 22 August 1407, when he was invested as the Baron of Trainel 

and pleged homage to Charles V.356  Jean’s impact on the political fabric of late medieval France 

was not limited to his lifetime: two of his sons, Jean II and Jacques, each became Archbishop of 

Reims; his daughter Marie became the prioress of the royal abbey of Poissy; and his son 

Guillaume inherited the title of Baron of Trainel and became the chancellor of France under 

Charles VII and Louis XI.  

The members of the Jouvenel des Ursins family became new players in the competition 

for public position through their patronage of luxury objects such as deluxe illuminated 

manuscripts and tapestries.  The addition of new participants in the competition for personal 

promotion challenges traditional ideas about the end of the medieval world and the beginning of 

the Renaissance.  The culture of the early Valois did not collapse with the influx of recently 

ennobled families in the late fourteenth and fifteenth centuries; rather, with rise of families like 

the Jouvenel des Ursins, late medieval methods of promoting legitimacy expanded.  In this 

chapter, I focus on the patronage of the recently ennobled Jouvenel des Ursins family, in 

                                                
351 Jean Jouvenel was a client to Bureau de la Rivière.  Clientage can be described as an alternative to feudalism that 
develops in the later Middle Ages in France where political alliances were not based on traditional landed nobility, 
but instead extended to gain political, financial, and military support from various upwardly mobile men of humble 
origin. 
352  Ibid., 60, 92. 
353 Ibid., 132,  
354 Ibid., 213. 
355 Ibid., 245. 
356 Ibid., 171-172. 
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particular the luxury objects associated with the French chancellor, Guillaume.  The chancellor 

and his family successfully joined the competition by adopting the strategies for self-promotion 

using sumptuous art developed by the ruling Valois, thereby legitimizing their identity as 

members of the ancient nobility rather than the new nobility, to their peers through the active 

cultivation of the established conventions for representing political identity.  As evidence for this 

continuity of culture, I examine surviving Jouvenel des Ursins commissions, such as richly 

illustrated manuscripts and lavish tapestries, which reinforce the family’s claim to legitimate 

noble status. 

 

4.1  Fact or Fiction: The History of the Jouvenel des Ursins Family 

 

The authenticity of the Jouvenel des Ursins family’s claim to ancient nobility, the “des 

Ursins” portion of the name, has not only undergone much scrutiny in historical scholarship, but 

also by their peers in the fifteenth century.357  Jean II Jouvenel des Ursins, a royal advisor, 

historian, and future archbishop of Reims, sought to validate the title in his biography of the late 

Charles VI in 1430.358  Vernacular royal biographies written by noblemen began in France with 

Jean de Joinville’s Vie de Saint Louis (1309), and the trend for French lives of kings that 

continued throughout the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries.359  Set against the background of the 

Hundred Years’ War, vernacular king’s lives provided a means for political commentary shaped 

by the author’s own experience and circumstances.360  Jean II took advantage of the medium of 

royal biography to insert a history of the Jouvenel des Ursins into the life of Charles VI by 

including his father, Jean Jouvenel, as the choice to take over as the prévôt des marchands, or 

                                                
357 For a complete discussion of the issues regarding the Jouvenel des Ursins nobility see: Louis Battifol, “Le nom 
de la famille Juvénal des Ursins,” Biblothèque de l’École des Chartes  50/1 (1889), 537-558; Battifol, “L’origine 
italienne des Juvenel des Ursins,” Biblothèque de l’École des Chartes 54/1 (1893), 693-717; Ch. Hirschauer and A. 
de Boüard, “Les Jouvenel des ursins et les Orsini,” Mélanges de l’école française de Rome 32/1 (1912), 49-67; P.S. 
Lewis, “La Noblesse des Jouvenel des Ursins,” in L’Etat et les aristocraties: France, Angleterre, Ecosse, XIIe-XVIIe 
siécle, actes dela table ronde, ed. Philippe Contamine (Paris: Presses de l’École Normale Supérieure, 1989), 79-101. 
358 Jean II Jouvenel des Ursins, Histoire de Charles VI. Roy de France, et des choses mémorable advanues durant 
quarante-deux année de son regne depuis 1380 jusque en 1422, ed. Denys Godefoy (Paris, l’Imprimerie royale, 
1653).   
359 Delogu, 4. 
360 Ibid., 13. 
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mayor, of Paris in 1388. 361  He vaguely describes the predecessors of the family as originating 

from the Orsini family – Ursins in French – from Naples and Rome, and who migrated to France 

with Neapolin des Ursins – a bishop of Metz.362  Jean II identifies his grandfather as Pierre 

Juvenal des Ursins, a descendant of the immigrant Orsini and a key figure in resisting the 

English along with the Bishop of Troyes at the Battle of Poitiers in 1365.363  Subsequently, Jean 

records Pierre as dying on Crusade while fighting the Saracens.364  Jean II’s illustrious history of 

his family is dazzling in its grandeur – the Jouvenel des Ursins descend from ancient Roman 

nobility and served as heroic warriors for both the kingdom of France and glory of God.  The 

fantastic tale, however, is not based in any legitimate historical record.  There is no evidence of a 

bishop of Metz named Neapolin des Ursins, nor is there any proof of the heroic activities of 

Pierre Jouvenel des Ursins at Poitiers or elsewhere. 

Jean II further describes the connections of his family to the Orsini of Rome later in the 

royal biography.  He records the pageantry surrounding the entry of the Emperor Sigismund into 

Paris on May 1, 1415, and particularly notes that he was accompanied by the grand comte of 

Hungary, Berthold des Ursins.365 While the king and his fellow princes entertained the Emperor, 

                                                
361 The full text of Jean II’s first description of his family’s origin is as follows: “Et furent aucuns chargés de 
trouver une personne qui fust propre et habille à ce, et que celuy qu’ils auroient advisé, ils le rapportassent au 
conseil.  Lesquels enquirent en parlement, chastelet, et autres lieux.  Et entre les autres, ils rapporterent au roy et au 
consiel, que en parlement y a avoit un advocat, bon clerc et noble homme, nommé maistre Jean Juvenal des Ursins, 
et qu’il leur sembloit qui’il seroit très-propre.  En ce conseil plusiers y avoit, et mesmement des nobles de 
Bourgongne, qui lui appartenoient, qui pleinement dirent qu’ils respondoient pour luy, qu’il gouverneroit bein 
l’office de la garde de la prevosté des marchands.  Et estoient ses predecesseurs extaits des Ursins de devers 
Naples, et de Rome du mont Jourdain, et furent amenés en France par un leur oncle, nommé messier Neapolin des 
Ursins, evesque des Mets.  Et fut son pere, Pierre Juvenal des Ursins, bien vaillant homme d’arms, et l’un des 
principaux qui resista aux Anglois avec l’evesque de Troyes, qui estoit de ceux de Poictiers, et le comte de 
Vaudemont.  Et quand les guerres furent faillies en France, s’en alla avec autres sur les Sarrasins, et là mourut, 
auquel Dieu fasse pardon.”  Jouvenel, Histoire de Charles VI, 364-365. 
362 Ibid., 365. 
363 Ibid. 
364 Ibid. 
365 Jean II’s description of the festivities surrounding Berthold des Ursins in Paris is as follows: “Le premier jour de 
mars, l’empereur d’Allemagne vint entre á Paris.  Et furent dau dvant de luy le duc de Berry,prelates, nobles, et 
ceux de la ville en grand nobre.  Et vint descendre au Palais où le roy estoit, lequel vint au devand de luy jesques au 
haut des degrees du beau roy Philippes.  Et là s’entraceollerent, et firent grande chere l’un á autre.  Il avoit en sa 
compagnée un prince qu’on appelloit le grand comte de Hongrie, le comte Bertold des Ursins, un bien sage et 
prudent seigneur, et autres princes et barons.  Et sembloit qu’il avoit grand desir de trouver accord ou expedient 
entre les roys de France et d’Angleterre.  Il fut grandement et honorablement recu, et souvent festoyé par le roy, et 
les seigneurs: et ses gens encores plus souvent.  Et mesmement ledit Jean Juvenal des Ursins seigneur de Traignel, 
festoya ledit grand comte de Hongrie, le comte Bertold, et tous les autres, excepté l’empereur.  Et fit venir les dames 
et damoisselles, des menestriers, jeux, farses, chantres, et autres esbatemens: et combine qu’il eust accoustumé de 
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Jean II records that it was the baron of Trainel, Jean I Jouvenel des Ursins, who held a 

sumptuous banquet for Berthold complete with women, music, games, and various other types of 

amusements.366  Jean I’s involvement, according to his son’s explanation, was a result of the 

family connection between the Hungarian duke and the French baron.  Once again, it is 

important to be aware of the source of the documentation of the lavish feast Jean I staged for 

Berthold des Ursins.  Constructing textual documentation of the Jouvenel des Ursins’ claim to 

descent from the Roman Orsini was a satellite goal for Jean II in his biography of Charles VI.  

Significantly, the author was aware of the importance of heraldry in signifying the legitimate 

identity of the Jouvenel des Ursins.  This is evident in Jean II’s statement that his father held the 

extravagant banquet in the name of the Hungarian duke not only because of their common name, 

but also because of their identical heraldic arms. 367   

Jean II’s description of the lavish banquet thrown by his father served the additional 

function of documenting Jean I’s recognition of the importance of enacting the noble mode of 

life – vivre noblement.368  To live nobly involved a number of factors including demonstrating 

familial ancestral blood ties with noble families, military service, and the general participation in 

a noble style of life.369  Particularly, to maintain nobilitas, individuals had to participate in 

regular activities and spectacles – they were required to be active in the pursuit of constructing 

courtly identities.370  The requisite performances included events designed to construct and 

maintain honor outside the field of battle, such as tournaments and hunts, as well as functions 

designed to demonstrate an individual’s largesse.  Hosting banquets, such as Jean I did for 
                                                                                                                                                       
festoyer tous estraners, toutesfrois specialment il les voulut grandement festoyer, en faveur dudit comte Bertold des 
Ursins, pource qu’ils estoient d’un nom, et armes.  Et du festoyement et reception furent bien contens le roy, 
l’empereur et les seigneurs.”  Ibid, 530. 
366 Ibid. 
367 Ibid.  Batiffol, in discussion of the validity of Jean II’s account, points out that Jean I is never documented as 
using the “des Ursins” title and that the arms of the Germanic Ursins family are different than that of the French 
family.  Battifol, “Jean Jouvenel,” 231. 
368 For more on the concept of “Living Nobly” in the fifteenth century, see: Jean C. Wilson, Painting in Bruges at 
the Close of the Middle Ages: Studies in Society and Visual Culture (University Park, PA: Pennsylvania State 
University Press, 1998); and Wim De Clerq, Jan Dumolyn, and Jelle Haemers, “’Vivre Noblement’: Material 
Culture and Elite Identity in Late Medieval Flanders,” Journal of Interdisciplinary History 38/1 (Summer 2007), 1-
31. 
369 Wilson, 25. 
370 The issue of noble sociability, the public performance and perception of noblesse, is disucussed in Marie-Thérese 
Caron, Noblesse et Pouvoir en France XIIIe-XVIe siècle (Paris: Armand Colin, 1994); and Gareth Prosser, “Later 
Medieval French Noblesse,” in France in the Later Middle Ages 1200-1500, ed. David Potter (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 2002), 182-209. 
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Berthold des Ursins, provided the opportunity for members of the nobility to demonstrate their 

generosity as well as to display their material wealth in the form of sumptuous and luxurious 

objects in the home.371 

Jean II expanded on his family history by including a more detailed account of his 

grandfather’s life and featuring an extensive discussion of his father’s achievements in the essay 

he dedicated to his brother Guillaume upon his appointment to chancellor, the Traité du 

Chancelier (1445).372  Jean II develops the biography of his grandfather, Pierre, through the 

addition of a description of the time spent in Naples between his service in the Hundred Years’ 

War and his death at the hand of the Saracens.373  Reportedly, during his four years in Naples, 

Pierre fought for Joan I, Queen of Naples (1328-1382), and worked to recover the lands that had 

belonged to his grandfather “Juvenal des Urssins [sic].”374  In addition, he brought back to 

France “letters and titles,” that he had received while in Naples.  This fabrication of historical 

evidence of the Jouvenel des Ursins’ connection to an Italian heritage was designed to legitimize 

the family’s claim to ancient nobility.375  Jean II’s description of the older textual documents 

attesting to Jouvenel des Ursins esteemed ancestry set the stage for a vidimus, a copy of a 

document that includes testimony to its authenticity, that materialized in the same year. 

The vidimus, dated 31 August 1445 and authenticated by the pontifical chancellery in 

1447, filled in important holes in the French history of the Jouvenel des Ursins family.376  The 

document states that Napolio de Ursinis became the bishop of Metz in 1335.  The bishop’s 

brother, Juvénal (Giovenale), had two children, a daughter who married the count of Blammont 

                                                
371 Wilson expands on this idea in her discussion of Vivre Noblement in Late Medieval Bruges.  Wilson, 28. 
372 Jean Jouvenel des Ursins, Traité du Chancelier, in Écrits Politiques de jean Juvénal des Ursins, ed. P.S. Lewis 
(Paris: C. Klincksieck, 1978), 477. 
373 Jean II’s discussion of his grandfather in the Traité du Chancelier is as follows: “Son pere, Pierre Juvenal des 
Urssins, le laissa josne estudiant a Orleans, et s’en ala, aprez que les guerres furent falliez, a Naples vers la royne 
de Naples, pour savoir se il pourroit recouvrer des terres de Juvenal des Urssins, son ayeul, et en porta les lettres et 
tiltres qu’il avoit deça; et ou pais avoit guerre, et y fut quatre ans ou service de ladicte dame en armes, et depuis y 
eut accords, et fut en ung voyage dessus les Sarrasins et la morut.” Ibid. 
374 Batiffol suggests that the name Juvenal was the French version of the Italian Giovenale.  Louis Batiffol, 
“L’origine italienne des Juvenel des Ursins,” 696. 
375 Falsifying genealogy is not unknown in fifteenth-century northern Europe.  Jean C. Wilson relates Guyont 
Duchamp’s visual falsification of lineage.  Duchamp, châtelain d’Argilly from 1437, claimed nobility and supported 
this by his assertion that multiple generations of his family had faithfully lived nobly serving the dukes of Burgundy.  
His verbal claim was supported by a series of ancestral portraits that were later proved to be fakes.  Wilson, 48. 
376 The vidimus is discussed in detail by Batiffol in “L’Origine Italienne des Juvenel des Ursins” and in “Le nom de 
la famille Juvénal des Ursins,” as well as in Hirschauer and De Boüard. 
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and a son, Mathieu (Matteo), who traveled with his uncle to France.  Mathieu married a member 

of the Blammont family, and his son is recorded as Pierre, the purported noble warrior and 

grandfather of Jean II.  The document is signed by Latino degli Orsini, the archbishop of Trani in 

southern Italy, who claimed to have copied the information contained in the vidimus from the 

archives of the Orsini family in Rome.377 

Although the vidimus and Jean II’s accounts present the family as established members of 

the nobility, archival evidence suggests they were in fact descended from a merchant class 

family living in Troyes in the fourteenth century.  Pierre Jouvenel was a cloth merchant, a fact 

established by municipal documents that record his participation in collecting money for the 

ransom of the king, Jean le Bon, in 1360.378  Pierre’s son, Jean, appears to have only gone by the 

name Jouvenel – the “des Ursins” is only added in posthumous documents.  By their adoption of 

the Ursins name from the ancient Orsini of Rome, the family attempted to mask its mercantile 

background in promotion of social and political ambitions.  Although not officially taking the 

title, Guillaume’s father first incorporated the Orsini arms into his seal before the end of the 

fourteenth century.379  The first reference to the Jouvenel des Ursins name occurs in a papal 

document dated 25 May 1410 that lists “Johann Juvenalis de Ursinis,” most likely the royal 

biographer and future archbishop Jean II, as a secretary to Antipope John XXIII (1370-1419).380   

Documentary records also preserve the subsequent disputation of the title in 1456-57.381 

Guillaume’s name is recorded as “Guillaume Jouvenel dit des Ursins” during this time.  The 

suspicion regarding the validity of the des Ursins title may have been the result of tougher 

political scrutiny after his appointment as Chancellor of France in 1445.  Additionally, this was a 

                                                
377 Hirschauer and De Boüard, 53. Batiffol gives the name as “Latinus.” Batiffol, “Le nom Jouvenel,” 543.  Latino 
degli Orsini was named the archbishop of Trani on 8 June 1438. Johann Peter Kirsch, "Orsini." The Catholic 
Encyclopedia, accessed 7 Jan. 2011, <http://www.newadvent.org/cathen/11325b.htm>. 
378 “Sachent tuit que je, Pierre Jouvenel, drappier de Troyes, cognois avoir eu et receu de Nicolas de Fontenay, 
fermier de l’imposieion de un denier pour livre sur les grains et vins vendus en la dite ville de Troyes, la somme de 
quarante eseuz dor que je avoie prestez à la dite ville pour la rançon dou roy nostre sire, lesquelx m’estoient 
assignez par monseigneur le capitaine et le consoil de la dite ville sur ce que le dit Nicolas povoit devoir en la fin 
don mois d’aoust à cause des dites fermes; desquelx eseuz dessus diz, je me tien pour content et bien paiez dou dit 
Nicolas, et l’en elame quitte, la ville et touz autres à qui il puest appartenir. Donné sous mon seel, le IIe jour de 
septembre, l’an mil CCC et soixante.”  BnF Clairambault tit. Scellés, vol. 61, p. 473`, pièce 1, transcribed by Louis 
Batiffol, “Jean Jouvenel,” 273.   
379 P.S. Lewis, “La noblesse des Jouvenel des Ursins,” 82-83. 
380 Ibid., 81. 
381 Ibid., 82. 
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difficult period for the king of France, Charles VII.  Hostilities between the king and his son, the 

future Louis XI, were exacerbated, and Jouvenel des Ursins’ long-established allegiance to the 

crown would have made Guillaume a reasonable target for Charles VII’s enemies.  Jean II’s 

claims are unsubstantiated through surviving textual evidence, but regardless of the legitimacy of 

the family’s claim to noble heritage, they certainly presented themselves as rightful members of 

courtly society.382  In much the same way that Jean II textually wrote his family’s status into the 

history of France in his Life of Charles VI, the art commissioned by the Jouvenel des Ursins 

family visually identifies them as members of the French nobility.  The family, and particularly 

the chancellor, Guillaume, participated in the lavish display of wealth, taste, and excess that 

created legitimate political personae.  The recently ennobled family imitated the model of the 

ruling Valois family, particularly Jean de Berry, by commissioning sumptuous manuscripts and 

luxury textiles. 

 

4.2  Manuscripts as Markers of Status: Books of Hours 

 

 Portions of three surviving books of hours associated with Jouvenel des Ursins’ 

patronage in the fifteenth century attest to the family’s participation in the previously royal game 

of personal promotion through the adoption of para-heraldic symbols that proclaimed their 

ownership and legitimate claim to nobility.  The first, dating from 1440-1450, survives in nine 

single leaves scattered among museums and private institutions around the world.383  Two are 

housed in London at the Victoria and Albert Museum (E. 4580-1910, 4581-1910, Figures 4.1 and 

4.2).  The miniatures are attributed to the Dunois Master, named for the book of hours he 

illustrated for Jean d’Orléans, count of Dunois (1402-1468).384  The London folios depict 

multiple scenes from the lives of Saint Julien (E. 4582-1910) and Saint Gilles (E. 4583-1910), 

but contain no heraldry or emblems that associate them with the Jouvenel des Ursins family.  

                                                
382 In this dissertation, I am more concerned with projected appearances than empirical realities.  I will expand upon 
the discussion of the family’s heritage, but it does not change my argument that they cultivated the image of 
legitimate nobility. 
383 London: Victoria and Albert Museum E4582-1910 and E4583-1910; Paris: Musée Marmottan Wildenstein 149; 
one in a private collection in the United State and one in a private collection in Japan.  The location of the additional 
pages is unknown.  The collection in London contains two additional folios attributed to the Dunois Master that may 
belong with this manuscript, E4580-1910 and E4581-1910. 
384 Hours of Jean Dunois, British Library, Yates Thompson 3. 
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Attribution of ownership of the dismembered manuscript to the family results from a published 

folio that survives in a private collection in the United States (Figure 4.3).  This single page, 

representing scenes from the life of Saint Germain (c. 380-448), Bishop of Auxerre, includes a 

large clump of Acanthus mollis that Nicole Reynaud used to associate the original book of hours 

with a member of the Jouvenel des Ursins family. 385 The medieval Latin name for the blooming 

plant is branca ursina, or bear’s claw.386  The title refers to its distinctive jagged leaves, and the 

plant presents a pun on the Ursins family name, therefore visually linking the owner with the 

Orsini family. 387  In addition to the self-referential plant-life, the folio contains two unusual 

scenes taken from the Life of Saint Germain, a early Christian archbishop of Reims and 

diplomat, as recorded in the Legenda Aurea of Jacobus de Voragine.   

The framed, primary miniature provides evidence that the original owner of this 

manuscript was Jean Jouvenel’s eldest son Jean II through visual and textual references between 

that indicate Saint Germain was a behavior model for the fifteenth century archbishop.  Similar 

to the mitered Jean II, Saint Germain (c.380-448) was born to a noble Roman family living in 

Gallo-Roman France.388  Germain traveled to Rome to study law, and later served the Empire as 

a governor of the city of Auxerre.  The hagiographical record parallels the life of Jean II, who 

became an attorney for the French royal government in his early career.389  Later, Saint Germain 

was coerced into becoming a bishop and became a model religious statesman.  Jean II, like Saint 

Germain before him, became a bishop, first at Beauvais in 1432, then Laon in 1449, and finally 

the archbishop of Reims in 1449, and additionally excelled as an ecclesiastical diplomat.  

 The inclusion of a prominent patch of Acanthus mollis on the page beginning a prayer to 

Saint Germain in the litany announces visually the connection between Jean II and the early 

Christian saint.  The scene selected for representation in the primary miniature is unusual and 

                                                
385 One image from this manuscript is reproduced in Reynaud, “Heures,” 27.  Further information is available in: 
Sandra Hindman, Enluminures, vélins, dessins du XIIe au XIXe siécle (Paris: Les Enluminures, 1994), 58-59.   
386 For the etymological history of common names for Acanthus mollis, see: William T. Stearn, “The Tortuous Tale 
of ‘Bear’s Breech,’ the Puzzling Bookname for ‘Acanthus mollis,’” Garden History Society 24/1 (Summer 1996), 
122-25. 
387 Nicole Reynaud, “Les Heures du chancelier Guillaume Jouvenel des Ursins et la Peinture Parisienne Autour de 
1440,” Revue de l’art 126 (1999), 23-35, 27. 
388 Andrew MacErlean, "St. Germain," The Catholic Encyclopedia, accessed 6 July 2009, 
http://www.newadvent.org/cathen/06472b.htm. 
389 Jean II was appointed avocat du roi in 1429. 
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depicts an event from late in the holy bishop’s life as described in the Legenda Aurea.390  

Germain journeys on a diplomatic mission to Ravenna, then capital of the western Empire, and is 

hosted by the Empress Galla Placidia.   The legend records a miracle that occurred when Saint 

Germain travels by a donkey to attend a meal at the palace.  While dining, the saint’s donkey 

dies, and the empress quickly offers a horse in its place.  Germain refuses the animal, stating that 

his donkey brought him to the dinner and that it could return him home.  The saint speaks with 

the donkey, saying “Let us return home again,” at which point a miracle occurred and the animal 

rose from the dead to carry Germain home. 

 The Dunois Master represented the moment of the miracle within an open-air stable that 

allows a glimpse of the countryside and a domed brick structure distinctive to the city of 

Ravenna.  Saint Germain is featured prominently and dressed richly in a white robe edged with a 

thick band of gold and standing above the donkey that lifts his head with restored life.  The saint 

appears unsteady from force of the event.  His legs are twisted underneath his robe, and his arms 

are thrown up as if the miracle knocked him off balance.  Beside him stands Galla Placidia, also 

dressed in a white robe, hers trimmed with ermine, and wearing a golden crown distinctly 

ornamented with fleur-de-lis.  She too appears shaken by the event, and holds her right hand over 

her heart as she hides behind the magnificent white horse she offered to Germain.  The choice of 

this event, representing the bishop with his royal sponsor, is again a reference to Jean II.  The 

inclusion of the white horse recalls the gifts owed to the late medieval bishop for his duties to the 

crown and the church through the late medieval system of gifting and reciprocity.391   

 Like the Valois princes before him, Jean II has chosen to include a saintly model in his 

book of hours.  Yet, rather than serving as an exemplum for his own behavior, as Saint Louis did 

for Jean de Berry, the moment represented highlights the responsibilities of the crown to the 

newly established member of the French nobility.  Although a member of the church community, 

Jean II was important in establishing his family as influential members of the nobility through 

his service to the king and his literary accomplishments. Jean II embraces the strategies for 

representing legitimate status he witnessed as he ascended the social hierarchy of the Valois 

                                                
390 “Of S. Germain,” Medieval Sourcebook, accessed 6 January 2011, 
http://www.fordham.edu/halsall/basis/goldenlegend/GoldenLegend-Volume3.htm#Germain. 
391 For members of the nobility, payment in coin was not appropriate to their social station, and they were 
compensated instead with gifts of land and luxury objects.  For a greater discussion of the gift economy in late 
medieval France, see: Buettner, “Past Presents.”; and Naumann, “Problematizing Patronage.”. 
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courts by adopting identifying para-heraldic symbols in the form of the Acanthus mollis, and 

promoting his association with saintly models.  

Two additional books of hours belonging originally to members of the Jouvenel des 

Ursins family, and conserved in the Bibliothèque nationale de France, are even more blatant in 

their adoption of princely visual models for self-promotion.  Michel Jouvenel des Ursins (1408-

?), Jean I Jouvenel’s second to youngest son, is credited as the owner of Bibliothèque nationale 

de France nouvelle acquisition latin 3113.392   Michel was a minor public official, the balli of 

Troyes, and documentary evidence suggests his financial situation was unstable.393  The 

manuscript reveals the significance of promoting the legitimate noble status of the Jouvenel des 

Ursins even among the more provincial members of the family.   

The abundant marginal decoration within Michel’s manuscript threaten the primacy of 

the central miniatures, and celebrate the Jouvenel des Ursins’ connection to the Orsini of 

Rome.394  For example, folio 66 verso represents the Coronation of the Virgin in the framed, 

primary miniature painted by the Master of Michel Jouvenel des Ursins (Figure 4.4).  

Prominently located at the bottom right of the folio are the heraldic arms of the Orsini family, a 

shield divided by a horizontal band that separates alternating stripes on the bottom and a single 

rosette on top.  Although the major miniature illustration within the manuscript necessitate much 

deeper analysis, my focus here is on the marginal illustrations as they contain the arms and 

emblems that evidence the adoption of aristocratic modes of self-fashioning by the newly titled 

members of the court.  The first appearance of the Orsini arms in association with the Jouvenel 

des Ursins family is on the seal adopted by Jean Jouvenel during the late-fourteenth century. 395  

The inclusion of the heraldry on the seal likely corresponded to Jean’s appointment as mayor of 

Paris.  Shortly after adopting the heraldic arms of the Roman family, the Jouvenel des Ursins 

added the chained and muzzled bear cubs, or oursons in French, that are seated and support the 

                                                
392 This manuscript is unpublished to my knowledge.  It is approximately 180 x 140 mm in size, and the three 
miniatures from this volume reproduced on the BnF website support a manuscript date in the second half of the 
fifteenth century, and are executed in a style similar to Burgundian painting of the period.  
393 Lewis points to two letters written by Jean II as well as Michel’s will as evidence of his financial need.  Lewis, 
Later Medieval France, 179.  The original documents can be found in: BnF MS Dupuy 673, ff. 51, 56, and 63-66. 
394 The major miniature illustration of these pages deserves much deeper analysis than will be possible in the context 
of this dissertation.  I am focusing on the marginal illustrations as they contain the arms and emblems that evidence 
the adoption of aristocratic modes of self-fashioning by the recently ennobled. 
395 P.S. Lewis, “La noblesse,” 83. 
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shield from each side.396  The “juvenile” brown bears present another obvious reference to the 

family name, and further serve to link the French Ursins to the Roman Orsini.  Lucy Freeman 

Sandler has highlighted the use of bears as a visual pun for the Orsini popes Nicolas III (1277-

1280) and Benedict XI (1303-1304) in an early fourteenth-century manuscript on papal 

prophecies (Cambridge: Corpus Christi College MS 404, fols. 88r and 91v).397  Providing 

additional reference to the Jouvenel des Ursins family, the bear cubs rest on a green mound of 

earth that also supports flowering clumps of Acanthus mollis.  The emblematic plant-life appears 

again in the top corners of the folio, and their flowering shoots curl down the margins of the 

page.  The conflation of arms and illustrative puns on the Jouvenel des Ursins name appear on 

the other published pages from Michel’s book of hours as well.  

For example, folio 38 verso (Figure 4.5) represents the Nativity in the primary miniature 

illustration and, once again, the margins overwhelm the central image.  A large Acanthus mollis 

appears in the bas-de-page below the cradled Christ of the Nativity.  The emblematic plants are 

visible in the upper corners of the folio, and their long flowering branches dominate the standard 

marginal borders.  A single chained bear cub stands on small green patch of ground in the left 

margin, and holds a square flag decorated with the heraldic arms of the Orsini family.  A third 

folio, 49 verso, represents the Adoration of the Magi, depicting the youngest king as a dashing 

courtly figure from the second half of the fifteenth century (Figure 4.6).  In the bottom right of 

the page, below the third magus, the heraldic shield of the Orsini rests on a mound of earth that 

supports the growth of large, leafy “ursine.”  More Acanthus mollis decorates the margins, and 

on the left side, a young brown bear once again appears, this time perched on the trunk of a small 

tree.   

The third extant manuscript, Hours of Guillaume Jouvenel des Ursins (c. 1440, 282 x 130 

mm, Paris, BnF, n.a. lat. 3226), includes a more extensive cycle of surviving major illustrations 

and an even richer sequence of para-heraldic images. The manuscript has suffered damage and 

loss in the centuries since its creation and is missing a selection of pages both at its beginning 

and its end.  The calendar cycle is lost entirely, and, as I will return to shortly, Matins from the 

                                                
396 P.S. Lewis, “La noblesse,” 83. 
397 Lucy Freeman Sandler, Gothic Manuscripts 1285-1385, 2 vols. (New York: Oxford University Press, 1986); 
“Bared: The Writing Bear in the British Library Bohun Psalter,” in Tributes to Jonathan J. G. Alexander: The 
making and Meaning of Illuminated Medieval & Renaissance Manuscripts, Art & Architecture, ed. Susan L’Engle 
and Gerald B. Guest (New York: Harvey Miller Publishers, 2006), 269-280, 270. 
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Hours of the Virgin is absent as well.  The remaining 119 folios contain eleven full-page 

illuminations, as well as many decorative borders, and the book itself follows a standard program 

for books of hours: the Hours of the Virgin, Hours of the Cross, Hours of the Holy Spirit, 

Penitential Psalms, Office of the Dead, as well as the unusual Office of the Compassion of the 

Virgin.398 

The inclusion of the Office of the Compassion of the Virgin is remarkable, as is the 

unusual addition of Saint Patroclus of Troyes (d. c.259) in the litany.399  Saint Patroclus, a 

wealthy native of the Jouvenel des Ursins ancestral home who was known for his charity, served 

as an ideal saintly exemplar for Guillaume.  Like Saint Germain, Patroclus was Gallo-Roman, 

similar to the French and Roman heritage claimed by the Jouvenal des Ursins family.  Although 

Saint Germain provided an ideal model for the archbishop, Jean II Jouvenel des Ursins, Saint 

Patroclus’ status as an affluent, yet pious, layman made him an ideal saintly counterpart for the 

French chancellor.  Patroclus was arrested for his faith under the orders of Aurelian.400  He 

staunchly defended his faith, and ultimately was sentenced to death by drowning in the Seine.401  

He escaped this initial attempt on his life, but later was captured and beheaded and his body was 

buried in Troyes.402  Interest in the cult of Patroclus of Troyes was invigorated by the 

introduction of documents recording the saint’s life and martyrdom in the sixth century, as 

recorded by Gregory of Tours.403  Saint Patroclus’ relics were transferred from Troyes to Soest in 

                                                
398 Reynaud, “Les Heures,” 27, and 33, note 1. 
399 Reynaud mentions the unusual inclusion of Saint Petroc or Perreux at the end of the Litany in Guillaume’s book 
of hours. Reynaud, “Les Heures,” 33, note 1.  Saint Petroc was a sixth century Celtic saint who was the son of an 
unnamed Welsh king.  Patroclus is another variation on the spelling of Petroc, taken from the name of the Greek 
hero who appeared in the Illiad as on of Achilles’ closest companions.  France is the origin of two Saint Patroclus 
relevant to Guillaume Jouvenel des Ursins.  Saint Petroclus of Bourges (c. 496- c. 576), was born in the capital city 
of the duchy of Berry, and may have been important in the fifteenth century as the city of Bourges served as the 
center of the French monarchy during English occupation of Paris.  Saint Petroclus of Bourges is recorded in Book 
V of Gregory of Tours Historia Francorum  as well as his Life of the Fathers, as a priest who lived a life of 
abstinence.  Saint Petroclus of Troyes’ life, as it parallels that of Guillaume Jouvenel des Ursins, is the most likely 
candidate for the unusual saint included at the end of the Litany. 
400 Aurelian may be either a provincial governor, placing the saint’s death c. 259, or the Emperor Aurelian, which 
indicates a slightly later date of 275.  Butler’s Lives of the Saints, New Full Edition, Vol. 1 (Collegeville, MN: The 
Liturgical Press,1995), 141. 
401 Ibid. 
402 Ibid. 
403 Ibid. 
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Germany by the Archbishop of Cologne in 960, and installed in a cathedral dedicated to the 

Early Christian saint.   

Saint Patroclus is represented as a pious knight in later medieval representations, such as 

the one on a polychrome, oak altar frontal conserved in the Staatliche Museen, Berlin (1519; 

Figure 4.7). He is dressed in the armor, spurs, and chain mail of a knight, and he carries a sword 

and a shield emblazoned with an eagle.  These para-heraldic symbols mark him as a member of 

the noblesse ancienne, again reinforcing Saint Patroclus as an ideal role model for Guillaume.  In 

addition, Saint Patroclus was celebrated for his charity and generosity, qualities valued as 

examples of noble behavior.404  The Hours of Guillaume Jouvenel des Ursins additionally 

include multiple arms and devices that identify the book’s owner as Guillaume Jouvenel des 

Ursins,405 thereby underscoring his desire to construct a noble identity through the use of 

heraldry and emblems.   

Although the use of heraldry is by no means a new feature in books of hours, the large 

number of animals, plants, initials, and shields indicate the significance of associating the book 

of hours with its owner and proclaiming his status as a wealthy and influential member of the 

nobility.  As previously noted, the manuscript is missing the beginning of matins406, and as a 

result is missing what likely would have been the introductory miniature, the Annunciation.  The 

Angel of the Annunciation reappears, however, at the bas-de-page of the first surviving fully 

illustrated folio in conjunction with the arms of the Orsini family (f. 5r, Figure 4.8).  The Angel, 

wearing a distinctive red and green cope trimmed with gold embroidery and secured with a large 

golden brooch, appears positioned directly below the major miniature depicting the Visitation.  

With wings tipped with blue feathers, the Angel stands on green ground and supports a large 

heraldic shield of the Orsini, announcing the presence of the Jouvenel des Ursins family at the 

same time Christ and John the Baptist are introduced in utero.   

The margins surrounding the Visitation and the four lines of text are filled with abundant 

plant life and include the same puns on the Jouvenel des Ursins name found in the Hours of 

Michel Jouvenel des Ursins, as well as a feature that is exclusive to manuscripts owned by the 

                                                
404 Wilson provides further support for this statement, citing the English term “generosity” is descended from the 
latin generosus, or “the man of old, and distinguished, birth.”  Wilson, 28. 
405 Reynaud, “Les Heures,” 26-27. 
406 Ibid., 33, note 1. 
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chancellor Guillaume – two scripted “J” for Jouvenel.  In the bottom right of the folio, a brown 

bear is bent over with his snout buried in a patch of Acanthus mollis that grows out of his verdant 

island base.  Another flowering clump of “ursine” grows at the top right of the page, appearing 

just outside the framed miniature of the Visitation.  A blue “J” appears above the bear and 

Acanthus mollis at the bottom right of the page, and a second, in red and blue, occurs at the 

folio’s bottom left.  Read from left to right or top to bottom, the inclusion of the “J” in 

conjunction with the bear presents a cipher for the family name Jouvenel (des) Ursins.407  

The Hours of Guillaume Jouvenel des Ursins contains no less than fifteen folios that 

contain visual references to the family name through heraldic shields, initials, plant and animal 

life.  Represented typically alongside framed miniatures, the para-heraldic symbols celebrate the 

family’s status.  For example, folio 48 recto of Guillaume’s book of hours depicts the Last 

Judgment featuring Christ seated and enthroned within a mandorla composed of light (Figure 

4.9).  Below him, adopting the motif from the Byzantine deësis, are the Virgin and Saint John the 

Baptist. 409  Breaking through the picture’s frame, souls are lifted towards heavenly paradise, 

while at the bottom, a snarling, winged demon drags the damned toward a fiery, gaping 

hellmouth.  The scene spills outside the designated border, and the folio is filled with the 

addition of marginal details battling for dominance with the major miniature and are intended to 

recall the noble status of the Jouvenel des Ursins family.  The arms of the Orsini appear directly 

below heavenly paradise, a visual statement blatantly locating the family among the saved.410  

Chained and muzzled bear cubs, or oursons, stand and support the shield.   The conflation of 

arms and emblems is furthered by the flowering Acanthus mollis appearing behind the bears and 

shield, again presenting a visual pun on the Ursins name.411 Another large flowering symbol of 

the family appears just above the snarling demon and is surmounted by Guillaume’s personal 

addition to the para-heraldic emblems for the family, a “J” for Jouvenel. 

                                                
407 A similar cipher, juxtaposing a scallop shell (coquille saint Jacques) and a heart (coeur), is present throughout the 
Bourges home of Jacques Coeur, a member of the new nobility that served as treasurer of Charles VII concurrent 
with Guillaume’s employment as chancellor of France.   
409 My thanks to Professor Lynn Jones for pointing out this relationship.   
410 I am in debt to Professor Richard Emmerson for first highlighting the significance of this visual pairing during a 
presentation of portions of my dissertation for the Florida State University Department of Art History Research 
Forum during the spring of 2009. 
411 Reynaud, “Les Heures,” 27. 
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The Hours of Guillaume Jouvenel des Ursins not only presents a physical example of the 

patron’s participation in the construction of legitimate political identity through its extensive use 

of para-heraldic symbols within a late medieval sumptuous object, the manuscript reproduces 

other elite status items.  Of particular note is the scene of a dead body being sewn up in its 

shroud that appears on folio 68 recto during the Office of the Dead (Figure 4.10).  Once again, 

this folio is filled with marginal illustrations that associate the manuscript with its owner, 

Guillaume Jouvenel des Ursins.  Two plump bear cubs stand on a green hill and support a shield 

emblazoned with the arms of the Orsini family in the bas-de-page.  Pairs of Acanthus mollis 

clumps and the initial “J” additionally decorate folio’s margins.   

The most telling evidence of Guillaume’s adoption of the royal strategies for visual 

promotion, however, appears in the framed, major miniature.  The scene is located within a 

lavishly ornamented, wooden-vaulted, domestic space.  At the bottom of the miniature, two 

women work sewing the body of the deceased into his white shroud.  Beneath them is a wooden 

tomb, empty and waiting for its contents.  Two other women, well-dressed and wearing 

fashionable headdresses that mark them as members of the family, populate the room.  Both of 

these women read the Office of the Dead from manuscripts held before them – one on a rich blue 

cloth on her lap, while the other rests upon a prie-dieu.  The small, naked soul of the deceased is 

guided out of the richly decorated room and towards heaven through the open window by two 

accompanying angels.  The theme of the fleeting nature of worldly possessions and an emphasis 

on charitable giving are significant within various incarnations of the Office of the Dead, and the 

soul leaving the material objects of life behind in the manuscript miniature is to be expected.  

What is unusual is why the luxury objects, such as textiles and gold plate, are depicted at all. 

The domestic interior is crowded with people and material objects that speak of the 

wealth of the deceased.  An elaborate bed, draped in sumptuous textiles, is featured as the most 

prominent piece of furniture in the room.  A lavish tapestry decorates the wall beneath the 

heaven-bound soul, and serves to highlight the small table situated in front of the window.  

Simply covered with a white cloth, the table is laden with silver and gold plate.  Gloria K. 

Fiero’s research on the representation of the death ritual in fifteenth-century manuscripts 

provides insight on the function of images such as this within late medieval books of hours.412  

                                                
412 Gloria K. Fiero, “Death ritual in fifteenth-century manuscript illumination,” Journal of Medieval History 10 
(1984), 271-294. 
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Fiero points out that, although there were many subjects represented accompanying the Office of 

the Dead including the Last Judgment, the Raising of Lazarus, the sufferings of Job, the torments 

of Hell, and the Three Living and the Three Dead, scenes of individual Christian funerals and 

burials were the most popular scenes depicted.413  She argues that the emphasis on the 

contemporary performance of death ritual, rather than traditional iconography, fulfilled the needs 

of the living and not the dead in the aftermath of the Black Death.   

Two frequently depicted scenes of death ritual are often juxtaposed: the preparing of the 

dead within the home, as seen in folio 68 recto; and the funeral ceremony taking place within the 

church.  Fiero contends that placement of the corpse on the floor, and not on the lavish bed, is 

symbolic of the Christian’s final act of humility.414  This is in direct opposition to the sumptuous 

funerals often represented in the Office of the Dead.  Guillaume’s manuscript includes such an 

opulent service on folio 75 recto (Figure 4.11).   In this scene, priests in lavishly embroidered 

chasubles gather around an altar bearing a gilt retable.  Secular mourners read from an 

illuminated manuscript, while religious figures of various orders surround the elaborately 

ornamented coffin.  Fiero maintains that the opposition of domestic humility and public 

magnificence was characteristic of the post-plague fifteenth century.415  The activities 

surrounding a funeral were a cultural performance,416 and as such fulfilled the requirements of 

social interaction.  Miniatures such as the domestic sewing up of the body in its shroud were not 

intended to prompt viewer meditation on death’s inevitability; rather, they were designed to 

index the concerns of the living.417  The display of tapestry and precious plate in the context of 

death in Guillaume’s book of hours are understandable in this context.  Just as the earlier 

fifteenth-century manuscripts, such as those illustrated by Jacquemart de Hesdin for Jean de 

Berry or produced by Christine de Pizan began to take advantage of painted miniature’s ability to 

recreate the sumptuous objects and spaces of courtly life.  Including such elaborate images, 

painted in sumptuous colors such as red and blue and complete with gilding, transformed the 

hand-produced books into treasure. 

                                                
413 Ibid., 276. 
414 Ibid., 284. 
415 Ibid., 284. 
416 Ibid., 291. 
417 Ibid., 290. 
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Late medieval books of hours were not only devotional guides, but also markers of social 

status.  The Jouvenel des Ursins family, in their function as advisors to Charles VII, were 

participants in the intimate circle of the king and witnesses to the use of historical figures in 

devotional manuscripts as mirrors for contemporary behavior.  Saintly figures, such as Germain 

and Petroclus, were adopted by the family to serve as models of conduct as well as to make 

specific statements about the legitimacy of the Jouvenel des Ursins.  Books of hours also 

included visual references to the performance of nobility and the para-heraldic symbols that 

assured the identity of the owners, marking them as participants in the game of personal 

promotion.  Jouvenel des Ursins’ interest in the sumptuous media employed by the Valois in 

their campaign for legitimacy extended beyond devotional texts.  The Mare historiarum (c. 1446, 

Paris, BnF, lat. 4915), or Sea of History, was commissioned by Guillaume Jouvenel des Ursins, 

and furthers his own noble ambitions through its extensive use of heraldic symbols. 

 

4.3 Manuscripts as Markers of Status: the Mare historiarum 

 

The Mare historiarum, a text written in 1340 by Giovanni Colonna, a papal historian, is a 

lavishly illustrated history text, containing 730 miniatures attributed to the Master of Jouvenel 

des Ursins.  Collections of universal histories, designed to bring the ancient world in 

concordance with the Christian faith, were a popular genre in the late medieval world.418  Royal 

patrons could connect themselves with great leaders from the past to underscore the legitimacy 

of their rule, and Sylvia Maddalo argued that Guillaume used the manuscript to connect his 

family to the Orsini family through the repeated representations of the city of Rome.419  The 

illumination in the large and ambitious manuscript was never completed, and perhaps as a 

consequence of its considerable size, detailed examination of the book in its entirety has yet to be 

undertaken. 421  The prominent miniatures and artist’s hands present within the work have been 

discussed.  Although Maddalo’s research demonstrated the importance of visually representing 

the family’s connection to ancient Roman nobility, the book contains numerous purposeful signs 

                                                
418 Ernst Breisach, Historiography: Ancient, Medieval, and Modern, 3rd Edition (Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press, 2006), 148. 
419 Silvia Maddalo, “‘Castelum quod dicitur capitolium,’ Roma Immaginata: Parigi, ms. lat. 4915,” Arte medievale 
4/1 (1990), 71-97. 
421 Charles Sterling, La Peinture Médiévale à Paris 1300-1500, vol. 2 (Paris: Bibliothèque des arts, 1987), 78. 
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of Guillaume’s active participation in representing his noble status by following the conventions 

employed by the Valois rulers of France and Burgundy.   

Folio 1 recto begins the index to volume 1 of the Mare historiarum and includes a 

representation of the chancellor, identifiable by his distinctive black headdress, scarlet robe with 

three golden bars on the shoulder, and the decorated purse on his belt – all symbols of his office 

(Figure 4.12).422  Guillaume and his entourage are shown visiting a scribe working by the light of 

an open window. The chancellor gestures towards the scribe, who appears to be making notes on 

a single sheet of parchment held in his lap.  This interest in the production of the manuscript 

highlights Guillaume’s recognition of his participation in the game of constructing identity 

following the conventions of aristocratic patronage.  This interest in the production of a 

manuscript is also found in books produced for Valois princes, particularly the Burgundian 

dukes.423  The Histoire de Charles Martel (c. 1463-72, Bruxelles: Bibliothèque royale de 

Belgique), commissioned by Philip the Good of Burgundy (1396-1467), contains two 

illuminations that depict Philip the Good and his son Charles the Bold visiting the workshop of 

the scribe David Aubert. 

Guillaume’s presence is repeated throughout the manuscript in the form of decorated 

initials that include the heraldry and emblems associated with the Jouvenel des Ursins family.  

Appearing beneath the manuscript’s major miniatures representing historical events, from the 

creation of the world through the life of Saint Louis, are initials that include playful bears, the 

arms of the Orsini family, green clumps of Acanthus mollis, and ornately scripted “J’s” for 

Jouvenel (Figures 4.13-4.16).  The conflation of constructed history and personal reference in a 

visual display are the same strategies employed by the early Valois to secure their status as the 

legitimate heirs to the Capetian dynasty.  For example, the Grandes Chroniques de France 

produced for Charles V (c. 1370-1380; Paris: BnF ms fr. 2813) is a compilation of the history of 

                                                
422 Ibid., vol. 2, 78. 
423 Hugo van der Velden addresses the action of Guillaume Jouvenel des Ursins and the Burgundian dukes as a 
surprise visit to the scribes who he sees as startled by the action.  He describes this as a suspension of decorum that 
serves to elevate the status of the craftsman.  Although this is a result of such scenes, I contend that the primary 
function was to represent the significance of the active involvement of patrons with their luxury objects.  Hugo van 
der Velden, “Defrocking St. Eloy: Petrus Christus’s “Vocational Portrait of a Goldsmith,” Simiolus 26/4 (1998), 
243-276, 265. 
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the kings of France in which Anne D. Hedeman has demonstrated that the relationship between 

the kings of England and France are altered visually to underscore Valois legitimacy.424  

The Mare historiarum provides a medium through which Guillaume represents himself in 

the guise of both an administrator and a knight, as is suggested by both Peter S. Lewis and 

Nicole Reynaud.425  This dual personae acknowledges his role as chancellor, a position achieved 

through his education and ambition, and reinforces his identity as a true member of the noblesse 

ancienne.  Folio 21 recto, the frontispiece to Book I, presents a vision of the Holy Trinity upon a 

large, textile draped throne above two figures who kneel in prayer. (Figure 4.17).  Both men 

represent Guillaume: once in the robes of an administrator; and the second time as a knight.426  

Identification of both figures as Guillaume is confirmed by a drawing from the Roger de 

Gaignières collection of the now-lost bronze tomb of the chancellor featuring him as both an 

administrator and a knight (Figure 4.18).  The drawing reproduces the complete original 

inscription around the tomb that celebrates the military and administrative achievements of the 

Guillaume Jouvenel des Ursins.427  The frontispiece serves to establish Guillaume as the owner 

of the Mare historiarum, and reinforces his position as chancellor and as a member of the 

noblesse ancienne. 

 In the manuscript miniature, the clothing worn by the figure on the left indicates he is a 

member of the new nobility.  He wears a scarlet robe decorated with gold ribbons and an 

embroidered purse that signifies his position as chancellor of France, and signals that his position 

was the source of his noblesse.  The identification of individuals as royal officials by their dress 

                                                
424 Anne D. Hedeman, The Royal Image: Illustrations of the Grandes Chroniques de France, 1274-1422 (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 1991); Hedeman, “Valois Legitimacy: Editorial Changes in Charles V’s Grandes 
Chroniques de France,” Art Bulletin 6/1 (March 1964), 97-117. 
425 P.S. Lewis, “The Chancellor’s Two Bodies: Note on a Miniature in BNP lat. 4915,” Journal of the Warburg and 
Courtauld Institutes 55 (1992), 263-265; Nicole Reynaud and Peter Lewis, “Sur la Double Representation de 
Guillaume Jouvenel des Ursins et sur ses Emblèmes,” Revue de la Bibliothèque nationale 44 (1992), 50-57.  Charles 
Sterling argues that the miniature represents two individuals, Guillaume, and his younger brother Louis: Sterling, 
vol. 2, 78-86. 
426 Such bifurcation of identity is not typical of aristocratic representation, and I plan on expanding on this point in a 
later essay.  For a discussion of the two valences of Guillaume Jouvenel des Ursins, see: Lewis, “The Chancellor’s 
Two Bodies,” 263-265; Reynaud and Lewis, “Sur la Double Representation,” 50-57. This is in opposition to Sterling 
who argues this is Guillaume’s brother, Louis Jouvenel des Ursins; however, a double representation of Guillaume 
is also found in drawings of his bronze tomb.  Sterling, 35. 
427 A more frequently reproduced image of the tomb, which is more refined in its technical execution, contains only 
a partial reproduction of the tomb.  Because it is missing a large portion of the text, this seconded drawing of the 
tomb may be the source of Sterling’s incorrect identification of the second figure as Louis Jouvenel des Ursins. 
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began in the late fourteenth century, with specific robes designated for members of the Chambre 

de Comptes and the royal parlement.428  Guillaume, dressed as the Chancellor, kneels before a 

book placed upon a prie-dieu, hands clasped in prayer as he glances up toward the Trinity above.  

To the right, Guillaume, now dressed in armor, complete with gilt spurs, and wearing a short, 

heraldic tunic called a tabard, woven in the red stripes and rose of the Orsini, recalls the military 

obligations of historic nobility.  The armor celebrates the ancient noble status cultivated by his 

family as descendants of a prestigious Roman family, and the Orsini arms woven into their 

tabards reinforced their social position.  Decorating the front of his garment and repeating in the 

belled sleeves, the incorporation of heraldic devices proclaimed Guillaume as a member of the 

noble Roman family. 

 

4.4  Weaving Legitimacy: The Tapestry of the Bears 

 

The Tapestry of the Bears is a partial suite of tapestry associated with the Jouvenel des 

Ursins family, conserved in the, Louvre that connects the family with legitimate nobility.  The 

two panels of heraldic tapestry – the most illustrious of elite media – was likely commissioned 

by Guillaume Jouvenel des Ursins based on the repetition of the initial “J” which figures 

prominently in manuscripts associated with the chancellor’s commissions (Figures 4.19 - 4.20).  

Like the lavishly illustrated manuscripts once owned by the chancellor, the tapestries are 

abundantly covered in initials, plant life, bears, and shields, and date to around the second-half of 

the fifteenth century.  The larger of the two panels, measuring 2.54 x 4.55 meters, is woven in 

wool and silk at six to seven warps per centimeter.429   The panel depicts two playful, chained 

bear cubs climbing trees laden with fruit on individual verdant islands.  The bear on the left 

wears a cape bearing the arms of the Orsini family tied around its neck, while the wrap worn by 

the cub on the right is obscured.  Colored red, white, and brown, the cape may be intended to 

depict an additional bear cub.  Marie-Hélène de Ribou notes that the floral islands are in the 

                                                
428 David Potter, “King and Government Under the Valois,” in France in the Later Middle Ages 1200-1400, ed. 
David Potter (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2002), 155-181, 158.  Potter discusses this phenomenon as the 
“embryonic stage of the ‘robe’ milieu,” and therefore the origins of what will become the noblesse de robe. 
429 Marie-Hélene de Ribou, “Tapestry of the Bears,” Louvre, accessed 6 January 2011, 
http://www.louvre.fr/llv/oeuvres/detail_notice.jsp. 
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millefleur style that was a specifically Parisian trend.430  In contrast, Ribou indicates that the 

alternating stripes of red and white that comprise the background are more typical of mid-

fifteenth-century tapestry produced in southern Flanders, such as the Presentation of the Roses 

series conserved at the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York (c. 1450-55).431  Although the 

exact location of the production of this panel, either Paris or southern Flanders, remains in 

question, the visual evidence associates it with the patronage of Guillaume Jouvenel des Ursins. 

The red and white stripes of the background are decorated with both clumps of flowering 

Acanthus mollis and the ornamental initial “J” for Jouvenel, again, present only on the objects 

associated with Guillaume.  A large, independent branch in the center of the panel, between the 

two bear-inhabited islands, supports two heraldic shields on its appendages.  On the left is a 

faded example of the Orsini arms, with a white central band separating alternating stripes on the 

bottom and a single rose on the top.432  

The second surviving tapestry panel is smaller, but it retains the same visual appearance 

of the large panel and Ribou suggests the two originally formed part of a much larger series that 

celebrated the Jouvenel des Ursins family. 433  The smaller panel again represents a chained 

ourson who this time climbs a tree stump that grows out of a green island strewn with flowers.  

The “juvenile” brown bear presents another direct reference to the family name and further 

serves to link the French Ursins to the Roman Orsini.  The same alternating stripes of red and 

white appear in the background, and include Acanthus mollis and contrasting ornamental initial 

“J”s.  The bear cub holds a ribbon in his right hand that supports a heraldic shield.  Rather than 

bearing the arms of the Orsini family, this escutcheon depicts three azure lions rampant on an 

                                                
430 Ibid. 
431 Ibid. 
432 The escutcheon hanging in the center of the panel is more difficult to interpret.  Ribou suggests this shield 
represents the arms of the English Sydenhall family – three right hands, palms forward, and couped at the wrist on a 
solid background.  However, the dismembered hands represented against the sable background in the Jouvenel des 
Ursins tapestry panel are depicted dorsed – with the back of the hand, not the palm, facing forward.  Distinctive 
stitching visible around the unusual device indicates that it may have been a later addition to the panel and perhaps 
included by subsequent owners. I am tentatively making this claim based on visual features surrounding the shield 
that appear to patch the later arms onto the original panel.  This claim requires further examination of the original 
panel, and will be substantiated through an additional research trip. 
433 Ibid.  The exact dimensions of the panel are not published.  Visual evidence suggests that the smaller panel was 
cut down from a larger tapestry.   
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argent ground.  The heraldry present is consistent with a design instituted for Walter Mildmay (c. 

1520-1589), the Chancellor of the Exchequer of England under Elizabeth I.434   

These portable examples of wealth would have graced the walls of residences such as the 

Hôtel des Ursins, the family’s Parisian home that once stood on the banks of the Seine on the Île 

de la Cîté.435  Denis Godefoy (1615-1681), a historian of the reign of Charles VII, claimed that 

the citizens of Paris gave Jean Jouvenel the home in thanks for his service to the city; however, 

Battifol argues that if the family received the residence as a gift, it would have been a royal 

reward.436  Battifol argues that Jean I moved into the home, located on rue Glatigny, sometime 

during 1403, while he was serving as avocat géneral to Charles VI.437  Unfortunately, 

documentary evidence of the family’s move to the home that would later bear their name no 

longer exists; however, evidence that they were in residence during the 1430s survives through a 

royal document gifting additional property along the rue Glatigny to Jean’s youngest son, 

Jacques Jouvenel des Ursins in 1437.438 

Building and ornamenting personal residences in the fifteenth century was the most 

straightforward method for participating in the construction of noble identity.439  New and newly 

refurbished residences, like the Hôtel des Ursins, were monumental and expensive 

representations of their owner’s wealth and status.  Markers of noble identity – coats of arms, 

emblems, and personal mottos – were included in the material fabric of the structures.  For 

example, the Hôtel of Jacques Coeur, in Bourges, constructed between 1443-1451, is a well-

preserved, if heavily restored, example of the use of para-heraldic symbols employed to promote 

noble identity in an architectural structure (Figure 4.21).  Jacques Coeur (c.1395-1456) was the 

son of a wealthy merchant in Bourges and grew rich through establishing trade between France 

                                                
434 John Burke and John Bernard Burke, A Genealogical and Heraldic History of the Extinct and Dormant 
Baronetcies of England, Second Edition (London: John Russell Smith, 1844), 355. 
435 Another potential location for display of the heraldic tapestry was the Hôtel de la Chancellerie in Tours.   
436 Battifol, “Jean Jouvenel,” 146-48. 
437 Ibid., 146. 
438 For the full text of the legal document, see: Battifol, Jean Jouvenel, 308. 
439 Wilson, 23.  Wilson specifically discusses the architecture associated with the new nobility in Bruges, but as I 
will discuss, this same phenomenon extends beyond Valois Burgundy and into the hôtels owned by the recently 
ennobled in France as well. 
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and the Levant.440   In 1436 he was named the master of the royal mint, and the king ennobled 

his family in 1441.  Jacques promoted his newly-formed identity as a member of the nobility 

through his extensive use of para-heraldic symbols throughout his magnificent home. 

Although the Hôtel des Ursins was destroyed sometime before 1789, the Musée 

Carnavalet preserves two column capitals that demonstrate the Jouvenel des Ursins family 

renovated their home making proficient use of para-heraldic symbols (Figures 4.22-4.23).  One 

example replaces the traditional acanthus decoration of Corinthian columns with a single sprig of 

Acanthus mollis, the ever-present symbol of the Jouvenel des Ursins family.  The second 

reproduces the heraldic shield, adopted from the ancient Roman family, proclaiming the family’s 

control of the home on the Île de la Cité.   Jouvenel des Ursins identity and legitimacy was 

carved into the material fabric of the building, and the Tapestry of the Bears would have been a 

sumptuous addition, layering the family’s wealth and influence onto the structure. 

The subdivision of public and ecclesiastical architectural spaces into increasingly private 

areas was a feature of early Valois architecture, and tapestry played an important role in the 

process.441  Tapestries constructed new spaces and shifting the ideological meaning of existing 

spaces.442  Late medieval tapestries did not function as discrete images or objects, but worked 

together to serve an architectural function as is evident by the names – such as chapelles, salles, 

and chambres – used to describe textiles in contemporary inventories.443  For example, tapestry 

is used to construct devotional space in Jean le Tavernier’s illumination from the Treatise on the 

Lord’s Prayer depicting the Burgundian duke Philip the Good at Mass (f. 9r; after 1457; 

Brussels: Royal Library MS 9092).  Here, textiles affixed to piers define the church choir and 

serve to set off the location of the Mass from the surrounding ambulatory and private chapels.  

                                                
440 For a comprehensive discussion of Jacques Coeur, as well as his relationship with Charles VII, see: Pierre 
Clément, Jacques Coeur et Charles VII: l’administration, les finances, l’industrie, le commerce, les letters et les arts 
au XVe siècle; etude historique precedée d’une notice sur la valeur des anciennes monnaies françaises (Paris: PUB, 
1886). 
441 See Mary Whiteley for discussion of the privatization of royal and ducal spaces. Mary Whiteley, “Royal and 
Ducal Palaces in France in the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Centuries:  Interior, ceremony and function,” in 
Architecture et Vie Sociale: L’Organisation Intérieure des Grandes Demeures a la Fin du Moyen Age et a la 
Renaissance, Actes du colloque tenu à Tours du 6 au 10 juin 1988 (Paris: Picard, 1994), 47-63; “Le Louvre de 
Charles V: dispositions et functions d’une résidence royal,” Revue de l’Art 97 (1992), 60-71. 
442 Laura Weigert, Weaving Sacred Stories: French Choir Tapestries and the Performance of Clerical Identity 
(Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 2004); “Chambres d’amour Tapestries of Love and the Texturing of Space,” 
Oxford Art Journal 31/3 (2008), 317-336. 
443 Weigert, “Tapestries of Love,” 325. 
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The choir is subdivided further by a chapelle that reserves space for a devotional area to be used 

privately by the duke.  The dark blue textile, woven with golden fire steels – the personal 

emblem of Philip the Good – assures the identity of the figure kneeling at prayer.   

Textiles were also used to construct devotional space within domestic interiors, as can be 

seen in the famous example of the Duke of Bedford praying to Saint George from the Bedford 

Hours (c. 1410-30, London: British Library Add. 18850, f. 156v).  In the folio’s primary 

miniature, John of Bedford (1389-1435), the Plantagenet regent of France from 1422 to 1435, 

kneels before his patron saint beneath a wooden-vaulted ceiling typical in of domestic structures.  

Further references to the secular, rather than sacred, nature of the room can be seen in the 

partially shuttered windows displaying the arms of the duke.444  A set of tapestries, however, 

defines the space inhabited by the duke and Saint George as devotional, demonstrating the 

architectural function of textiles and their ability to redefine locations.445  Once again, the 

tapestry’s design reinforces the identity of the Duke of Bedford.  Although the two panels behind 

Saint George and his attendant are simple in their design, a red ground decorated with blue and 

gold floral motifs, the panel behind John is striped horizontally in his personal colors of blue, 

white and red.  They are further emblazoned with John’s emblem of golden tree stumps, or wood 

stocks, complete with tangled roots, and his personal motto, “a vous entier.”  

In addition to constructing ecclesiastic space, tapestries functioned to subdivide and 

define domestic interiors.  Salles were used in large banquet halls, while chambres were 

designed for the more intimate spaces of wealthy châteaux and hotels.446  Although documentary 

evidence does not record the suite of textiles known as the Tapestry of the Bears, based upon 

their iconography, the tapestries likely served a secular, rather than ecclesiastic function.447  The 

chance survival of the Jouvenel des Ursins heraldic tapestries provides physical evidence that the 

family adopted the media and the visual strategies of promotion used by the Valois princes, as 

                                                
444 Eberhard König suggested that the Duke of Bedford is located within a recreation of his own palace based on the 
inclusion of his arms in the windows.  Eberhard König, The Bedford Hours: The Making of a Medieval Masterpiece 
(Luzern: Faksimile Verlag, 2007), 124. 
445 König states the textiles serve as a device designed by the Bedford Master to negotiate spatial issues.  He does 
not entertain that the use of tapestry to construct spaces as successfully argued by Weigert.  König additionally 
overlooks similar use of textiles to define space of personal prayer from larger structures present in other media, 
such as stained glass, in the fourteenth century.  Ibid., 124. 
446 Weigert, “Tapestries of Love,” 325. 
447 My thanks to Laura Weigert who confirmed my speculations in email correspondence.  Weigert, email message 
to author, November 11, 2009.  
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can be seen in the shields held by the figures at the top of the panel of the “Hebrew Heroes ” 

from Jean de Berry’s Nine Heroes series (Figure 1.4).  Although the vast majority of Valois 

tapestries are lost, inventories and documentary records provide modern scholars with evidence 

of the variety of salles, chambres, and chapelles woven with emblems, mottos, and arms of the 

princes.  Tapestries served as “portable propaganda” for the Valois, moveable statements of their 

wealth, power, and legitimacy, and the Tapestries of the Bears serve as proof that the new 

nobility adopted the same strategies.448  Both the Jouvenel des Ursins tapestries and Valois 

examples blend sumptuous materials with personal markers of identity in works of art that 

envelops viewers in reference to their patron’s family and political ideology. 

 

4.5 Conclusion 

 

Rising from a humble merchant background, the Jouvenel des Ursins family took 

advantage of every opportunity, both visually and textually, to promote their status as member of 

the nobility.  They adapted the strategies of Valois public promotion through displays of 

magnificence to affirm their contested legitimacy.  In particular, the family commissioned 

sumptuous books of hours that included references to saintly role models and counterparts, as 

well as proclaimed their own identity through the prolific use of heraldry and emblems.  Their 

interest in luxury manuscripts extended to history texts, where, like the Valois princes before 

them, the Jouvenel des Ursins used the form of constructed history to reinforce their connections 

to the ancient Roman Orsini family.  Additionally, the Jouvenel des Ursins family commissioned 

heraldic tapestry, the most lavish of the late medieval sumptuous arts, to grace the interior of 

their home and envelop present audiences in a public proclamation of their wealth, power, and 

influence.  Although many of their commissions are associated with the same type of sumptuous 

art associated with the early Valois princes, the Jouvenel des Ursins are also patrons of a newly 

developing medium – independent panel painting.  In the next chapter of this dissertation, I turn 

to an investigation of the family’s commission of a large group portrait intended for their 

personal chapel at the Cathedral of Notre-Dame, Paris.  Although not constructed of the same 

luxury materials that characterized the art commissions of the nobility, the panel takes advantage 

                                                
448 Jeffery Chipps Smith, “Portable Propaganda – Tapestries as Princely Metaphors at the Courts of Philp the Good 
and Charles the Bold,” Art Journal 48/2 (Summer 1989), 123-129. 
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of the ability of oil painting to imitate luxury objects, such as textiles, gold, jewels, and 

manuscripts. 
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CHAPTER 5: 

PERSONAL PROMOTION AND PANEL PAINTING:  

ADOPTING THE CONVENTIONS FOR VISUAL LEGITIMACY TO A NEW MEDIUM 

 

The previous chapter highlighted the participation of the Jouvenel des Ursins family in 

the commission and collection of elite media favored by the early Valois.  These art objects, such 

as deluxe, illuminated manuscripts and lavish tapestries, are illustrated richly with para-heraldic 

symbols that reinforced the recently ennobled family’s claim to ancient nobility.  The present 

chapter focuses on the adoption of the same arms and emblems to a new medium rising in 

popularity with the recently ennobled and other members of the urban patriciate around Europe – 

panel painted portraits.  The Jouvenel des Ursins Family Portrait, currently on display in the 

Musée du Moyen Age, Paris, celebrated the recently awarded status of the family (Figure 5.1).  

The group portrait is unique among painted panels surviving from Paris in the middle of the 

fifteenth century.  Unlike the small-scale devotional diptychs, triptychs, and altarpieces popular 

at the time, this large panel’s immediate impact functioned beyond recording the family’s private 

devotion in perpetuity.  The painting provided a location for reinforcing the rise of the Jouvenel 

des Ursins family into the highest levels of Parisian political life.  This chapter contends that in 

addition to appropriating the visual strategies of personal promotion designed for the sumptuous 

objects of the ruling princes of France at the end of the fourteenth century, the family patronized 

large-scale independent panel painting, a medium that had no previous social cachet among 

members of the French nobility.  Unlike the traditional nobility, for whom art was a liquid asset 

as well as a devotional and political investment, the Jouvenel des Ursins’ sponsored painting, a 

developing medium that specialized in the mimetic representation of magnificent objects, 

environments, and individuals. 

At the beginning of the fifteenth century, independent panel painting was an emerging 

medium.  Although there is evidence that the early Valois owned painted panels, they were far 

from the most prized possessions in their treasuries.  Jean de Berry’s owned very few paintings 

on wood panel, and the vast majority of those were small devotional images featuring the Man of 

Sorrows, or images of the Virgin.449  The substantial collection of Philip the Bold, duke of 

                                                
449 For the inventory listings of the majority of Jean’s paintings on wood panel, see: Jules M.J. Guiffrey, Inventaires 
de Jean duc de Berry (1401-1416) publiés et annotés par Jules Guiffrey, 2 Vol. (Paris: Leroux, 1894), vol. 1, 19-44.  
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Burgundy, which boasted the largest collection of tapestry of all the Valois Princes of the Blood, 

also contained few panel paintings.450  These small paintings were often decorated on both sides, 

indicating that they were not permanently affixed to a wall.  Occasionally, the small paintings 

included representations of their owners along with holy figures.  Jean de Berry’s inventory 

contains an entry for one such painting that is recorded as depicting the Virgin and Child, along 

with Jean le Bon, Jean de Berry, and an unidentified bishop.451   

The small-scale diptychs and polyptychs owned by the early Valois were primarily 

devotional in nature, and were not intended to serve the same function as images of record as I 

will discuss for the Jouvenel des Ursins Family Portrait.  For example, a manuscript miniature 

depicting Philip the Good, grandson of Philip the Bold, includes a reference to the types of 

painting used in the Valois courts (Figure 5.2).  The duke is present before a small, figural 

diptych hanging from a curtain by a golden chain.  Painted upon the gold ground of the diptych 

are images of the Virgin and Child on the left wing, and a supplicant prince, likely Philip the 

Good, on right.  Small, portable, icon-like paintings, such as the one represented in the 

manuscript illumination, are typical of the type of devotional painting favored by the ruling 

princes in northern Europe during the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries.  The Wilton Diptych (53 

x 37 cm; c. 1395-99, London: National Gallery, Figure 5.3), depicting the English King Richard 

II in devotion to the Virgin and Child, is the most famous surviving example of this type of 

personal, portable altarpiece.452  Although the devotional diptych makes reference to the use of 

painted panels and devotional portraits among Princes of the Blood in the fifteenth century, in its 

scale and portability it is distinctly unlike the Jouvenel des Ursins Family Portrait and items like 

it provide an unlikely model for the large panel painting. 

                                                                                                                                                       
Listed along side the panel paintings are numerous “tableau” in gold and other precious materials.  Millard Meiss 
additionally discusses the paintings present in the duke of Berry’s collections: Millard Meiss, French Painting in the 
Time of Jean de Berry: The Late Fourteenth Century and the Patronage of the Duke (London: Phaidon, 1967), 61-
63.  Jean de Berry is recorded as possessing only three panel paintings in his 1402 inventory, and the majority of his 
works on wood panel were acquired late in his life.  
450 On Philip’s collection, see: Patrick M. de Winter, “The Patronage of Philippe le Hardi, Duke of Burgundy 1364-
1404” (PhD Diss., Institute of Fine Arts, 1976), 135-136. 
451 “Item, un autre tableau de bois, de paincture, où il a un ymaige de Nostre Dame tenant son enfant, et en l’autre 
main un livre, et devant ledit ymaige, à l’un des costez, est le Roy Jehan et Monseigneur de Barry darrières, et de 
l’autre costé, un evesque tenant sa croce et un livre devant lui; non poisié.” Guiffrey, vol. 1, 23-24, no. 35. 
452 Although the diptych depicts the English monarch, it possible the panels are French in origin.  See:  Dillian 
Gordon, “Who Commissioned the Wilton Diptych – and Why?,” in Making & Meaning: The Wilton Diptych, ed 
Dillian Gordon (London: National Gallery Company, 1993), 59-67, 59.  
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The early Valois also owned portraits that were independent of devotional reference and 

intended to demonstrate lineage and political connections.453  The portrait of Jean le Bon on 

display in the Louvre is the earliest surviving representative of the Valois interest in dynastic 

portraiture (Jehan roy de France, c. 1350; Paris: Louvre; Figure 5.4), but inventory records 

indicate that a quadriptych of four similar paintings was owned by Charles V, then subsequently 

passed to his son Charles IV, and eventually into the collection the duke of Berry.454  

Represented in the paintings were Jean le Bon, Charles V of France, Edward III of England 

(1312-1377), and an emperor, likely Charles IV.455  The collection of images served to display 

the tenuous relationship between the sovereigns.  Valois legitimacy relied on the support of the 

Holy Roman Emperor, as well as the continued feudal subjugation of the English king, and this 

collection of images provide justification and support for their position.456  The group of 

paintings was first located in the royal chambre de retrait at Charles V’s residence, the Hôtel de 

St.Pol.457  Within this most intimate of the king’s personal lodgings, the quadyptic was viewable 

by a select audience of the king’s peers and closest advisors.458  Although the form of the royal 

portraits, as a set of four panels, is quite different than the large single panel of the family, they 

share the quality of legitimizing political position, as I will return to shortly. 

                                                
453 The function of dynastic portraiture is discussed in a sixteenth-century context by Dagmar Eichberger and Lisa 
Beaven.  Although they are interested in the later Burgundian court under Margaret of Austria, inventory records 
from the fifteenth century support that the tradition of collecting and displaying portraits for political purposes grew 
out of a late-fourteenth and early-fifteenth century French context.  Dagmar Eichberger and Lisa Beaven, “Family 
Members and Political Allies: The Portrait Collection of Margaret of Austria,” Art Bulletin 77/2 (June 1995), 225-
248. 
454 “Item, quatre tableau de painture, ployans, esquelz sont au vif les visages du roy Charles, de l’Empereur, du roy 
Jehan et de Edouart, roy d’Angleterre, prisez par Julien Simon, Albert de Molins et Hermant Rainse, le XVIIe jour 
d’aoust, à xx escus; valent xxii liv. X sous t.” Guiffrey, vol. 2, 275, no. 1077.  Stephen Perkinson has most recently 
used this painting as a framework for discussing portraiture within the early Valois courts.  He discusses the 
ownership of the quadryptic by various member of the Valois family.  See: Stephen Perkinson, The Likeness of the 
King: A Prehistory of Portraiture in Late Medieval France (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2009), 300. 
455 Meiss addresses the identification of these figures, although he does not state which king Charles of France is 
depicted.  Meiss, 62.  Because the English king represented is Edward, who died in 1377, the king Charles 
represented was likely Charles V, a contemporary of Edward III. 
456 The significance of the relationship between these sovereigns is discussed in greater detail by Anne D. Hedeman.  
See: Anne D. Hedeman, The Royal Image: Illustrations of the Grandes Chroniques de France (Berkeley: University 
of California Press, 1991); and “Valois Legitimacy: Editorial Changes in Charles V’s Grandes Chroniques de 
France,” Art Bulletin 66/1 (March 1984), 97-117. 
457 Perkinson, Likeness of the King, 297. 
458 Ibid., 300.   
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Royal portraiture continued to develop throughout the fifteenth century, as can be seen 

with Jean Fouquet’s painting of Charles VII (Charles VII, King of France, c. 1445-1450; Paris: 

Louvre, Figure 5.5).  Produced between 1445-1450, about the same time as the Jouvenel des 

Ursins Family Portrait, the painting refers to Charles VII as “Le Tres Vitorieux Roy de France,” 

in reference to his victory over the English in the Hundred Years’ War.  The image of the king 

dominates the panel, and he appears framed within parted white curtains and against a solid 

green background.  Although Charles is dressed lavishly in red velvet trimmed in fur and wears 

an elaborate blue and gold hat, there are no visual signifiers beyond the frame’s inscription of his 

status as king.  Pictured from the waist up, Charles VII’s hands rest clasped upon an elaborate 

textile, but they are not folded in prayer.  Rather than present a devotional image, Fouquet’s 

portrait depicts a reflective image of the king, worn from his struggles and humble in his victory. 

Guillaume Jouvenel des Ursins emulated the model of his sovereign by also employing 

Fouquet to create his own portrait around 1465 (Guillaume Jouvenel des Ursins, Paris: Louvre, 

Figure 5.6).  Although both men wear similar fur-trimmed, red velvet garments, Guillaume’s 

portrait does not declare military victory against a stark ground, but instead situates the 

chancellor, who kneels in prayer before a prie-dieu swathed in textiles and surmounted by a 

devotional manuscript, within a lavish environment rich with references to his identity as a 

member of the Jouvenel des Ursins family.  The same profusion of para-heraldic symbols found 

in surviving Jouvenel des Ursins manuscripts and tapestries fill the represented space.  Once 

again, muzzled bears support shields bearing the arms of the Orsini family.  The groupings 

comprise the capitals for the background’s gilt pilasters and are accompanied by representations 

of Acanthus mollis.  Beneath the egg and dart molding, Fouquet represented a line of simple 

rosettes, adopted from the heraldic arms.  Additional golden bear cubs are poised alongside the 

scrolling vegetation framing the marble panels, and climb up toward the top of the painting, 

visually paralleling the Jouvenel des Ursins family’s concurrent ascent in the French court.  

Although adopting the use of painted panel portraits from the Valois, Guillaume co-opts the 

media and adjusts it to fulfill his own goals of establishing legitimate political persona. 

This chapter will introduce the Jouvenel des Ursins Family Portrait as yet a different way 

to use panel painting that draws upon Valois models of family legitimacy, and takes advantage of 

paintings ability to replicate other forms of art.  First, it discusses issues of dating and patronage 

associated with this unusual panel.  Next, I reconstruct the painting’s original location within the 
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Saint-Remi chapel in Notre-Dame, Paris based on textual descriptions and visual representations 

of the location before the chapel was damaged during the French Revolution.  Third, I explore 

the function of the painting as a memorial dedication.  I compare the Jouvenel des Ursins Family 

Portrait to similar surviving and lost panels to demonstrate the international appeal of these 

paintings to upwardly mobile members of the nobility.  Fourth, I propose the group portrait 

functions to simulate a stained glass donation within the space of the chapel.  I discuss the 

construction of the choir chapels in Notre-Dame de Paris in the early-fourteenth century, 

including the one dedicated to Saint-Remi, and the inclusion of stained glass panels of donors 

within the private devotional spaces.  The Jouvenel des Ursins family acquired their chapel over 

a century after the chapels were completed, and I argue they were required to commission a 

substitute for already existing glass that celebrated a previous donor.  Last, I investigate the 

visual appearance of the painting, highlighting how it functioned to reproduce the objects and 

locations associated with wealth and noble status in fifteenth-century France.  Ultimately, this 

chapter demonstrates how panel painting was adopted and exploited by the Jouvenel des Ursins 

family for its potential to replicate status objects for newly titled members of the nobility.  

Although the conventions for representing legitimate identity remained the same, the new type of 

object was adopted as vehicle for the confirmation of noble identity.   

The portrait is constructed of wood panel and measures 165 x 350.5 centimeters.   Dated 

to the middle of the fifteenth century, the painting depicts Jean I Jouvenel des Ursins on the far 

left, followed by his wife Michelle de Vitry and their eleven children all kneeling in prayer.  An 

inscription in French along the base of the painting carefully records the titles and positions of 

the individuals shown.459 The inscription uses the language developed for establishing nobility, 

                                                
459 Sterling asserts that the inscription at the base of the painting is contemporary, although there is evidence that 
portions of the inscription were overpainted. Charles Sterling, La Peinture médiéval à Paris 1300-1500, vol. 2, 
(Paris, Bibliothèque des Arts, 1987), 29-30.  The inscription reads: “Ce sont les representations de nobles personnes 
messire Jehan Juvenal des Urssins chevalier sauveur et baron de trainel.  Conseillier du roy.  Et damme mich[el]le 
de Vitry. Sa fame.  Et de leures enfans.   

Reverend pe[re] en dieu messire Jeha[n] Juvenal des Urssins docteur en loys et en decrect en so[n] temps 
evesq[ue] et co[m]te de beauvois.  Et demns ar[ch]e[v]esq[e] et duc de laon.  Co[m]te d’Anisy per de france 
conseillier du roy. 

 Ieh[ann]e Juvenal des Urssins q[ui] fu[t] [con]ioincte p[ar] mariage aveq[ue] noble homme maistre nichole 
[***eschalart] [con]se[il]l[e]r du R[oy]. 

 Mess[ire] loys Juvenal des urssins ch[eva]l[ie]r co[n]se[il]l[e]r et chambellan du Roy.  Et bailli de troyes. 
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reinforcing the family’s claim to noble status, particularly through the genuflecting figures, in 

imitation of the iconography of royal prayer, and the reference to titles and service to the king.  

Four of the family members served as royal councilors, including Jean I, Jean II, Guillaume, and 

Jacques, while Louis served as the king’s chamberlain, and Denis was in the service of the 

Dauphin, Louis of Guyenne (1397-1415).  The descriptions of the female members of the family 

additionally supports that the Jouvenel des Ursins were living nobly.  The inscriptions for the 

three eldest daughters, Anne, Jeanne, and Eude, all reference the positions and titles of their 

husbands, strengthening the family’s nobility.  The youngest daughter, Marie, is listed as a nun at 

the prestigious royal abbey of Saint Louis de Poissy, following the model established by the 

Valois princes.  For example, Marie de Valois (1393-1438), daughter of Charles VI, entered 

Poissy in 1397, and eventually became the prioress.  Marie Jouvenel des Ursins followed in the 

footsteps of her Valois role model first as a nun, and ultimately prioress of Poissy from 1462 to 

1472.  In another instance of emulating the model of the Valois family, Marie purchased the 

Belleville Breviary from the convent in 1454.460 

The family is represented in perpetual prayer, within a private space defined by a rich 

tapestry against the backdrop of an elaborate gothic church.  The group portrait has undergone 

little direct inquiry and often is dismissed for its lack of modeling, the static appearance of the 

                                                                                                                                                       
 Dame J[e]h[an]ne Juven[al] des Urssins q[ui] fu[t] [con]ioi[n]cte p[ar] mariage avecq[ue] pierre de cha[i]lli 
escuier.  Et depui[s] a messier guichart seign[eur] de pelvoisi[on] ch[eva]l[ie]r. 

 Damois[elle] eude Juv[e]n[al] des urssins q[ui] fu[t] [con]ioincte p[ar] mariage a denis de mares esc[uier] 
seig[neur] de doue. 

 Deni[s] [J]uven[l] des Urssi(n)s. escuier eschanco[n] de mo[n]s[ieur] loys dauphin de vienie et duc de 
guienne. 

 Seur M[arie] [Ju]ven[al] des Urssi[ns].  Relieuse a poyssy.   

 Mess[ire] guill[aum]e Juvenal des Urssins ch[eva]l[ie]r seign[eur] et baron de trainel en son te[m]ps 
conseiller du roy.  bailly de sens et depuis chancelier de france. 

 Pierre iuvenal des Urssins escuier. 

 Michiel Juven[al] des Urssins escuier et seign[eur] de la chapelle gaultier en brye. 

 Tres reve[re]nd pe[re] en dieu messire Jacq[ue]s Juven[al] des urssins archevesque et duc de reims.  
Pr[e]mier per de fr[a]nce co[n]se[i]ller du roy et pre[si]d[e]nt en la chamb[er] des co[m]ptes.” Transcribed from the 
original with assistance from Sterling, 29-30; and Peter S. Lewis, Écrits Politiques de Jean Juvénal des Ursins, 
(Paris: Société de l’Histoire de France, 1992), 242-243. 
460 Marie Jouvenel des Ursins purchase of the Belleville Breviary is recorded on folio 1 recto: “Ces belles legends 
apartiennent à seur Marie Juvenel des Ursins, reliieuse en l’église de monseigneur saint Loys de Poissy.  Et les 
acheta du couvent l’an mil CCCC cinquante quatre la somme de six vingtz escus d’or, de laquelle somme 
monseigneur le patriarche en paia cent, et la dicte seur en paya vingt.” Abbé V. Leroquais, Les Bréviaires 
Manuscrits des Bibliothèques Publiques de France, vol. 3 (Paris: Macon, 1934), 198. 
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figures, and the archaic qualities of the composition.461  The earliest recorded location of the 

family portrait is in the Saint-Remi chapel in Notre-Dame de Paris, as described in Claude P. 

Gueffier’s 1763 description of the cathedral.462  Gueffier states that the cathedral chapter 

awarded Jean I Jouvenel des Ursins with the chapel “in consideration of his zeal for the public 

well-being, and his fidelity toward his king [Charles VII].”463  He records Jean I’s service to the 

French king, and the chapel likely was given to the family after Jean’s death in 1431.  

Constructed in the first decades of the fourteenth century, the chapels provided those who 

possessed and endowed them a prestigious location within the Parisian cathedral for personal 

display and private worship.  Physical access to the chapels was limited – the spaces were closed 

and locked, accessible only to owners and the members of the clergy paid to pray for their 

memories.464  The messages of wealth and power in the form of lavish decoration and pious 

donation, however, were not restricted to the rarified few granted access beyond the chapel’s 

gates.  The ambulatory of the choir was a multifunctional space that teemed with visitors from all 

walks of life.465  A large audience would have been able to see the visual displays of power 

present in the private chapels, and the Jouvenel des Ursins family was eager to acquire and 

refurbish a space of their own in order to reinforce their new found identity.  They were, no 

doubt, anxious to fill their new chapel with images that celebrated their prestigious occupation of 

the space.   

The group portrait, dating after 1443466, is the oldest surviving Jouvenel des Ursins 

family donation at Notre-Dame, and indicates the terminal date for their acquisition of the Saint-

Remi chapel, which remained an active burial location for the family until the first half of the 

                                                
461 Museé national du Moyen Age Thermes de Cluny: Guide des Collections (Paris: Réunion des musées nationaux, 
1993), 31.  
462 M.C.P. Gueffier, Description historique des curiosités de l’église de Paris (Paris: Gueffier, 1763). 
463Gueffier, 162-63. 
464 Michael T. Davis, “Splendor and Peril: The Cathedral of Paris, 1290-1350,” Art Bulletin 80/1 (March 1998), 34-
66, 45. 
465 Davis, “Splendor and Peril,” 45-46. 
466 Although of a general date of the 1440s is accepted for the Jouvenel des Ursins Family Portrait, I maintain that 
the representation of Jacques as an archbishop, identifiable through his archiepiscopal cross, a position he was 
granted in 1443, indicates the painting was produced after 1443.  Jean II is shown with a bishop’s crosier, providing 
a terminal date for the painting of 1449, when he was promoted to Archbishop of Reims. 
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eighteenth century.467  The selection of the space dedicated to Saint Remi (c.437-533), may 

indicate the family received the chapel as late as 1443.  A Gallo-Roman and Early Christian, 

Saint Remi was bishop of Reims and celebrated for converting and subsequently baptizing the 

Frankish king Clovis.468  Jacques Jouvenel des Ursins became the family’s first archbishop of 

Reims in 1443, followed by his brother Jean in 1449.  I maintain that the upwardly mobile family 

was eager to commemorate its newfound status among the highest-ranking members of the 

nobility and the clergy in a chapel that referenced one of their many contemporary 

accomplishments.  

It is uncertain which member of the Jouvenel des Ursins family commissioned the large, 

group portrait.  Jean I’s death prior to the execution of the work excludes him as the patron.469  

Charles Sterling suggested that Jacques Jouvenel des Ursins, the family’s first archbishop of 

Reims, was the patron because of his depiction in a position often reserved for a donor.470  Peter 

S. Lewis countered this argument by stating that Jacques’ position at the far right of the painting 

more likely represented his position as the youngest child rather than his patronage.471  Sterling 

ruled out Guillaume Jouvenel des Ursins maintaining that he “favored art that was realist, 

‘modern.’”472  This assessment of Guillaume’s artistic taste is based on the celebrated Jean 

Fouquet painting of the French chancellor.  Although Fouquet’s portrait often is praised for its 

Italianate qualities, Sterling’s statement ignores Guillaume’s interest in late medieval sumptuous 

arts as well as early modern painting.473   Jean II, Jacques, and Guillaume all provide strong 

candidates for the original commission.  All three men are featured prominently in the panel, and 

the inscriptions identifying each of these figures emphasize their titles and proximity to the king.  

                                                
467 Gueffier’s description of the Saint Remi chapel includes the epitaphs of Jouvenel des Ursins descendants until 
1728.  
468 “St. Remigius,” Catholic Encyclopedia, Accessed 23 October 2009, 
http://www.newadvent.org/cathen/12763b.htm. 
469 Paul Durrieu, speaking to the Société des Antiquaires de France at the end of the nineteenth century, promoted 
Jean II Jouvenel des Ursins as the donor of the panel; however, there is no textual account of his argument.  Lewis 
insists that Durrieu proved conclusively that Jean II was the patron, but the transcripts of the late nineteenth century 
are not in existence.  Peter S. Lewis, Écrits Politiques de Jean Juvénal des Ursins (Paris: C. Klincksieck, 1978), 
246.   
470 Sterling, 35. 
471 Lewis, Écrits Politiques, 246. 
472 Sterling, 35 (il favorisait l’art realist, “moderne”). 
473 I have presented on the medieval features of this painting at Kalamazoo 2009. 
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Although their father, Jean I, is not the patron of the painting, the subject is a celebration of his 

role as the progenitor of a prestigious family.   

 

5.1  The Portrait’s Location in the Saint-Remi Chapel, Notre-Dame de Paris 

 

In the most in-depth published investigation of the Jouvenel des Ursins Family Portrait, 

Sterling stated that the painting functioned to glorify the family’s rise to influence and asserted 

that it was “an imitation of a habit practiced by the feudal nobility.”474  Although he noted 

compositional similarities between the Jouvenel des Ursins panel and scenes appearing in 

illuminated manuscripts, such as on folio 27 verso of the Neville Hours (c. 1420-25, BnF MS lat. 

1158; Figure 5.7), based on a stylistic comparison Sterling dismissed previous arguments that 

suggested the Master of the Munich Golden Legend authored both works.475  He concluded the 

painting initially hung in the Cathedral of Notre-Dame de Paris above the figural tomb of Jean I 

and Michelle de Vitry to serve as an epitaph.476  Sterling’s assertion about the location of the 

painting is confirmed by, if not based on, Claude P. Gueffier’s description of the work as 

attached to the wall above the tomb.477  A drawing from the Roger de Gaignières collection 

records the original appearance of the tomb before it sustained severe damage during the French 

Revolution (Figure 5.8).478  The Gaignières’ drawing includes a label that indicates the tomb was 

located “to the right in the Chapel of Saint Remi,” on the west wall.  Visual evidence in the 

drawing further signals the tomb’s presence on the western wall of the chapel.  The artist of the 

archival sketch has included a shadow visible to the right of the tomb revealing a strong light 

                                                
474 Ibid., 30. 
475 Ibid., 32.  An argument for the Master of the Munich Golden Legend as the artist based on style appears in 
Eleanor P. Spencer, The Sobieski Hours, A Manuscript in the Royal Library at Windsor Castle (New York: 
Academic Press, 1977), 54.  The Neville Hours features group portraits of family members kneeling in prayer in a 
chapelle formed by tapestry in a wooden, barrel vaulted space on folios 27v 34v. 
476 Sterling, 30. 
477 Gueffier, 160. 
478 Sterling, 30.  Both figures were decapitated during the Revolution.  The appearance of the heads can be 
approximated by fanciful drawings by Louis Boudan for the Gaignières collection after the tomb sculptures.  See 
Reserve OA-14-FOL, f. 53r for Jean I and f. 54r for Michelle de Vitry. 
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source facing the genuflecting figures, providing evidence that the sculpted couple knelt in 

prayer toward the chapel’s windows and the altar located below.479   

The Gaignières drawing does not show the family portrait hanging above the tomb; 

however, this does not preclude the painting from being installed in this location.  Drawings in 

the Gaignières series often exclude extraneous details in the environment in order to focus on a 

single monument.  Additionally, the drawings often take liberties with the details they include or 

exclude.  For example, a drawing in the same collection represents the Jouvenel des Ursins 

Family Portrait (Paris: BnF Reserve OA-15-FOL, f. 30r; Figure 5.9).  The drawing records the 

panel’s location within the Saint-Remi chapel, yet it does not present a completely faithful 

reproduction of the original painting.  To illustrate this point, in the Gaignières’ drawing, the rich 

textiles of the bishops’ garments are included, but regularized in their pattern, while the grisaille 

images of various saints in stained glass windows in the original painting are left blank in the 

drawing.480 

The group portrait is more complicated than an epitaph; rather, it comprises a portion of 

the family’s total donation toward the renovation of the Saint-Remi chapel.  Donations to 

ecclesiastical institutions took a variety of forms, including cash, land, liturgical textiles and 

equipment, and memorials.481  Such personal memorials were composed of decorative church 

furniture including painted altarpieces, stained glass window, sculpted monuments, and plaques 

all of which are characterized by references to the individuals commemorated in the form of 

portraits, inscriptions, and para-heraldic symbols, all of which are found in the Jouvenel des 

Ursins Family Portrait.482   

                                                
479 Evidence for this altar survives in archival descriptions of gifts to the cathedral of Notre-Dame de Paris.  Eudes 
de Sens is recorded as having donated a chaplaincy at the altar of Saint Remi in 1316. Michael T. Davis, “Splendor 
and Peril: The Cathedral of Paris, 1290-1350,” Art Bulletin 80/1 (March 1998), 34-66, 59.  Gueffier’s account in 
1763 mentioned a painting representing Saint Claudius, archbishop of Besançon (c.607-c.696), as present on the 
altar’s chapel’s altar, but no date is provided for this image.  Gueffier, 160.  For further discussion of the earliest 
chapels in Notre-Dame, Paris see: Henry Kraus, “New Documents for Notre-Dame’s Early Chapels,” Gazette des 
Beaux-Arts 74 (1969), 121-34; Kraus, “Notre-Dame’s Vanished Medieval Glass: The Iconography,” Gazette des 
Beaux-Arts 68 (1967), 131-47; and Kraus, “Notre-Dame’s Vanished Medieval Glass: The Donors,” Gazette des 
Beaux-Arts 69 (1967), 65-78. 
480 This omission is discussed by Henry Kraus, “The Iconography,” 141. 
481 Truus van Bueren, “Care for the Here and the Hereafter: a Multitude of Possibilities,” in Care for the Here and 
the Hereafter: Memoria, Art and Ritual in the Middle Ages, eds. Truss van Bueren and Andrea van Leerdam 
(Turnhout: Brepols, 2005), 14. 
482 Ibid. 
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The chapel became the repository for the group portrait and other recorded memorial 

objects celebrating Jean I and his children.  These donations included the figural tomb of Jean I 

and Michelle de Vitry, described by Gueffier as carved in marble and raised about two feet off 

the ground on a base that depicted the family’s arms in relief.483  Also located in the chapel was 

the engraved, brass tomb of Guillaume in his roles as both an administrator and a knight (Figure 

4.18).484  These monuments commemorate the first two generations of Jouvenel des Ursins 

patrons of the Saint-Remi chapel, and Gueffier’s list additionally includes a number of tombs 

and plaques donated by family members into the eighteenth century.485  The brass monument 

celebrating Guillaume is lost to time, undoubtedly melted down to reuse its precious metals, and 

the figural tomb of his parents survives in a heavily restored state.  The family’s dedications to 

the tomb, likely also including textiles and liturgical performances, have disintegrated or been 

forgotten.  The sole intact survivor of the family’s chapel donations is the monumental group 

portrait.  Unlike the art of the early Valois, panel painting was not constructed of expensive 

components that could be rendered to their original elements, thus retaining their value as a 

commodity. Painting gained popularity through its ability to replicate luxury objects, and the 

Jouvenel des Ursins Family Portrait is an ideal model for charting the change from interests in 

material worth to the celebration of value based in representation.  The survival of the family 

portrait in many ways speaks of the appeal of the relatively new form of independent painted 

panels in the fifteenth century, and the status it would hold by the beginning of the sixteenth 

century and beyond.  

 

5.2 The Objects and Functions of Late Medieval Chapel Endowment 

 

Painted memorials played a role in the development of northern panel painting in the 

fifteenth century.  Like the Jouvenel des Ursins Family Portrait, one of the earliest surviving 

examples of large-scale, Netherlandish panel painting also depicts members of an ennobled 

                                                
483 Gueffier, 160. 
484 Gueffier included the full text present on Guillaume’s tomb, as can be seen on the two surviving Gaignères 
drawings of the monument, yet he inaccurately describes its visual appearance stating that it is a representation of all 
thirteen family members, as found in the group portrait.  Ibid., 167.  I suggest this is evidence that Gueffier was 
copying the description of the chapel from an earlier and unknown source  
485 Ibid., 160-68. 
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family kneeling, single-file in prayer.  Known as the Memorial Panel of the Lords of Montfoort 

and conserved in the Rijksmuseum, the panel measures 69.5 x 142.9 cm (Figure 5.10).  

Dendrochronology indicates that the heavily restored painting originally dates between c. 1380-

1400.486  Four genuflecting male members of the De Rovere van Montfoort family are 

represented in identical armor and tabards emblazoned with the family’s arms.  Four heraldic 

shields, each consisting of three red mill irons on a silver field, appear again above the heads of 

the men and are topped by crowned helmets.487  The Lords of Montfoort are presented to a seated 

Virgin and Child by Saint George, recognizable by both his banner and the red cross on a white 

field represented on his shield.488  A vernacular, Dutch inscription running below the ground line 

identifies the first three figures as Jan I, Burgrave of Montfoort, Roelof de Rovere van 

Heulestein, and Willem de Rovere van Montfoort.489  All three men, Jan, his great uncle Roelof, 

and his uncle Willem, died on 26 September 1345 at the Battle of Warns.490  The identity of the 

fourth man has been the subject of some debate, as the end of the inscription is damaged 

severely, and his name is not recoverable.491  Hendrik III, the burggraaf of Montfoort between 

1376-1402 and nephew of Jan I, is the accepted patron of the memorial painting.492   

                                                
486 According to dendrochronology, the youngest heartwood ring formed in 1351, and the panel could have been 
ready for use in 1362, however, a date after 1376 is given as most likely.  Judith Niessen, “Memorial Tablet of the 
Lords of Montfoort (Gedachteistafel),” Rijksmuseum, accessed 15 February 2011, 
http://www.rijksmuseum.nl/collectie/zoeken/asset.jsp?id=SK-A-831&lang=nl. 
487 A mill iron is the metal piece placed in the center of a millstone. 
488 Ibid. 
489 “int jaer ons heeren dusent drie hondert vijf en veertich op sante cosmas en damianus dach doe bleven doot op 
die vriezen bij grave willem van heynegouwen van hollant en van Zeland en heer van Vrieslant heer jan van 
Montfoorde heer roeloff van Montfoorde heer willem van Montfoorde met veel hare magen vrienden en 
onderhebbenden. Bidt voor haer allen zielen.” 

490 The men died fighting alongside Count Willem IV of Holland to put down a Frisian rebellion.  Ibid. 
491 Niessen contends the last figure is Hendrik de Rovere van Heulestein (d. 1360), the son of Roelof based on 
evidence from a family history written in 1448 that includes a fourth family member at the Battle of Warns.  
Hendrik was wounded seriously at the battle, but survived to inherit his father’s estate.  Niessen suggests that the 
presence of Saint George, if this is indeed Hendrik de Rovere van Heulestein, serves to both reinforce the saint’s 
intercessory role for all four men, while his hand on the survivor’s shoulder indicates his active role in sparing his 
life in the deadly battle.  Truus Van Bueren, on the other hand, points to the dendrochronological dating of the panel 
and suggests that Hendrik de Rovere van Heulestein is an unlikely candidate for the unidentified figure because of 
his death before the execution of the panel.  Hendrik III, the burggraaf of Montfoort between 1376-1402 and nephew 
of Jan I, becomes Van Bueren’s suggestion for the unidentified family member.  For more see: Niessen; and Truus 
Van Bueren, Leven na de Dood: Gedenken in de late Middeleeuwen (Turnhout: Brepols, 1999), 231-232. 
492 Ibid., 232; Niessen. 
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The Memorial Panel of the Lords of Montfoort served the dual purpose of 

commemorating the men represented and visually reinforcing the political links between the de 

Rovere van Montfoort family and the count of Holland, and was likely installed near the altar of 

the Virgin in either the church at Monfoort or Sint Janskerk in Linschoten.493  Although the 

Memorial Panel of the Lords of Montfoort is Netherlandish in origin, commemorative memorial 

dedications were not limited by geography, and culturally Holland and France were linked by the 

incorporation of Holland into the Duchy of Burgundy in 1432, a decade before the creation of 

the Jouvenel des Ursins Family Portrait.  Further evidence of the international character of the 

Montfoort panel exists in the image of the Virgin and Child, based on Parisian models, that is the 

focus of the kneeling knights’ devotion.494 

Reinforcing the international appeal of the painted memorial to noble families, such as 

the Jouvenel des Ursins, Sterling suggested that commemorative painting, such as the Jouvenel 

des Ursins Family Portrait, was a popular genre among Parisian nobility.  His evidence was Guy 

Bretonneau’s seventeenth-century history of the Briçonnet family that described a similar group 

portrait once housed in the refectory of the monastery at Sainte-Croix in Paris.495  Although the 

original painting is lost, Bretonneau’s record indicates that, like the Jouvenel des Ursins Family 

Portrait, the Briçonnet example was also a large, painted panel.  Four male members of the 

                                                
493 Van Bueren, Leven na de Dood, 232.  The political implications of the panel, connecting the de Rovere von 
Montfoort family with the counts of Holland suggest a date between 1396-1401 for the painting.  During that time 
Hendrik III fought, like his ancestors, alongside the count of Holland, whom he had previously opposed, against the 
Frisians.   
494 Seated on a large, sculptural wooden throne, the Virgin reflects the Parisian model popularized in the late 
fourteenth century by Jacquemart de Hesdin and André Beauneveu, artists working for Jean de Berry.  She is the 
sedes sapientiae, the Throne of Wisdom.  An example of iconography for the Virgin and Child appears in the 
Brussels Hours, a manuscript prepared for Jean de Berry before 1403 (Brussels: Bibliothèque royale MS 11060-61).  
The deluxe book of hours, given by Jean de Berry to his brother Philip the Bold shortly before the latter’s death, 
features a famous pair of facing folios, 10 verso and 11 recto, that depict Jean de Berry, presented by his patron 
saints to the Virgin and Child.  The miniatures are attributed to Jacquemart de Hesdin, and like the Sedes Sapientae 
forming the focus of devotion for the Lords of Montfoort, the enthroned Virgin in the Brussels Hours is also a 
represented as the Throne of Wisdom.  
495 Sterling 30.  The full text of Bretonneau’s account is as follows: “Au réfectoire du monastère de l’église Sainte-
Crois à Paris, on voyait un ‘grand tableau d’une peinture exquise’ où les members de la famille Briçonnet étaient 
représentés ‘en leur naturelle grandeur assortis d’habits et d’autres ornaments convenables à leur dignité: Mgr le 
Cardinal, de sa robe pourprine, Mgr le Chancelier archevêque des Reims, de sa croix; Mgrs les évêques de Meaux 
et de Saint-Malo de leurs mitres, crosses et chappes pontificales et ainsi des autres consécutivement où l’artiste 
peintre a curieusement dispose les personages selon l’ordre et l’exigence de leurs ages conformément aux lois d’une 
genealogie bien dressée, laissant de plus en bas de châque pourtraict un petit mémoire lequel comprend le nom, la 
qualité, le temps et le lieu des décès du personages représenté, sans oublier les armoiries.”  Guy Bretonneau, 
Histoire généalogique de la maison des Briçonnets, (Paris: Pontoisien, 1620), 17. 
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Briçonnet family were represented life-size and dressed in garments appropriate to their status 

and occupations.  Cardinal Guillaume I Briçonnet (1445-1514), identified by his crimson robe, 

appeared first, and he was followed by his brother Robert (d. 1497), whose illustrious political 

career was capped by his service as both Archbishop of Reims (1493-97) and Chancellor of 

France (1495-97).496  Next were shown Guillaume II (c.1470-1534), the Bishop of Meaux and 

the eldest son of the Cardinal and his wife Raoulette de Beaune.  Last was the Bishop of St.-

Malo, Guillaume II’s younger brother, Denis (1479-1535).  Bretonneau describes the two 

bishops as recognizable by “their miters, crosses, and pontifical copes.”497  In order to insure 

recognition of these figures in perpetuity, text is included below each of the men and relates, “the 

name, the nobility, the time and the place of death of the people represented.”498  The details of 

the deaths of the members of the Briçonnet family indicates the painting was completed 

sometime after 1535, the year in which the last surviving brother, Denis, died, and Bretonneau’s 

description of the painted panel additionally may provide information about its original function. 

In the fifteenth-century, the urban patriciate in northern Europe adopted the model of 

painted dynastic portraits from the Valois princes, as seen in the collection recorded in Jean de 

Berry’s inventory, as a means of demonstrating familial heritage and connections. 499  

Bretonneau indicates that the tableau satisfies the requirements for legal genealogy – such 

portraits functioned as official documents attesting to a family’s ancestry.500  In a remarkable 

parallel to the Jouvenel des Ursins family, the Briçonnet originate from humble, mercantile 

origins.  The first documented evidence of the family is from the late fourteenth century.501  Jean 

I Briçonnet made his living in the salt trade, and married the daughter of a moneychanger.502  

Although his eldest son Jean II became a stocking merchant, another son, Pierre (d. 1438), 

                                                
496 Bretonneau’s text claims that the members of the Briçonnet family appeared in order of their age, but Guillaume I 
was the youngest of his brothers.   
497 Bretonneau, 17. 
498 Ibid., 17. 
499 Wilson, 42. 
500 Bretonneau, 17. “ages conformément aux lois d’une genealogie bien dressée.”  One function of panel painting in 
the fifteenth century was as a legal document, as discussed by Margaret D. Carroll in the case of Jan van Eyck’s 
Arnolfini Double Portrait.  See: Margaret D. Carroll, “In the Name of God and Profit: Jan van Eyck’s Arnolfini 
Portrait,” Representations 44 (Autumn 1993), 96-132. 
501 Philippe Hamon, “Briçonnet, famille,” in La France de La Renaissance: Histoire et Dictionnaire, eds. Arlette 
Jouanna et al, (Paris: Éditions Robert Laffont, 2001), 660-662. 
502 Ibid., 660. 
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became a financial official in the city of Tours.503  Like his father, Pierre’s son, Jean the Elder (d. 

1493), was elected to office in Tours, and he maintained an interest in national French politics, 

particularly under Louis XI (1423-1483).504   The men featured on the lost memorial panel, sons 

and grandsons of Jean the Elder, enjoyed privileged positions within the secular and ecclesiastic 

courts of France.  Their representation on the painted panel celebrated and legally documented 

their rapid ascension of the social hierarchy in Valois France.  

Pursuit of noble existence, vivre noblement, was based on participants following a 

number of behavioral rules that included partaking in social activities such as tournaments, 

hunting, and banquets.505  All of these instances provided many opportunities for participants to 

demonstrate their nobility through conduct and displays of material culture.  In addition to 

ephemeral presentations in popular noble pastimes, legitimate nobility was demonstrated more 

permanently in the construction, decoration, and maintenance of private residences and 

chapels.506  Constant affirmation of status through visual display was necessary to maintain 

nobility, but equally important was attesting to the legitimacy of one’s heritage. Evidence for the 

use of family portraits in constructing legitimate heritage among upwardly moblile members of 

society eager to establish links with ancient nobility survives in one particular instance where a 

painted genealogy was forged.  Guyot Duchamp, the châtelain d’Argilly in Burgundy from 1437, 

was discovered as having counterfeit ancestor portraits in his château.507  Duchamp was 

interested in verifying his nobility through letters of patent, and asserted that for five generations 

his family “vivants comme nobles hommes” as loyal servants to the dukes of Burgundy.508  The 

gallery of false ancestor portraits, collected by his father, Etienne, was intended to serve as 

further evidence of Duchamp’s claim to legitimate noble status.509  The charges against 

                                                
503 Ibid. 
504 Ibid.  In addition, Pierre had another son, Jean the Younger (d. 1502).  Jean the Younger was elected mayor of 
Tours in 1469, and worked to establish a “Franchise” tapestry weaving industry in Tours to compete with 
Burgundian tapestries made in Arras.  As I intend to explore in a subsequent project, the creation of a new economy 
by Jean the Younger seems to parallel the initiatives designed by the Burgundian official Pieter Bladelin (1410-72) 
in his newly formed town of Middleburg. 
505 Jean C. Wilson, Painting in Bruges at the Close of the Middle Ages: Studies in Society and Visual Culture 
(University Park: Penn State University Press, 1998), 28. 
506 Ibid. 
507 Ibid.   
508 Ibid. 
509 Ibid.   
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Duchamp, a social contemporary of the Jouvenel des Ursins family, may have struck a chord 

with the newly-titled Parisian family who, as discussed in the previous chapter, appear to have 

fabricated their own ties to ancient nobility.  The Jouvenel des Ursins Family Portrait, like the 

lost painting of the Briçonnet family, served in part to establish a legitimate genealogic record of 

the family.  Although Jean II textually links the family back to Italy and the ancient Roman 

Orsini in his historical writings, the unsubstantiated earlier generations of the family are 

conspicuously absent from the painted group portrait.  Through its inclusion of actual members 

of the Jouvenel des Ursins family, well-known in the courtly circle in the first-half of the 

fifteenth century, and its emphasis on heraldry, titles, and the sumptuous nature of noble material 

culture, the painting reinforces the legitimate nature of the family. 

Large-scale painted wood panels depicting praying members of noble families, such as 

those commissioned by the Jouvenel des Ursins, Montfoort, and Briçonnet families, were an 

entirely new phenomenon.  The iconography of the panels, however, was not a completely new 

invention – the memorial portraits were commissioned in substitution for stained glass donor 

portraits that were a common feature in private devotional chapels.  Taking advantage of 

painting’s ability to recreate other media, the Jouvenel des Ursins Family Portrait allowed the 

family to represent its presence in the Saint-Remi chapel by simulating the scale and format of 

stained glass windows. 

 

5.3 A Surrogate Stained Glass Window 

 

The Saint-Remi chapel in Notre-Dame de Paris had been completed for over a century 

when it was given to the Jouvenel des Ursins family by the church’s chapter.  The final phase of 

construction on the Parisian cathedral began with the foundation of three axial chapels in the 

choir by Bishop Simon Matifas de Bucy in 1296.510  By 1315, sixteen new ambulatory chapels 

were finished and the makeup of the population present in the choir was forever altered.511 

Although the audience for the early gothic chevet was confined to the clergy, the construction of 

the choir chapels in the early-fourteenth century resulted in a reorganization of the viewers in the 

                                                
510 Davis, “Splendor and Peril,” 34. 
511 Ibid., 34-35. 
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eastern end of Notre-Dame cathedral.512  The patrons of the new chapels were a “who’s who of 

Parisian society,” consisting of the cathedral’s bishop and canons, the king and queen, members 

of the inner circle of royal officials, and the wealthiest members of the city’s merchant class.513  

Unlike early Valois portraiture, such as the image of Jean le Bon, that was located and viewed in 

the chambre de retrait by an initmate audience of royal peers and advisors, the Jouvenel des 

Ursins Family Portrait was accessible to a much larger audience present in the cathedral’s 

ambulatory.514  The choir ambulatory chapels became places to construct and reinforce identity 

through the spectacular visual endowments made to the devotional spaces.  The gifts made by the 

early patrons to their chapels no longer exist, but documentary evidence records a number of 

stained glass donations originally installed in the choir chapels.   

Royal installations within the cathedral choir included the portraits of king Philip the Fair 

(1268-1314) and his wife Jeanne de Navarre (1271-1305) who appeared in stained glass along 

with their coats of arms in either the Saint Eutrope or the Décollation of Saint Jean chapel.515  

One example of ecclesiastic donations is represented by Canon Michel de Darancy’s stained 

glass donation portrait showing a man in liturgical garb holding a model of a window 

representing his gift.516  The association with Darancy, who is described as a “very rich” man, is 

assured through an inscription in black letters that appeared at the bottom of the panel.517  A 

drawing of a second prestigious clergy member’s stained glass donation exists in the Gaignières 

collection, and represents Cardinal Michel du Bec as a tonsured ecclesiastic kneeling in an 

architectural enclosure and holding a model of a gothic building (Figure 5.11). 518  Once again, 

an inscription records Michel du Bec as the donor. 

Like other spaces in the newly redesigned choir, the Saint-Remi chapel had been 

occupied by a previous donor when the Jouvenel des Ursins family took control in the 1430s.  

Canon Eudes de Sens is documented as endowing a chaplaincy in the Saint-Remi chapel in 1316, 

                                                
512 Ibid., 45. 
513 Ibid., 36. 
514 For more on the location and audience for the portrait of Jean le Bon, see: Perkinson, Likeness of the King, 300. 
515 Kraus, “The Iconography,” 134.  Kraus mentions that it is unclear from Le Vieil’s description which of the 
adjoining chapels featured the royal portraits. 
516 Pierre Le Vieil, L’art de la peinture sur verre et de la vitrerie (Paris 1774), 200-201.  
517 Ibid., 200-201. 
518 Kraus discusses the significance of this window in: Kraus, “The Iconography,” 135. 
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and again in the adjoining Saint-Pierre/Saint-Étienne chapel in 1328.519  Part of his donation to 

Notre-Dame included painted stained glass windows in the Saint-Pierre/Saint-Étienne chapel 

representing the canon, his father, mother, and brother Gilles.520  The window was destroyed in 

the eighteenth century, but Canon Nicolas Parfaict recorded its description as it appeared in 

1670.521  Parfaict related that at the bottom of the window’s lancets “are painted four kneeling 

figures, a man and a woman dressed in the old style with their two sons behind them, one dressed 

in the habit of a deacon, kneeling and holding a chapel in his hands, the other also kneeling and 

dressed in a long red robe. . . . ”522 The identification of the figure holding the votive chapel as 

Eudes de Sens is secured by an inscription painted in black letters below the figures of the canon 

and his family.523  Remarkably, this window may have survived until 1774, when the colored 

glass was removed and replaced with grisaille at the request of the sculptor Jean-Baptiste Pigalle 

(1714-85) who sought more light for his newly installed tomb for the Comte Claude-Henri 

d’Harcourt (1704-69).524  In addition to Eudes de Sens and his family, the Saint-Pierre/Saint-

Étienne chapel windows contained a scene of the Court of Heaven dating from the sixteenth 

century.525  Kraus maintained, I believe incorrectly, that the Court of Heaven portion of the 

window was spared when the fourteenth century donation glass was removed at Pigalle’s 

request.  As evidence, Kraus points to a drawing showing window decoration above an altar, 

                                                
519 Davis, 59-60; Marcel Aubert, Notre-Dame de Paris: Sa Place Dans L’Histoire de L’Architecture du XIIe au 
XIVe Siècle (Paris: Librairie Renouard, 1929), 146-147. 
520Kraus, “The Iconography,” 137. 
521 The chapter of Notre Dame de Paris gave permission on October 17, 1774 “permitting the suppression of the old 
glass of various colors” in the chapel of Saint Remi in order allow more natural light to shine on the newly installed 
tomb of the Comte d’Harcourt by Jean-Baptist Pigalle. Ibid., 138. 
522 Canon Nicolas Parfaict (1670), Manuscrit contenant (1) Catalogue des évêques et archevêques; (2) Cardinaux; 
etc, Paris, pp. 222-222B (The original manuscript is at church of Saint-Sulpice; photocopy at Musée Notre-Dame.) 
523 Kraus, “The Iconography,” 137.  The inscription describes the foundation of the chapel by Eudes de Sens, and 
the endowment of a daily mass by his father to be said at the chapel altar. 
524 Ibid., 138.  The original source is listed by Kraus as conserved in the Archives Nationales (Cote T 204).  The 
Saint-Pierre/Saint-Étienne chapel was given to Louis-Abraham d’Harcourt-Beuvron on 9 March 1746 to be used as 
a burial location for his family.  A note in Gabriel de Saint-Aubin’s copy of  Gueffier in the Bibliothèque historique 
de la Ville de Paris states the windows were removed in 1776. 
525 Gueffier wrote before the installation of the Pigalle tomb describes the window.  Guiffier, 171.  Curiously, 
although Parfaict describes the portraits of Eudes de Sens and his family, he neglects to mention the visual 
representation of the Court of Heaven.  He does, however, include the accompanying Latin inscription.  Kraus 
maintains that the cathedral canon’s required that the windows depicting the original fourteenth century donors 
remain in place when the Court of Heaven window was added in the sixteenth century. Kraus, “The Iconography,” 
138.  The canon’s concern over maintaining the original owners is important, yet, it is possible that the attribution of 
a sixteenth century date for the lost Court of Heaven window was incorrect. 
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dated to c. 1776, by Gabriel de Saint-Aubin in the margins of a copy of Gueffier’s text (Figure 

5.12).526  Although the drawing of the window shows four lancets surmounted by two small 

roundels that support a larger rose, as is consistent with the Saint Pierre/Saint Étienne chapel 

(Figure 5.13), the image represented by Saint-Aubin is not a Court of Heaven.527  Instead, the 

window’s lancets in the drawing, identical to those present in the Saint-Remi chapel, represent 

portraits of donors kneeling in prayer.  Although Saint-Aubin did not indicate the location of the 

window in the drawing, it is possible that the image records the glass present in the adjoining 

Saint-Remi chapel and not the Saint Pierre/Saint Étienne chapel.  Like the figures represented in 

the drawing, the Jouvenel des Ursins Family Portrait also depicts individuals kneeling in prayer.  

Consistent with visual and textual accounts of fourteenth-century chapel windows, the painted 

panel includes an inscription along the bottom that identifies the figures and their situations.528 

Painted stained glass windows containing donor images have appeared since the creation 

of large programs of gothic stained glass by Abbot Suger at Saint Denis.  As their affluence and 

status increased during the fifteenth century, newly titled members of the nobility became 

patrons of their own private chapels, spaces initially the domain of the clergy and the aristocracy.  

A notable surviving example of such patronage is the Simon Aligret window donated around 

1412 in the Cathedral of Saint Étienne at Bourges (Figure 5.14).  The Aligret window is visually 

similar to the window donated by Pierre Trousseau for his private chapel also at Bourges (Figure 

5.15).  Both record the founder kneeling in prayer and presented by a saint.  Although the 

windows share this common compositional motif, the social status of the two patrons is quite 

different.  Trousseau was a canon at Bourges Cathedral and later a bishop at Poitiers and even 

briefly the archbishop at Reims.529  His position within the church was typical of those funding 

                                                
526 Kraus, “The Iconography,” 139.  The Gabriel de Saint-Aubin’s copy of Gueffier is in the Bibliothèque historique 
de la Ville de Paris.  
527 Kraus admits that the large round window represents a Pietà, rather than the Court of Heaven. Ibid., 136. Not 
only does the presence of a Pietà conflict with the theme of the Court of Heaven, the figures drawn by Saint-Aubin 
do not represent the “popes, emperors, kings, queens, legates, cardinals, archbishops, bishops, monks and nuns of 
different orders and people of all estates who aspire toward that divine court” mentioned by Gueffier as 
accompanying the Celestial Court. Gueffier, 171. 
528 Of great significance, the inscription included in the Jouvenel des Ursins Family Portrait is in French, rather than 
the Latin that typifies the dedicatory text of earlier examples, particularly those given by members of ecclesiastical 
communities.  This change in language may point to the secular lives of the patrons, and may be evidence that the 
painting was commissioned by the chancellor Guillaume, rather than his brothers, the archbishops. 
529 Peter Kurmann and Brigitte Kurmann-Schwarz, “Franzosische Bischofe als Auftraggeber und Stifter von 
Glasmalereien.  Das Kunstwerk als Geschichtsquelle,” Zeitschrift für Kunstgeschichte 60/4 (1997): 429-450, 445. 
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private chapels, but Simon Aligret was not a member of the clergy; instead, he was the physician 

and counselor to Jean de Berry – a recently enobled man who owed his title to his position within 

the ducal court.530  Simon Aligret, like the Jouvenel des Ursins family, visually endowed his 

newly acquired chapel with a monumental, commemorative work of art.  The circumstances 

surrounding the acquisitions of the chapels, however, were quite different.  Aligret successfully 

petitioned Pope John XXIII for permission to found a chapel in Bourges Cathedral during the 

expansion of the cathedral’s transepts and the creation of private chapels.531  Although Aligret 

was the founder of the chapel that still bears his likeness in its stained glass windows today, as 

previously discussed, the glass in the choir chapels of Notre-Dame cathedral was filled with 

images of its early-fourteenth-century patrons.  The Jouvenel des Ursins Family Portrait served 

as a painted substitute for a donation window by simulating the visual appearance of stained 

glass, but the painted panel was not restricted by the proportions of the window’s lancets, and 

because of the flexibility of the painted medium, more family members, thirteen in all, could be 

represented.  The panel painting also could replicate the propagandizing messages inherent in 

public commissions of stained glass. 

 

5.4 Stained Glass and Displays of Status 

 

By the end of the fourteenth century, painted stained glass dedications to churches were 

an established art form understood to serve multivalent functions in addition to personal devotion 

as a medium for the representation of identity and as a carrier for politically charged messages.  

For example, in a political move intended to affirm his crown in the heart of a territory that 

resisted Valois rule, Charles VI installed a stained-glass portrait in the south side of the nave in 

the Cathedral of Notre-Dame in Évreux surrounded by windows donated by members of the 

Navarre family (Figure 5.16).532  Upon initial investigation, the images appear to be devotional 

                                                
530 Brigitte Kurmann-Schwarz, “Le Vitrail de Simon Aligret de la Cathédrale de Bourges et les Artistes au Service 
de Jean de Berry,” in En Berry, du Moyen-Âge a la Renaissance; pages d’histoire et d’histoire de l’art; mélanges 
offerts à Jean-Yves Ribault (Bourges: Society d’archéologie, 1996), 213-219. 
531 Ibid., 213. 
532 François Gatouillat, “L’épiphanie de la gloire des Valois: le vitrail au service de la propagande royale,” in 
Glasmalerei im Kontext: Bildprogramme und Raumfunktionen: Akten des XXII Internationalen Colloquiums des 
Corpus Vitrearum, Nürnberg, 29 August 2004, (Nuremberg: Germanisches Nationalmuseum, 2005), 183-196, 196.  
Gatouillat (183) records that the original thirteenth century windows were removed in order to install the new 
windows under Charles VI.  
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in nature.  Charles VI kneels before a textile draped prie-dieu that holds an open book of hours in 

front of a blue tapestry emblazoned with fleur-de-lis within a vaulted gothic interior.  Françoise 

Gatouillat, however, in discussion of the Évreux window, emphasized the significance of a 

monarch placing his image in a public building, highlighting that its inclusion in a religious 

monument serves the promotion of the monarchy more than it serves private devotion.533  The 

kingdom of Navarre was incorporated into the kingdom of France during Capetian rule, but 

returned to independent status after the succession of the Valois with the death of Charles IV.  

Navarre retained important landholdings within France, including Évreux, and maintained a 

constant claim to the French crown during the Hundred Years War.  The decision to place 

Charles VI’s image in Évreux Cathedral was politically motivated.  While recording the king 

kneeling in prayer commemorates his devotion in perpetuity, the stained glass window made an 

immediate impact on the political situation in the county of Évreux by visually reinforcing the 

legitimacy of the Valois dynasty and Charles VI’s right to rule.534  

Following the example of the the politically motivated princely stained glass portrait, the 

Jouvenel des Ursins Family Portrait provides an example of the appeal of panel painting to the 

recently enobled who were eager to promote their newly acquired status.  Taking advantage of 

painting’s ability to recreate luxurious spaces, objects, and people, the group portrait allows the 

family to define their privileged position and environment.  All thirteen figures kneel in prayer 

within a reconstruction of an ecclesiastic structure.  Behind the space occupied by the family, an 

ambulatory, including portions of five chapels, is visible.  The ceilings of the chapels are 

decorated in a celestial pattern of gold stars on a dark blue background.  Golden ribs spring from 

the gilt capitals of delicate columns attached to the carefully rendered masonry of the walls.   

Sculpted figures of apostles and saints decorate niches placed around the ambulatory.  

From left to right, the figures are Saint James the Major, Saint Paul, Saint John the Evangelist, 

Saint Jude, Saint Thomas, and Saint Philip.535  Completing the heavenly population represented 

in the upper portion of the church, more saints appear in grisaille stained glass windows.  Saints 

Stephen and Rigobert form a pair of lancets on the left of the panel, while Michael and 

                                                
533 Ibid., 183. 
534 For additional evidence of art commission as a political tool in the debate with Navarre, see: Hedeman, 97. 
535 Identification of these figures are confirmed by Sterling.  Kraus alternately identifies the third figure tentatively 
as John the Baptist, the fourth figure as St. Thomas à Becket, and the fifth figure as either St. Jude or St. Simon.  
Kraus, “The Iconography,” 141-42 
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Christopher are their pendants on the right.  Both groups of lancets are surmounted by a trefoil 

depicting a brightly colored shield bearing the arms of the Jouvenel des Ursins family.536  The 

central ambulatory chapel contains seven large figural windows.  The Virgin and Child are 

represented in the central window, and they are surrounded, from the farthest left to the farthest 

right by Saints Nicase, Louis, Lawrence, Mary Magdalene, Peter, and Anne. 

Although some scholars suggest the sacred space represented in the Jouvenel des Ursins 

Family Portrait provides an approximation of the fifteenth-century interior of Notre-Dame de 

Paris, it is unlikely to be a representation of actual church architecture; rather, the panel depicts a 

popular method for representing private devotion in the late-fourteenth and fifteenth centuries.537 

In the painting, a rich orange and red, luxury textile both highlights the members of the family, 

and delineates their personal space of prayer from the larger architecture.  This same convention 

is found in late medieval deluxe illuminated manuscripts produced in Paris.  One particularly 

striking example is the Bedford Hours (c. 1414-23, London: British Library Add. MS 18850).   A 

book of hours produced for Paris use, the manuscript likely was completed as a wedding gift 

associated with John of Lancaster, the first duke of Bedford (1389-1435).538  

For example, folio 257 verso represents Anne of Burgundy (1404-1432), daughter of 

John the Fearless and wife of the duke of Bedford, kneeling in prayer before a seated Saint Anne 

(Figure 5.17).  The sacred space, tentatively identified as Anne’s private oratory by Eberhard 

Köning, is subdivided by an elaborate tapestry decorated with the emblems and motto of the 

duchess.539  Behind the identifying tapestry, once again ambulatory space is represented.  As in 

the Jouvenel des Ursins Family Portrait, the ceiling of another chapel is visible in the 

background.  The vaulting, once again, is painted to resemble a night sky in blue that is 

highlighted with golden stars and ribbing.  Köning supports his argument that the miniature 

represents an actual location through the inclusion of the arms of the duke of Bedford in the 

                                                
536 Identification of the grisaille windows is based on Kraus, “The Iconography,” 142. 
537 Ibid., 140-142. 
538 The date for the beginning of the manuscript, c. 1414, indicate the book was begun for another royal patron.  It is 
suggested that the manuscript was begun for Louis of Guyenne, dauphin of France (1396-1415) and his wife 
Margaret of Burgundy (1393-1441).  Louis’ death severed the fragile peace between the Valois kings and their 
Burgundian cousins. 
539 Eberhard Köning, The Bedford Hours: The Making of a Medieval Masterpiece (Luzern: Faksimile Verlag, 2007), 
124. 
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windows of folio 256 verso (Figure 5.18).540  This page depicts John kneeling before his own 

patron, Saint George, separated from a less elaborate wooden vaulted space that Köning 

identifies as the duke’s palace.541  As with the Jouvenel des Ursins Family Portrait, 

identification of a real physical location is problematic.  Both images display heraldic devices in 

the windows, however, no scholars would point to the presence of the Jouvenel des Ursins 

shields in the panel painting to suggest family ownership of the large church depicted.  The 

appearance of family arms in stained glass is a further suggestion of the status and the identity of 

the individuals represented.542 

The duke of Bedford’s presence in front of Saint George is a statement of his own 

identity and legitimate right to rule France as English regent.  John’s surroundings, both within 

the private devotional space and on the folio, are filled with emblems, mottos, livery, and arms 

that establish his ownership without a doubt.543  His privileged position within the semi-private 

space created by the tapestry becomes yet another visual sign of his status.  Köning suggests that 

use of textiles within the miniatures of the book of hours was a technique developed by the 

Bedford Master to avoid spatial problems, and that this technique was adopted by other 

manuscript illuminators throughout the fifteenth century.544  The presence of this visual 

convention in another medium in the later-fourteenth century, however, indicates the technique 

did not originate with the Bedford Master. 

As previously noted, stained glass donations, such as Charles VI’s window at the 

cathedral in Évreux, took advantage of fictive textiles to identify a praying figure within a larger 

architectural setting.  The king kneels in prayer before an open manuscript placed upon a prie-

dieu draped in a white cloth embroidered in gold.  Charles is defined within his own architectural 

                                                
540 Ibid., 124. 
541 Ibid., 124. 
542 A compelling example of the use of stained glass incorporating arms and para-heraldic symbols in the 
construction of identity is the diptych by Hans Memling representing Martin van Nieuwenhove in prayer before an 
image of the Virgin (1487). 
543 John, duke of Bedford’s arms display the quartered arms of France and England, adopted as the arms of France 
by Henry V,  along with the silver label at the top that identifies him as the younger brother.  His motto “a vous 
entier,” appears on banners stripped with his livery colors of blue, white, and red in the margins, and also on the 
livery banded tapestries that drape his prie-dieu and help define his space of prayer.  John’s emblem, a tree stump 
with tendril-like roots attached, or woodstock, are additionally featured on the para-heraldic tapestries and 
throughout the page’s margins.   
544 Köning, Bedford Hours, 124. 
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niche, a representation of a private devotional chapel, by a blue cloth emblazoned with golden 

fleur-de-lis.  Behind the tapestry, golden ribs and brilliant white quadripartite vaults represent 

another fantastic architectural space.  Politics rather than prayer motivate the figure of the king, 

cloistered in the personal and prestigious area of his chapel.  His presence is deliberate in its 

proclamation of his legitimate presence as king of France in spite of opposition by Navarre. 

The subdivision of architectural space into increasingly private areas was a feature of 

early Valois architecture, and I argue that the Jouvenel des Ursins family celebrated this 

opportunity to be shown both enveloped in and set apart by sumptuous textiles.545  Tapestries 

played an important role in constructing new spaces and shifting the ideological meaning of 

existing spaces.546  The tapestries displayed in the Jouvenel des Ursins Family Portrait most 

closely resembles a chapelle, the architectural term used for textiles employed in locations 

intended for prayer and liturgical functions.547  Jean le Tavernier’s illumination from the Traité 

sur l’Oraison Domincale (after 1457; Brussels: Bibliothèque royale de Belgique MS 9092, f. 9r), 

or Treatise on the Lord’s Prayer, depicts the Burgundian duke Philip the Good at Mass and 

presents a visual example of tapestry employed as chapelles to shape late medieval devotional 

space (Figure 5.2).  The scene takes place within the choir of a church defined by red and gold 

tapestries with a green border.  The tapestries, affixed to the choir’s piers, set off the space of the 

Mass from the surrounding ambulatory and private chapels.  The resulting space encloses the 

priests and dignitaries present for the sacrament.  The choir is filled with liturgical furniture: the 

textile-covered altar, the gilt altarpiece, the golden candlestick, the intricately carved book rest, 

the bench for the seated figures, and the book stand for the singing priests.  Although a liturgical 

performance is represented, the Burgundian duke’s foundational support of the activity is 

evident.  A large textile, woven with the intricate arms of Philip the Good, runs beneath the altar 

and the priest performing the Eucharist. 

                                                
545 See Mary Whiteley for discussion of the privatization of royal and ducal spaces. Mary Whiteley, “Royal and 
Ducal Palaces in France in the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Centuries:  Interior, ceremony and function,” 47-63, 
Architecture et Vie Sociale: L’Organisation Intérieure des Grandes Demeures a la Fin du Moyen Age et a la 
Renaissance, Actes du colloque tenu à Tours du 6 au 10 juin 1988 (Paris: Picard, 1994); “Le Louvre de Charles V: 
dispositions et functions d’une résidence royal,” Revue de l’Art 97 (1992), 60-71. 
546 Laura Weigert, Weaving Sacred Stories: French Choir Tapestries and the Performance of Clerical Identity 
(Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 2004); “Chambres d’amour Tapestries of Love and the Texturing of Space,” 
Oxford Art Journal 31/3 (2008), 317-336. 
547 Weigert, “Tapestries of Love,” 325. 
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The choir is subdivided further by a chapelle that sets off space for a private devotional 

area reserved for the duke.  The dark blue tapestry, woven with golden firesteels – the personal 

emblem of Philip the Good – further assures the identity of the figure kneeling at prayer.  The 

Burgundian duke rests upon a cushion, and helps to support a manuscript resting on a small, 

cloth-covered altar.  A textual addition to the interior of the tapestry, “pater nostre,” references 

the title of the manuscript in which the image is located, the prayer actively performed by the 

duke in his devotion, and perhaps even the duke’s desired political role as a “father” to his 

subjects.548   

Similar to the image of Philip the Good, the Jouvenel des Ursins Family Portrait features 

liturgical furniture in the form of three prie-dieux used by Jean I, Michelle de Vitry, and 

Guillaume.  Each prayer bench is lavishly draped in expensive material and holds an open 

devotional manuscript, likely a book of hours.  The fabric covering the prie-dieux of Jean I and 

Guillaume are cloth of gold – brocaded velvet woven in the “pomegranate” design accessible 

only to the most wealthy members of society in the fifteenth-century.549  These material objects 

are deliberate inclusions that attest to the family’s pursuit of living nobly, and take advantage of 

the new medium of panel painting to recreate the costly items indicating elite status: 

sumptuously illustrated books of hours and luxury textiles.  The manuscripts and textiles used to 

define their location of prayer signal the family’s understanding of the significance of material 

objects in the projection of legitimate status, and their social position was reinforced by the way 

they have chosen to adorn their bodies. 

The messages of material wealth and power are represented in part by the costly clothing 

worn by the archbishops, Jean II and Jacques.  Richly embroidered figural bands depicting 

haloed saints border both men’s sumptuous brocaded velvet cloaks that are fastened by large 

gold and jeweled clasps.  Excessive displays of disposable income also appear in the gilt and 

jeweled tops of their staffs and in the multiple pearls, rubies, and sapphires present on their 

miters.  The glittering detail of the jewels is again possible through the developing oil medium.  

Although an argument can be made for the spiritual nature of the jewels worn by the clergymen, 

                                                
548 I thank Prof. Richard Emmerson for his suggestion of the role of the duke as “father.” 
549 For a detailed discussion of the use and value of “pomegranate” cloth of gold in the fifteenth and sixteenth 
centuries, see: Lisa Monnas, Merchants, Princes and Painters: Silk Fabrics in Italian and Northern Paintings 1300-
1550 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2008), 258-265. 
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those worn on the headdresses of their two married sisters, Jeanne and Eudes, are the physical 

and literal inverse of the ecclesiastical miters.   

An external frame conceals their hair and forms the shape of a large “V” in the version of 

a medieval escoffion worn by the fashionable sisters.  The enormous headdress appears to defy 

gravity – gilt and encrusted with a multitude of pearls and large gems and draped in sheer gold 

tissue, the escoffions render their gold and jeweled collars almost delicate in comparison.  Both 

women are attired similarly in sumptuously gowns with black cloth of gold sleeves and 

excessively abundant red skirts gathered over their arms.  They wear a number of rings, a feature 

found also on the two widowed female members of the family.550  The bishops and married 

women demonstrate the spiritual and material wealth of the family, while the armor and tabards 

of the remaining six men provide a evidence of the Jouvenel des Ursins’ status as rightful 

members of the noblesse ancienne.   

 All six armed men appear nearly identical upon first glance, and the only indication of 

Jean I’s status as the elder is his slight receding hairline.  Although the lack of individual 

differentiation may be singled out as a shortcoming on the part of the artist, corporate and family 

identity was the goal of this painting.  The armor worn signals their status as knights and 

therefore members of the noblesse ancienne.  The painting may have excluded the less securely 

documented Orsini members of the family that emigrated supposedly from Italy, yet it reinforces 

their claim through the choice to be represented in arms rather than in the robes of the university.  

The golden detail on the collar, spurs, and helmets of the armor of three members of the Jouvenel 

des Ursins family, Jean I, Louis, and Guillaume, indicate their status as knights, while the 

remaining armed brothers bear the silver spurs of squires.  

Not only does the armor reflect the family’s claim to legitimate noble status, their social 

position is reinforced by the arms woven into their tunics.  The heraldry of the Orsini family, a 

shield divided by a horizontal band that separates alternating stripes on the bottom and a single 

rosette on top composes the entire visual design of the tabards.  The shield design decorates the 

front of their garments, and also repeats in the belled sleeves.  The incorporation of heraldic 

device reinforces the identity of the Jouvenel des Ursins family as members of the ancient, 

Roman dynasty. 

                                                
550 The two widows retired to convents after the deaths of their husbands, and youngest sister, Marie, was never 
married, but instead was a nun at the prestigious royal abbey at Poissy.   
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5.5  Conclusion 

 

The royal gift of the Saint-Remi chapel to the Jouvenel des Ursins family marked their 

ascent in Parisian society, but in order to visually demonstrate ownership the family desired to 

install the equivalent of a painted glass window.  This donation would serve as part of a visual 

program that included both sculpted and brass tombs and likely tapestries and liturgical furniture.  

Acquiring a chapel that had been built and outfitted in the previous century, the Jouvenel des 

Ursins family commissioned a large painting that approximates the appearance of stained glass 

in composition and scale. The family chose to memorialize their new chapel and legitimize their 

political position by taking advantage of painting’s ability to mimic other art forms.  

Additionally, the Jouvenel des Ursins Family Portrait makes use of the unique ability of oil 

painting to recreate the costly objects indicating elite status: luxury tapestry, sumptuously 

illustrated books of hours, and costly jewels.  The painting also reinforces their identity as 

members of the true nobility by representing them dressed in armor and wrapped in the arms of 

the ancient Roman Orsini family.  In this way they underscored their position as newly titled 

members of the nobility, yet their choice of panel painting as medium for representation reveals 

their social status.  As relatively new players in the game of public promotion, the Jouvenel des 

Ursins family, representative of the recently ennobled in general, adapted social convention to 

accommodate the desire to install their likeness in the Saint-Remi chapel.  Patrons like the 

Jouvenel des Ursins family introduced novelty and innovation in the form of mimetic panel 

painting to the socio-political world of late medieval French art.  Like the stained glass 

representation of Charles VI, the painting’s purpose was a highly charged political statement.  

Although it does record the family at personal devotion in perpetuity, the immediate function of 

the work was to publicly proclaim the rise of the Jouvenel des Ursins family in Parisian politics 

and society.  
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CHAPTER 6:  CONCLUSION 

 

 The courtly art audience expanded during the fifteenth century with the introduction of 

recently ennobled families of merchant class background, who followed the collecting and 

commissioning habits of the Princes of the Blood.  The surviving visual culture of the French 

court is primarily devotional in nature; however, in the late fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, 

devotional art melded politics and power in order to serve patrons in addition to individual 

prayer.  Books of hours – the quintessential personal prayer accessory – provide the basis for the 

examination of the use of devotional art for personal promotion, and additionally negotiate the 

space between the sumptuous arts of the late medieval world and the development of panel 

painting in the Renaissance.  By examining diverse media, including manuscripts, tapestries, 

architectural decoration, and panel painting, this dissertation has sought to look beyond 

periodization in order to describe the active role of visual culture in the formation of political 

identity in fifteenth-century France. 

 For the Princes of the Blood, art was luxurious.  Items such as tapestries and joyaux were 

constructed of gold, silver, and jewels, providing both a stunning visual display, and a source of 

convertible cash that was necessary in the context of the Hundred Years War.  The images 

included on these sumptuous objects reinforced the nascent Valois dynasty’s claim to legitimacy 

by emphasizing their adherence to the devotional role model provided by the Capetian king and 

patron saint of French monarchs, Louis IX.  Additionally, Saint Louis’ acquisition of the Crown 

of Thorns and the construction of the Sainte-Chapelle in Paris as the location for the Passion relic 

provided an example for the Valois princes to emulate through the distribution of spines from the 

crown and the construction of new Sainte-Chapelles at their major palaces.   

 Books of hours provided one of the primary locations for the new dynasty to connect 

themselves through image and text to the model of Saint Louis.  In this dissertation, Jean de 

Berry served as the representative of the Princes of the Blood, and two of his devotional 

manuscripts, the Petites Heures and the Grandes Heures, provided examples of how manuscripts 

functioned as more than private devotional objects, but instead were intended for semi-public 

performance in order to reinforce royal personae.  In addition, both books provide evidence that 

Jean de Berry carefully considered the political situation in France, and adapted his devotional 

books to support his desired social position. 
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The Petites Heures was created in two different campaigns and provide evidence of the 

shift in Jean de Berry’s political ambitions.  Begun c. 1374, a decade into the reign of his eldest 

brother, Charles V, the Petites Heures copies a number of features present in earlier manuscripts 

originating in the last decade of the Capetian dynasty.  The calendar cycle in the beginning 

significantly recreates a calendar first found in the Belleville Breviary, a manuscript produced for 

monastic use c. 1325.  This devotional book likely entered the royal collection of the first Valois 

king, Philip VI, after it was confiscated from Jeanne de Belleville, the wife of the condemned 

traitor Olivier de Clisson, in 1343.  The calendar was copied subsequently into a number of 

distinctly royal manuscripts, including Jean de Berry’s Petites Heures and Grandes Heures.  The 

reuse of the calendar recalls the Capetian dynasty, and the calendar’s iconography, charting the 

end of the Old Testament and the ascension of the New Testament, reflects the status of the 

Valois as the successors to the previous dynasty. 

The inclusion of vernacular mirrors for princes, L’Estimeur du Monde and the 

Enseignements of Saint Louis, within the Petites Heures also reinforces the claims of the newly 

established Valois dynasty.  These same texts were included in the book of hours owned by Jean 

de Berry’s father, Jean le Bon, the second Valois king of France.  Again using the model of Saint 

Louis, the mirrors for princes reinforced the legitimacy of the nascent Valois by demonstrating 

that they were the rightful successors to the Capetian dynasty.   

The Petites Heures also included visual references to the Valois princes performing the 

devotion prescribed by Saint Louis through the numerous images of princely prayer.  Although 

often considered portraits of Jean de Berry, the represented princes, identifiable through their 

clothing and crowns, range from thin to rotund, bearded to clean-shaven, and therefore represent 

the Valois Princes of the Blood in general as the legitimate heirs of Louis IX.  Jean de Berry was 

not alone in his promotion of devotional books as political objects – manuscripts owned by his 

brothers, particularly the Breviary of Charles V and the Grandes Heures of Philippe le Hardi, 

share many characteristics with the Petites Heures and mark them as similar hybrid devotional 

and political manuscripts.     

The second decorative campaign, begun c. 1385, marks a change in Jean de Berry’s 

intent for his manuscript through the addition of heraldry that shifts the focus of the book from 

promoting the legitimacy of the Valois in general to supporting the duke’s own political 

aspirations.  Jean de Berry was named one of the royal regents for the young Charles VI at 
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untimely death of Charles V in 1380.  Louis of Anjou died in 1384, leaving the duke of Berry as 

the eldest Valois brother.  By altering the focus of the manuscript from promoting the Valois 

dynasty as a whole to an emphasis on the duke himself through the inclusion of ducal heraldic 

shields, Jean de Berry made a semi-public statement about his own fitness and legitimate right to 

rule the kingdom of France as a part of the regency. 

By the first decade of the fifteenth century, the political climate in France had changed 

significantly, and the Grandes Heures, begun c. 1409, provides further evidence that Jean de 

Berry continued to modify the form of the book of hours to support his own altered position 

through an even greater campaign of personal promotion.  The Valois dynasty, now over 

seventy-five years old, was no longer required to advance their links to the previous Capetian 

dynasty to reinforce their legitimacy.  Although Saint Louis remained an important figure, the 

models for ideal kingship in the early fifteenth century were the early members of the Valois 

dynasty.   

Jean de Berry, the sole surviving son of Jean le Bon, became the senior Valois 

representative and was a mediator during the Burgundian-Armangac conflict, and the Grandes 

Heures adopted the increased size of manuscripts of political propaganda to support his new 

status as a role model for the princes of France.  In addition, the Grandes Heures is filled with 

heraldry, emblems, and mottos that refer directly to Jean de Berry, rather than the nonspecific 

princely portraits that populate the Petites Heures.  The luxurious binding and splendid full-page 

miniatures within the Grandes Heures further established the large manuscript as an object of 

royal treasure, intended to function to promote Jean’s political ambitions through its semi-public 

presentation, and not solely as an tool for personal prayer. 

The Valois princes were not the only courtly figures promoting their new found positions 

through the use of luxury status objects ornamented with para-heraldic symbols of identity – the 

newly ennobled educated men of merchant class background who were awarded titles for their 

governmental appointments, adopted this form of personal propaganda from the ruling 

aristocracy.  The Jouvenel des Ursins family, rising through the ranks of the civil service from a 

textile merchant’s background to hold some of the most prestigious positions in the French 

government including royal chancellor and archbishop of Reims, serve in this dissertation as an 

example of the artistic interests of the new nobility. 
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Although the Jouvenel des Ursins family were of a humble background, they fabricated a 

connection to the ancient Roman Orsini, and reinforced their claim through the collection of 

sumptuous objects such as luxurious manuscripts and textiles.  The Valois had previously 

adapted the form of the book of hours to communicate individual ambitions, and the Jouvenel 

des Ursins followed in the footsteps of the ruling princes commissioning devotional manuscripts 

that both conformed to the needs of fifteenth-century religion and pushed their own political 

agendas.  In their books of hours, the Jouvenel des Ursins reinforced their noble status through 

the use of heraldry and symbols of identity, and included saintly figures that served as role 

models for their behavior, while emphasizing their fabricated familial connections to the ancient 

Roman world in much the same way the Valois connected themselves to antiquity in the Nine 

Heroes tapestries. 

In addition to books of hours, Guillaume Jouvenel des Ursins, chancellor of France under 

Charles VII, commissioned the Mare historiarum, a universal history book that is profusely 

decorated with Jouvenel des Ursins heraldry and emblems.  A miniature depicting Guillaume’s 

visit to the scribe’s studio underscores his active participation in the production of the 

manuscript.  The Mare historiarum also includes a double portrait of Guillaume, dressed as both 

the Chancellor of France and an armed knight, that supports his status as a member of the 

noblesse ancienne, or ancient nobility, rather than a newly founded member of the noblesse. 

Jouvenel des Ursins’ adoption of the use of sumptuous objects for the promotion of their 

political position is also seen in two surviving panels of tapestry in the collection of objets d’art 

at the Louvre.  The panels, known as the Tapestry of the Bears, represent juvenile brown bears 

wearing capes displaying the arms of the Orsini family and bearing additional heraldic shields.  

The background of the tapestries are red and white stripes in which ornamental letters “J” for 

Jouvenel and Acanthus molis, a vegetative emblem associated with the family, are prominently 

repeated.  Luxury objects, such as ornately decorated manuscripts and lavish tapestries, profusely 

decorated with visual symbols of identity, reveal the Jouvenel des Ursins family’s adoption of 

the methods of promoting political personae adopted from the ruling Princes of the Blood. 

In addition to the elite media favored by the Valois, the recently ennobled were using the 

same symbols of personal promotion and identity in a new medium, panel painting.  The family 

exploited the potential for oil painting to imitate the sumptuous objects of the nobility, 

reproducing the manuscripts, textiles and locations that identified them as legitimate members of 
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the royal court.  Evidence for this can be seen in a large panel painting representing the Jouvenel 

des Ursins family.  Originally located within the family’s private chapel in Notre-Dame de Paris, 

the painting depicts thirteen members of the Jouvenel des Ursins family kneeling in prayer 

within a large, gothic structure.  The family suppresses their mercantile origins and reinforces 

their noble status by depicting the non-ecclesiastic male members in armor and wearing tabards 

emblazoned with the arms of the Orsini family.  Identical to Guillaume’s armed appearance in 

the Mare historiarum, the knights’ are represented as members of the noblesse ancienne, and not 

the in the robes that marked them as members of the new nobility.    

The Jouvenel des Ursins Family Portrait reveals the family’s adoption of the methods of 

self-promotion refined by the Prices of the Blood, but the materials, oil on wood panel, are not 

the same costly elements found in aristocratic commissions – the painting’s significance is not in 

its material value, but in what it is able to recreate.  Not only does the painting depict the jewels 

and luxurious textiles associated with the nobility in the fifteenth-century, it functioned to 

substitute for an elaborate donor window in the family’s private chapel.   

Although panel painting is associated with the dawn of the Renaissance in the fifteenth-

century through its break from the luxury object based art of the medieval period, it builds upon 

the same conventions present for the sumptuous objects that characterize the later Middle Ages.  

Bypassing the urge to categorize fifteenth-century French courtly objects as medieval or 

Renaissance, or reinforce their relationships to Italian or Netherlandish models, this dissertation 

has revealed what manuscripts, the sumptuous arts, and ultimately panel painting meant in a 

particularly French and courtly context.  Manuscripts have a unique position, negotiating the 

space between the sumptuous arts and panel painting, and they have served to connect the two 

categories of art and highlight the active role visual culture played in the construction of political 

identity in fifteenth-century France.  For both the early Valois princes and the new nobility, the 

visual arts functioned to construct legitimate identity as they participated and reinterpeted 

devotional objects into the much larger world of personal promotion. 

 This study has offered a new model for patronage that highlights the role of the nobility, 

including both the Princes of the Blood and the newly titled Jouvenel des Ursins family, in the 

development of the visual arts in France during the Hundred Years’ War and its aftermath.  It has 

focused on the appropriation of sumptuous devotional objects to construct legitimate political 

identity, blurring the line between sacred and secular.  In addition, panel painting has been 
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introduced as a medium growing in popularity by the urban patriciate as a means for recreating 

sumptuous objects and portraying individuals as "living nobly," highlighting one of the reasons 

why it became so popular as a medium for displaying the noblesse of newly titled members of 

society after the second quarter of the fifteenth century. 
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APPENDIX – FIGURES 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Figure 1.1 
“Arthur and Attendants,” Tapestry of the Nine 
Worthies (c. 1400-1410; New York: Cloisters). 
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Figure 1.2 
“Julius Caesar and Attendants,” Tapestry of the Nine 
Worthies (c. 1400-1410; New York: Cloisters). 
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Figure 1.3 
“Hector of Troy and Attendants,” Tapestry of the Nine 
Worthies (c. 1400-1410; New York: Cloisters). 
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Figure 1.4 
“Joshua and David and Attendants,” Tapestry of 
the Nine Worthies (c. 1400-1410; New York: 
Cloisters). 
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Figure 1.6 
Reliquary Crown, “Crown of Louis IX” (c. 1260-
1270; Paris: Louvre). 

Figure 1.5 
“A mon seul désir,” Lady and the Unicorn (c. 
1495-15000; Paris: Musée du Moyen Âge). 
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Figure 1.7 
Holy Thorn Reliquary of Jean de Berry (c. 1400-
1410; London: British Museum). 
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Figure 1.8 
Sainte-Chapelle, Paris (1243-1248).  
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Figure 1.9 
Sainte-Chapelle, Vincennes (b. 1397).  

Figure 1.10 
Sainte-Chapelle, Bourges (1392-1397).  
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Figure 1.11 
Sainte-Chapelle, Riom (b. 1395).  

Figure 1.12 
Sainte-Chapelle, Dijon (b. 1360s).  
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Figure 1.13 
Mare historiarum, f. 65v: Siege of Rome  (c. 1440; 
Paris: BnF. lat. 4915). 
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Figure 2.1 
Belleville Breviary, f. 6v: December (c. 1325; 
Paris: BnF lat. 10483/4). 
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Figure 2.2 
Petites Heures, f. 1r: January (begun c. 1374, 
second campaign c. 1385; Paris: BnF lat. 18014). 
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Figure 2.3 
Petites Heures, f. 6v: December (begun c. 1374, 
second campaign c. 1385; Paris: BnF lat. 18014). 
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Figure 2.4 
Petites Heures, f. 8r: L’Estimeur du Monde, 
Prince before a Dominican (begun c. 1374, second 
campaign c. 1385; Paris: BnF lat. 18014). 
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Figure 2.5 
Petites Heures, f. 9v: L’Estimeur du Monde, 
Dominican instructing a Prince (begun c. 1374, 
second campaign c. 1385; Paris: BnF lat. 18014). 
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Figure 2.6 
Petites Heures, f. 12r: L’Estimeur du Monde, God 
and Eli (begun c. 1374, second campaign c. 1385; 
Paris: BnF lat. 18014). 
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Figure 2.7 
Petites Heures, f. 17r: Enseignements, Saint Louis 
on his Deathbed (begun c. 1374, second campaign 
c. 1385; Paris: BnF lat. 18014). 
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Figure 2.8 
Bourges: Cathedral of Saint Étienne, Simon 
Aligret Window, c. 1412-1215. 
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Figure 2.9 
Brussels Hours, f. 10v: Jean de Berry Kneeling 
with Saints Andrew and John the Baptist (before 
1402; Brussels: BRB ms 11060-61). 

Figure 2.10 
Vatican Bible vol. 2, f. 1r, DET: Dog with scroll 
saying “Aligret” (1389-94; Vatican: Biblioteca 
Apostolica Vaticana Vat. Lat. 51). 
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Figure 2.11   
Trinity Master, Petites Heures, f. 198v: 
Prince at Prayer (begun c. 1374, second 
campaign c. 1385; Paris: BnF lat. 
18014). 

Figure 2.12   
Pseudo-Jacquemart, Petites Heures, f.198r: 
Prince at Prayer (begun c. 1374, second 
campaign c. 1385; Paris: BnF lat. 18014). 
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Figure 2.13   
Pseudo-Jacquemart, Petites Heures, f. 196v: 
Prince at Prayer (begun c. 1374, second 
campaign c. 1385; Paris: BnF lat. 18014). 

Figure 2.14  
Trinity Master, Petites Heures, f. 100v: 
Prince at Prayer (begun c. 1374, second 
campaign c. 1385; Paris: BnF lat. 18014). 
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Figure 2.15 
 Pseudo-Jacquemart, Petites Heures, f. 167v: 
Prince at Prayer (begun c. 1374, second 
campaign c. 1385; Paris: BnF lat. 18014). 

Figure 2.16  
Pseudo-Jacquemart, Petites Heures, f. 169v: 
Prince at Prayer (begun c. 1374, second 
campaign c. 1385; Paris: BnF lat. 18014). 
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Figure 2.17 
Jacquemart de Hesdin, Petites Heures, f. 97vr: 
Jean de Berry before the Virgin (begun c. 1374, 
second campaign c. 1385; Paris: BnF lat. 18014). 
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Figure 2.18 
Limbourg Brothers, Très Riches Heures, f. 1v: 
January, DET: Jean de Berry (begun c. 1410; 
Chantilly: Musée Condé MS 65). 

Figure 2.19 
Ring depicting John the Fearless, Duke of 
Burgundy (Interior and Exterior), Paris, Musée du 
Louvre. 
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Figure 2.20 
Jacquemart de Hesdin and the Parement Master, 
Petites Heures, f. 22r: Annunciation (begun c. 
1374, second campaign c. 1385; Paris: BnF lat. 
18014). 
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Figure 2.21 
Jean Pucelle, Hours of Jeanne d’Evreux, f. 154v: 
The Miraculous Delivery of Louis’ Breviary (c. 
1320-34; New York: Cloisters MS 1954). 
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Figure 3.1 
Jacquemart de Hesdin, Way to Calvary (Carrying 
of the Cross), Paris: Louvre. 
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Figure 3.2 
Grandes Heures of Jean de Berry, f. 96r ( c. 1409; 
Paris Bnf lat. 919). 
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Figure 3.3 
Aristotle’s Ethics, f. 2v: Royal Instruction ( c. 
1370; Brussels: BRB MS 9505-6). 

Figure 3.4 
Grandes Heures of Jean de Berry, f. 8r, DET: Jean de 
Berry in Prayer (c. 1409; Paris Bnf lat. 919). 
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Figure 3.5 
Limbourg Brothers, Très Riches Heures, f. 1v: 
January (begun c. 1410; Chantilly: Musée Condé 
MS 65). 
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Figure 3.6 
Pierre Salmon’s Dialogues, f. 53r: Salmon 
Delivering His Book to Charles VI (1409; Paris: 
BnF fr. 23279). 
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Figure 3.7 
Rogier van der Weyden, Jean Wauquelin’s Chroniques de 
Hainaut, f. 1r: Wauquelin Delivering His Book to Philip 
the Good (1448; Brussels: BRB ms. 9242). 
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Figure 3.8 
Christine de Pizan’s Queens Manuscript, f. 3r: 
Christine Delivering Her Book to Isabella of 
Bavaria (c. 1413; London: British Library Harley 
MS 4431). 
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Figure 4.1 
Hours of Jean II Jouvenel des Ursins (?), Saint 
Julien (1440-50; London: V&A E.4582-1910). 
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Figure 4.2 
Hours of Jean II Jouvenel des Ursins (?), Saint 
Giles  (1440-50; London: V&A E.4583-1910). 
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Figure 4.3 
Hours of Jean II Jouvenel des Ursins (?), Saint 
Germain  (1440-50; USA: Private Collection). 
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Figure 4.4 
Hours of Michel Jouvenel des Ursins, f. 66v, 
Coronation of the Virgin (c. 1450; Paris: BnF 
n.a. lat. 3113). 
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Figure 4.5 
Hours of Michel Jouvenel des Ursins, f. 38v, 
Nativity (c. 1450; Paris: BnF n.a. lat. 3113). 
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Figure 4.6 
Hours of Michel Jouvenel des Ursins, f. 49v, 
Adoration of the Magi (c. 1450; Paris: BnF 
n.a. lat. 3113). 
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Figure 4.7 
Altar Frontal featuring Christ in Majesty and 
Saints (1519; Berlin: Staatliche Museen). 
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Figure 4.8 
Hours of Guillaume Jouvenel des Ursins, f. 5r, The Visitation 
(c. 1440; Paris: BnF n.a. lat. 3226). 
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Figure 4.9 
Hours of Guillaume Jouvenel des Ursins, f. 
48r: Last Judgment (c. 1440; Paris: BnF n.a. 
lat. 3226). 
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Figure 4.10 
Hours of Guillaume Jouvenel des Ursins, f. 68r, Office 
of the Dead (c. 1440; Paris: BnF n.a. lat. 3226). 
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Figure 4.11 
Hours of Guillaume Jouvenel des Ursins, f. 75r,  Office of 
the Dead (c. 1440; Paris: BnF n.a. lat. 3226). 
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Figure 4.12 
Mare historiarum, f. 1r, DET: Guillaume Visiting the Artist’s 
Studio (c. 1440; Paris: BnF. lat. 4915). 
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Figures 4.13 
Mare historiarum, f. 30r  (c. 1440; 
Paris: BnF. lat. 4915). 

Figures 4.14 
Mare historiarum, f. 54r  (c. 1440; 
Paris: BnF. lat. 4915). 
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Figures 4.16 
Mare historiarum, f. 37v (c. 1440; 
Paris: BnF. lat. 4915). 
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Figure 4.17 
Mare historiarum, f. 21r, The Trinity with Kneeling Guillaume 
Jouvenel des Ursins  (c. 1440; Paris: BnF. lat. 4915). 
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Figure 4.18 
Album de Gaignières, f. 95r, Drawing of Guillaume Jouvenel 
des Ursins bronze tomb (Paris: BnF. Gaignières 4300). 
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Figure 4.19 
Tapestry of the Bears, panel #1 (c. 1450-1500; Paris: Louvre). 

Figure 4.20 
Tapestry of the Bears, panel #2 (c. 1450-1500; Paris: Louvre). 
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Figure 4.22 
Bourges: Hotel Jacques Coeur, interior 
sculpture showing heart and scallop shell 
motif  (1443-51). 
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Figure 4.24 
Paris: Hotel des Ursins, Column Capital with Acanthus mollis 
(Fifteenth Century; Paris: Musée Carnavalet). 

Figure 4.23 
Paris: Hotel des Ursins, Column Capital with Jouvenel des 
Ursins Shield (Fifteenth Century; Paris: Musée Carnavalet). 
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Figure 5.1 
Jouvenel des Ursins Family Portrait (c.1443-45; Paris: Cluny). 

Figure 5.2 
Jean le Tavernier, Traité sur l’Oraison Domincale, f. 9r: Philip the 
Good at Mass (after 1557; Brussels: BrB MS 9092). 
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Figure 5.3 
Wilton Diptych, INT. (1395-1399; London: National Gallery). 

Figure 5.4 
Jehan roy de France (c. 1350; Paris: Louvre). 
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  Figure 5.5 

Jean Fouquet, Charles VII, King of France (c. 1445-
1450; Paris: Louvre). 
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Figure 5.6 
Jean Fouquet, Guillaume Jouvenel des Ursins (c. 
1465; Paris: Louvre). 

Figure 5.7 
Master of the Munich Golden Legend, Neville Hours, f. 27v: Ralph Neville 
and His Children in Prayer (c. 1420-1425; Paris: BnF ms lat. 1158). 
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Figure 5.8 
Album de Gaignières, f. 96: Drawing of the Tomb of Jean I 
Jouvenel and Michelle de Vitry (Paris: BnF Gaignières 4301). 

Figure 5.9 
Album de Gaignières, f. 30Drawing of the Jouvenel des 
Ursins Family Portrait (Paris: BnF Gaignières 733). 
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Figure 5.10 
Memorial Panel of the Lords of Montfoort (c. 1380-
1400; Amsterdam: Rijksmuseum). 
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Figure 5.11 
Album de Gaignières, Drawing of Michel du Bec’s Dedication 
Window (Paris: BnF. Gaignières Collection). 
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Figure 5.12 
Gabriel de Saint-Aubin, Drawing of a stained glass window featuring a Pietà and kneeling donors 
in Saint-Aubin’s 1763 edition of Gueffier (Paris: Paris: Bibliothèque historique de la ville). 
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Figure 5.13 
Paris: Cathedral of Notre-Dame, INT: Present state of the window in the Saint-
Remi chapel including the reconstructed Tomb of Jean I and Michelle de Vitry. 
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Figure 5.14 
Bourges: Cathedral of Saint-Étienne, INT: Simon Aligret, Simon 
and Denis Faverot presented by Saint Simon (before 1412). 
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Figure 5.15 
Bourges: Cathedral of Saint-Étienne, INT: Pierre 
Trousseau window (c. 1405). 
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Figure 5.16 
Évreux: Cathedral of Notre-Dame, INT: Charles VI 
Kneeling in Prayer (c.1388-1390). 
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Figure 5.17 
Bedford Master, Bedford Hours, f. 257v: Anne of Burgundy Praying to Saint Anne 
(c. 1410-1430; London: British Library Add. 18850). 
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Figure 5.18 
Bedford Master, Bedford Hours, f. 256v: John, Duke 
of Bedford Kneeling Before Saint George (c. 1410-
1430; London: British Library Add. 18850). 
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